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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Project Overview

Summary of Findings

Clarksville is the fifth largest city in Tennessee and the

Community Assessment

ninth fastest growing city in the country. By 2013, the
total population of Clarksville-Montgomery County is

Location

projected to grow by 6.5 percent to more than 159,000.

Clarksville-Montgomery County is located 40 miles

The area is projected to continue to grow with the

northwest of Nashville, within a one hour drive of

Clarksville Metropolitan Statistical Area adding up to an

Nashville

estimated 5,000 new residents each year for the next 20

Cumberland River runs through downtown Clarksville.

International

Airport.

The

navigable

years. Clarksville-Montgomery County also has an
increasing per capita income with the fifth highest per

Population

capita income in Tennessee and the second highest

As previously mentioned, the population of Clarksville-

growth in per capita income in the state.

Montgomery County, which is currently estimated at
150,000, is projected to continue to grow.

In December 2008, it was announced that Hemlock
Semiconductor Group (which includes two Dow Corning

Education

Corporation joint ventures, Hemlock Semiconductor

The Clarksville-Montgomery County School System

Corporation and Hemlock Semiconductor LLC),

will

(CMCSS) is a consolidated city and county school system

invest $1.2 billion to build a new polycrystalline silicon

that has an enrollment of approximately 29,000 students

(polysilicon)

Clarksville.

making it the seventh largest school district in Tennessee.

Polysilicon is a key raw material used to manufacture

It is home to one kindergarten through fifth grade

solar cells and semiconductor devices and is used widely

magnet school.

production

facility

by companies in the solar industry.

in

The project is

expected to employ 1,000 construction workers over the

Austin Peay, located near downtown Clarksville, is a four-

next five to seven years, and when operational in 2013,

year public university which offers Associates, Bachelors

the facility will employ more than 500 people with the

and Masters Degrees.

potential to employ up to 800 when expanded.

9,100 students, offers Bachelors Degrees in nearly 60

Austin Peay, with an estimated

majors and Masters Degrees in biology, nursing, military
With the overall growth of Clarksville-Montgomery

history, management, education and English. With the

County and the recent announcement of the Hemlock

announcement of the Hemlock Semiconductor project in

Semiconductor project, Clarksville-Montgomery County

December, Austin Peay became the recipient of a $6.4

is poised for economic success.

million grant from the state of Tennessee to develop a
chemical engineering technology program.

As such, the Clarksville-Montgomery County Economic
Development Council (EDC) engaged Boyette Levy in late

Healthcare

July 2008 to develop a new four-year Strategic Economic

Clarksville-Montgomery County is also home to a new

Development Blueprint to guide the community into the

$200 million, 510,000 square foot hospital located on

future.

Interstate 24 with more than 270 licensed beds and 200
physicians on staff.
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Workforce
The largest employer in Clarksville-Montgomery County

and Tennessee. Retiring military and military spouses

is Fort Campbell, which is located partially in Clarksville

provide a significant source of trained labor for the area.

and partially in Fort Campbell, Kentucky. More than
30,000 soldiers and 55,000 family members reside at

The manufacturing industry in Clarksville-Montgomery

Fort Campbell and civilian employment is greater than

County employs more than 6,000.

4,000 making it the largest employer in both Kentucky

with more than 200 employees include:

Company Name

Other companies

Employees

Clarksville-Montgomery County School System

3,700

Trane Company

1,700

Convergys Corporation

1,400

Gateway Medical Center

1,200

Wal-Mart Supercenter

1,100

Quebecor

1,000

City of Clarksville

989

Montgomery County

850

Austin Peay State University

732

Jostens Printing and Publishing

600

Robert Bosch Corporation

500

Bridgestone Metalpha USA, Inc.

400

Premier Medical Group

350

Hendrickson Trailer Suspensions Systems

320

Spear USA

302

Florim USA

287

Nystar

242

Cumberland Electric Membership Corp.

215

Progressive Directions, Inc.

215

Buildings and Sites
Following the announcement of the location of Hemlock

Corporate Business Park. There are also a number of

Semiconductor at Commerce Park, which is comprised of

available buildings. The Corporate Business Park also

1,215 acres of land, Clarksville-Montgomery County has

includes space for a Class A distribution facility and a 40

approximately 650 acres available for development at the

acre pad ready site.
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Insights from Interviews and Surveys
To gather additional insight on Clarksville-Montgomery

groups.

County, a total of 58 stakeholder interviews were

interviews/discussion groups include:

Some

of

the

key

findings from

such

conducted either one-on-one or through small discussion

Common Perceptions of Clarksville-Montgomery County

¾

Military town

¾

Good place to retire

¾

Little big town

¾

University town

¾

Unawareness of proximity to Nashville

¾

Melting pot
Strengths

Weaknesses

¾

Fort Campbell

¾

Lack of identity and long-term vision for the future

¾

Geographic location near Nashville, Interstate 24

¾

Infrastructure has not kept up with rapid growth

and within a six hour drive of four major cities

¾

Austin Peay State University

¾

Lack of master plan for development

¾

Small-town feel with a good quality of life

¾

Need for more involvement in leadership roles by
younger residents

¾

Great place to raise a family

¾

Lack of consolidated government

¾

Consolidated city and county public school system

¾

Lack of a conference center or multi-use facility

¾

A growing and diverse population

¾

Need for more amenities for residents such as
parks, trails, cultural events, higher-end retail
stores and non-chain restaurants

¾

Cumberland

River

and

the

new

riverfront

¾

Under utilization of Cumberland River area

development and planned marina

¾

Numerous golf courses in the area

¾

Challenge to fund new schools due to rapid growth

¾

Local attractions such as Customs House Museum,

¾

Perception as a military town

historic Collinsville, and the Beachaven Winery

¾

Leadership in the community

¾

Residents who are resistant to change

¾

New hospital

¾

Transient population because of Fort Campbell

¾

Affordable land and labor
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Challenges to Business Success

¾

Lack of long-term vision and master plan for development

¾

Concerns regarding fragmentation of city and county government

¾

Residents who are not progressive and want to maintain status quo

¾

Lack of a convention center or multi-use facility

¾

Need for more involvement in leadership roles and economic development activities by younger residents

¾

Over reliance on Fort Campbell

¾

State of Tennessee’s incentives

Visionary Thoughts to Ensure Success

¾

Creation of a long-term vision and master plan for development

¾

Infrastructure improvements

¾

Consolidation of city and county governments

¾

Development of a convention center or multi-use facility

¾

Stronger and more aggressive leadership

¾

More involvement of younger residents in leadership roles and economic development activities

¾

Increased marketing efforts to sell Clarksville-Montgomery County

¾

Increased funding for schools

¾

Stronger partnership with Austin Peay State University

¾

Continued development of the riverfront area and planned marina

¾

Establishment of more amenities for residents such as parks, trails, cultural events, higher-end retail stores
and non-chain restaurants
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Related to the Aspire Campaign, questions were asked as

Aspire Campaign has been successful and 61.1 percent of

part of the survey to members of the Chamber who

respondents felt the campaign needs a new name or re-

currently participate or have participated in the

branding. When asked what changes should be made to

campaign. Of those who responded, 73.7 percent felt the

the campaign, respondents stated the following:

Proposed Changes to the Aspire Campaign

¾

More accountability of how funds are used

¾

Increased communication to investors regarding accomplishments

¾

Need to develop stronger metrics and goals for the campaign

¾

Campaign should be re-launched with a new brand and mission

Related specifically to tourism, the following were identified as the primary opportunities and challenges:

Tourism Opportunities

¾

Tourism Challenges

¾

Lack of a convention center or multi-use facility

tourism

¾

Insufficient funding for marketing activities

Need to create a destination type attraction, such as

¾

Need for additional hotels

¾

Need for better trained hospitality workforce

Need to develop a convention center or multi-use
facility

¾

Enhancement

of

heritage/historic

opportunities

¾

the Wings of Liberty military museum, which would
bring tourists to the area

¾

Continued development of the riverfront area and
planned marina
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Targeted Business Opportunities
Identification and prioritization of targeted business

research; and the

opportunities for Clarksville-Montgomery County is

information was then reviewed and compared against the

critical to the creation of an efficient and focused

needs of the potential targets.

economic

development

effort.

The

community assessment.

This

targeted

opportunities for Clarksville—Montgomery County were

The following is a list of the four primary and two

ultimately selected based on a review of the targets from

secondary targets identified. Primary targets are those

the TVA Valley Targeted and Prepared Community

that

Program strategy completed in June 2007, a comparison

Montgomery County at this point in time and, as such,

of the area’s assets, which were ascertained through

should be the immediate focus. Secondary targets are

information

those that show potential over the course of the next four

gained

during

stakeholder

interviews,

focus/discussion groups and survey results; secondary

the

greatest

potential

for

Clarksville-

years.

Primary Targets

¾

show

Secondary Targets

Clean/Green Technology with a Focus on

¾

Automotive Suppliers

¾

Retirement Services

Alternative Energy

¾ Solar Support Manufacturing
¾ Wind Support Manufacturing
¾

Corporate Services

¾ Contact Centers
¾ Data Centers
¾ Shared Service Centers
¾

Distribution/Logistics

¾

Medical Equipment and Supplies
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Program Areas
Based on the primary and secondary research completed

Recommendations related to Existing Industry and

for Clarksville-Montgomery County, Boyette Levy was

Retention include:

able to determine there are four main program areas that
need to be the focus of economic development efforts for

Formalize existing industry program by:

the next four years. The program areas include:
¾

Hiring a new full or part-time staff
person to oversee the Existing Industry Program.

¾

Global Business Development

¾

Community Development

¾

Marketing and Communications

¾

Tourism

¾

Identifying key existing companies that
should be a focus of this retention and expansion
effort.

Strategies have been developed in each of these program

¾

Establishing

a

Business

Retention

and

areas, which are defined below, and performance metrics

Expansion Team or Council that may consists

were created to ensure the strategies are effective moving

of one or more representatives of the EDC, the

forward.

Chamber, Austin Peay and elected officials.

Global Business Development
For

purposes of

this

Blueprint,

¾
Global

¾

Hemlock Semiconductor Project

¾

Business Attraction – Targeted Business

corporate

headquarters

outside of Clarksville-Montgomery County.

Development includes strategies related to:

Existing Industry and Retention

a

visitation program to parent company locations

Business

¾

Develop

¾

Consider purchasing and using an existing
industry survey program or create a
database as a tool to track corporate visits and
existing industry activity.

Opportunities
¾

Foreign Direct Investment

¾

Real Estate Development

¾

Innovation and Entrepreneurship

In

¾

Education and Workforce Development

Corporation (HSC) announced plans to invest $1.2

¾

Incentives Policy

Hemlock Semiconductor Project
December

2008,

Hemlock

Semiconductor

million in a new manufacturing facility in Clarksville that
will produce polycrystalline silicone or polysilicon, a key
raw material used to manufacture solar cells and

Existing Industry and Retention

semiconductor devices. The new facility will employ an
initial 500 and up to 800 once expanded. It will also

It is typically less costly and time intensive to retain an

employ an estimated 1,000 workers during construction

existing business than it is to recruit a new one. As such,

over the next five to seven years. The economic impact of

retention and expansion efforts can provide significant

this project is substantial over the short and long-term.

benefits to a community, especially in a struggling
economy. Representatives of the EDC already conduct
regular one-on-one visits to existing industry but there is
no formalized Existing Industry Program.
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Implementation of Commitments
The EDC has facilitated the efforts to bring the HSC

and commercial facilities. Having such incentives and

project to Clarksville-Montgomery County over the past

regulations in place encourages the use of solar energy

two and a half years.

resulting in more demand for solar products.

The EDC coordinated with

numerous state and local Tennessee agencies in
connection with the project and several of those entities

Instead of offering rebates, some local governments have

made commitments to HSC. In order to ensure that all

been looking at other types of incentives to promote solar

commitments

power.

related

to

the

HSC

project

are

implemented, the following should occur:
For example, the city of Gainesville, Florida recently
¾

The

EDC

must

continue

its

role

as

voted to create a feed-in-tariff program that would allow

facilitator in the process of ensuring that

participants to make money by installing solar energy

all commitments by such entities are

systems. The program would pay both residential and

implemented in a timely manner.

business customers 32 cents per kilowatt hour for power
generated from their systems, which is more than the

¾

The

EDC

should

utilize

the

price of conventional electricity.

existing

implementation matrix that outlines all
of the commitments and continue its

Clarksville-Montgomery County may want to consider

ongoing conversations with each of the

some type of rebate program at the local

responsible parties to obtain a status update, as well

level

as address any potential issues.

program that awards both companies and residents for

or

possibly

a

feed-in-tariff

type

installing solar energy systems in their facilities or
¾

The EDC should also continue in its role

homes. Such a program should also be encouraged at the

of being the primary coordinator and

state level in Tennessee.

communicator with HSC representatives

Other Solar Initiatives

to ensure they are updated on the status of each

The U.S. Department of Energy’s Solar America Cities

commitment and any possible challenges with

Partnership is a select group of U.S. cities that are

meeting deadlines.

working together to accelerate the adoption of solar
energy technologies. The partnership includes the U.S.

Support for the Solar Industry

Department of Energy (DOE), national laboratories, 25
cities across the U.S., and a variety of city, county and

Local Incentives

state agencies, universities, solar companies, utilities,

In order to further show support for the HSC project and

developers and non-profit organizations.

any related customers that may locate in ClarksvilleMontgomery County, the EDC should explore the

The city of Knoxville, Tennessee became a partner in the

possibility of enacting an incentive at the

Solar America Cities program in March 2008. Through

local level to support the solar industry. In

the program, Knoxville was awarded $200,000 over a

recent years, solar incentives have grown in popularity

two-year period to help finance various initiatives related

among state and local governments trying to promote

to local generation of solar power. TVA is matching this

clean energy production. Many states and localities are

grant with $50,000 annually.

now offering rebates or other types of incentives for
installing solar-electric systems in both residential homes
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Business Intelligence and Marketing Activities

It does not appear that DOE intends to select any new
Solar America Cities. However, Clarksville-Montgomery
County may want to explore the possibility that

Clarksville-Montgomery County has already had a major

additional cities could be selected considering

success in the area of solar support manufacturing with

that there is now a new Administration in office and this

the recent announcement of HSC. The product that HSC

program was originally

under the Bush

produces is the beginning of the supply chain for the

Administration in 2006 as part of the Solar America

solar and semiconductor industries. As such, there is

Initiative.

opportunity for customers of HSC to potentially locate a

set

up

facility in the Clarksville-Montgomery County area. In
Regardless of whether additional cities are selected or

order to increase the chance of this happening and the

not, the EDC should engage in conversations

overall project impact, it is recommended that the EDC

with its counterpart in Knoxville to determine

develop a plan of action for maximizing the

what lessons they have learned in this process and what

potential of customers of HSC locating in the

actions they are taking to develop a sustainable solar

area in the future. The EDC should also develop a

infrastructure.

plan of action related to the other targeted
business opportunities identified.

Business

Recruitment

–

Targeted

Business
This will involve allocating marketing dollars to

Opportunities

support targeting activities for HSC customers
As previously discussed, the primary targeted business

and the other targeted business opportunities.

opportunities for Clarksville-Montgomery County include

also involve the hiring of additional EDC staff to

the following:

do the following:

¾

¾

Clean/Green Technology with a Focus on Alternative



Business

intelligence

research

to

It will

identify

Energy

potential HSC customer and other target




companies;

Solar Support Manufacturing



Wind Support Manufacturing

Corporate Services





materials to send to such potential HSC

Contact Centers

customers or other target companies;



Data Centers
Shared Service Centers

¾

Distribution/Logistics

¾

Medical Equipment & Supplies

Automotive Suppliers

¾

Retirement Services

Conducting marketing trips to the headquarters
locations of such potential HSC customers or
other target companies ; and



Business

intelligence

potential

suppliers

research
of

to

identified

identify
HSC

customers.

Secondary targets include:
¾

Development of project specific marketing

Future Regional or Alternative Airport to Nashville
Nashville International Airport is approximately 40

The EDC must have a plan of action in place to target and

minutes from Clarksville. One important factor for HSC

attract such business opportunities to Clarksville-

in selecting a location for its new manufacturing facility

Montgomery County.

was accessibility to an airport. Access to adequate flights
is important to many companies that may consider
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locating in Clarksville-Montgomery County now and in

years, such as Volkswagen (Germany) in Chattanooga,

the future, as well as to area’s growing population base.

Tennessee, and Toyota (Japan) in Blue Springs,
Mississippi are foreign-owned. It is likely that suppliers

As Clarksville-Montgomery County continues to grow

of such OEMs and others, who may be potential targets

and reaches a population of more than 200,000, it may

for Clarksville-Montgomery County, would also be

want to consider

foreign-owned.

the

development

of

an

alternative airport to Nashville, whether a
regional airport or a second airport to serve

The EDC should focus its efforts in the solar,

the Nashville market.

wind

and

automotive

targeted

business

opportunities on foreign-owned companies
The development of a commercial airport normally

that may be looking to invest in the U.S. and

takes up to 20 years or more to come to fruition so

be prepared for prospects from such countries.

Clarksville-Montgomery County should start considering
the feasibility and potential need for a regional airport

The EDC should also consider participating in

with commercial flights in the area or potentially an

state-sponsored

alternative airport to Nashville in the future.

foreign countries where such sectors are strong.

Foreign Direct Investment

Real Estate

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) can be defined as “an

One of, if not the major contributor of Clarksville-

investment abroad, usually where the company being

Montgomery County’s economic development success is

invested is controlled by a foreign corporation.” For the

that the local governments have had the foresight to

purpose of this Blueprint, FDI refers to the investment of

develop

foreign-based companies in the United States.

available to prospects in timely fashion. The importance

investment

commercial/industrial

missions

property

that

to

was

of this vision and commitment to securing and preparing
It is highly likely that a significant number of projects

these sites cannot be overstated.

announced over the next few years by targeted industries

economies develop, however, they position themselves to

such as solar, wind and automotive are likely to result

be more attractive to private sector developers who may

from foreign-owned companies.

then be

Related to solar,

amenable

to

As community’s

undertaking many of the

Germany has by far the largest market for photovoltaic

development costs and risk associated with preparing a

systems, which convert sunlight into electricity, with

commercial/industrial park.

roughly half of the world’s total installations. Germany is
also the third-largest producer of solar cells and modules,

With its recent success, combined with the expanding

after China and Japan.

boundaries of the “Nashville market,” ClarksvilleMontgomery County could now be positioned to pass

Most

of

the

leading

wind-related

manufacturing

the development of its commercial/industrial

companies are based in Europe (Germany, Denmark and

property from the public to the private sector.

Spain), but are quickly increasing their presence in North

Related recommendations are:

America, which is viewed as the world's most promising
market.

¾

Identify

future

potential

property

for

development.
The

majority

of

automotive

Original

Equipment

Manufacturer (OEM) projects announced in the last few

13
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¾

Continue

networking

with

¾

Nashville-

Identify and define roles of all critical
entities in the area that are active in

based developers.

entrepreneurial
¾

development

and

Develop incentives from the city and/or county

coordinate efforts with such entities to

(determined by jurisdiction of property identified) to

eliminate overlap of services.

induce private developers to undertake projects.

¾
¾

Collaborate with representatives from

Invite Nashville or regional development firms to

Austin

familiarization

entrepreneurship and, possibly eventually an

tours

of

Clarksville-

Peay

to

undergraduate

Montgomery County.

develop

courses

program

in
in

entrepreneurship.
¾

Once

market

conditions

improve,

develop

¾

Request for Proposals (RFPs) to distribute

Organize a panel of local experts to

among the development community with the

address obstacles of entrepreneurs. Such

objective of securing a development partner.

panels should be organized once every six months.

Innovation and Entrepreneurship

¾

Explore

the

creation

a

business

incubator.
One key to success in the 21st century is supporting
innovative and entrepreneurial activities which will offer

¾

Work with military representatives at Fort

the opportunity for new wealth creation. The ability to

Campbell to provide entrepreneur assistance to

generate new ideas and turn those ideas into reality is a

retiring and recently retired personnel.

critical factor in creating a competitive advantage and
wealth for both companies and communities. Programs

¾

Develop a legislative agenda that supports

which assist and encourage local entrepreneurs to

entrepreneurial development and work with local

succeed are one of the more promising economic

legislators to educate them about the issues facing

development strategies in the 21st century.

entrepreneurs and how the state can better support
entrepreneurs.

To create a superior support system for innovation,

Education and Workforce Development

venture creation and entrepreneurial development,
Clarksville-Montgomery
developing

an

County

should

Innovation

consider
and

The

Clarksville-

Entrepreneurship Program, in collaboration

Montgomery County

with Austin Peay, which includes workshops and

School

System

mentoring/networking opportunities. Such a program

(CMCSS)

is

should be housed under the Chamber arm of the EDC.

consolidated city and county public school system which

a

serves the county. One of the biggest challenges that
As part of that Innovation and Entrepreneurship

CMCSS faces is the growing population in Clarksville-

program, Clarksville-Montgomery County may also want

Montgomery County and being able to build enough new

to consider implementing some or all of the following

schools fast enough to accommodate such growth.

additional ideas:
The strength of the public school system is often a very
important aspect of a site search for a new corporate

14
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location. It can also be an important factor for existing

¾

Collaborate with Austin Peay to ensure

industry as far as availability of talent locally and the

curriculum needs of targeted industries

recruitment of talent from outside the area. As such,

are met.

addressing issues related to the public school system is
an important part of an economic development strategy

¾

EDC officials should also work with Austin
Peay

for a community.

to

ensure

accreditation

of

the

Business program at the university.
Recommendations

in

this

area

for

Clarksville-

Montgomery County are:
¾

Assess

funding

¾
and

need

for

future

Update Labor Market Assessment.

Incentives Policy

schools.
Incentives are an important factor in offsetting project

¾

In order to ensure that schools in the K-12 system

costs for companies that are expanding or locating new

are adequately funded and new schools continue to

operations. Incentives can make a difference in the site

be constructed to address the increasing population,

selection process, particularly when the choice is between

the EDC should continue to facilitate meetings

two or three final locations. Many states and localities

with the CMCSS Director of Schools and

offer tax and non-tax incentives to attract businesses that

the appropriate city and county officials.

create jobs, make capital investments or both.

Enhance and expand math and science

The Clarksville-Montgomery County EDC, through the

curriculum in the public schools.

Industrial Development Board (IDB), should develop
and adopt a flexible incentives policy that

During the next decade, it is projected that the U.S.

enables it to meet the needs of new and existing

demand for scientists and engineers will increase at

industry. Once the needs of a prospect have been

four times the rate of other occupations. However,

identified, the EDC, through the IDB, should base its

high school students today are not performing well

incentives commitments on jobs created, wages and

in math and science, and fewer are pursuing

capital investment.

technical degrees.

Effective Science, Technology,
Such incentives policy should include performance-based

Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) Education is
21st

requirements and/or clawback provisions related to

Century. STEM Education is also critical to serve

cash-type incentives that require repayment of some or

the workforce needs of a company such as HSC.

all of such incentives if job, wage or investment

critical to a knowledge-based economy in the

requirements are not met.

The policy should also

As such, the EDC should encourage CMCSS to

include incentives for retention when a company

conduct an inventory of existing STEM

is

curriculum offerings at the elementary,

operations to another state or country.

considering

closing,

downsizing

or

relocating

middle school and high school levels and
develop

recommendations

to

expand

those offerings.
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Community Development
Community

important

County Mayors, as well as members of the City Council

component of economic development. For purposes of

and County Commission to form a Consolidation

this

Development

Blueprint,

is

Community

another
Development

includes

Study Committee to explore the feasibility of

strategies related to:

consolidation.

¾

Comprehensive Planning

Assuming the results of such study are positive, the EDC

¾

Conference Center Development

should then take the lead role, working through the

¾

Resources for Living

Chamber of Commerce, in the establishment of a

¾

Public Policy

committee to “educate the public” about the
benefits of consolidation.

Comprehensive Planning
Comprehensive

planning

is

Conference Center Development
a

necessary

part

of

Almost every stakeholder interviewed for this project felt

community development as it provides a strategic long-

a conference center to provide a venue for local events,

term vision for an area and a plan to achieve success.

conferences and other special events is a critical factor in

During the stakeholder interview process, the majority of

ensuring the future success of Clarksville-Montgomery

stakeholders agreed that a long-term vision and master
plan

for

development

is

needed

for

Montgomery County to be successful.

County. Many stakeholders pointed out it can be difficult

Clarksville-

to find a location to hold a large event in the community,

As such, a

and currently the largest venue for events in Clarksville is

Comprehensive Plan for Clarksville-Montgomery County

the Austin Peay State University Center for the Creative

should be considered in the future.
In

the

meantime,

Clarksville-Montgomery

Arts, which can hold only 600 people.
County

Representatives of HSC will have a need for conference

should address certain key issues that would

center facilities for company-related meetings.

be covered in a Comprehensive Plan including

presence

the possibility of city/county consolidated government.

a

conference

center

in

The

Clarksville-

Montgomery County would also add to the attractiveness

The majority of stakeholders interviewed as part of this

of the community for companies considering a new

process felt a consolidated city and county government is

location, such as potential customers of HSC and other

needed for the community to be successful.

existing businesses, as well as residents.

As such, the EDC should investigate the

As such, the Clarksville-Montgomery County EDC should

potential to pursue city/county consolidated

support the development and construction of a

government and develop plan to achieve

conference

should feasibility investigation indicate it

center

communications

would be successful.

facility

campaign

in

the

should

area.
also

A
be

developed to support the recruitment of the conference
center facility and additional retail that would include

The first obvious step in this process would be to

information about the need and how it would positively

establish a Consolidation Study Committee to

impact Clarksville-Montgomery County.

explore the feasibility of consolidating the city and county
government in Clarksville-Montgomery County.

of

The

EDC should take a lead role in encouraging the City and
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Public Policy

Resources for Living

Many

In order to be a viable choice for the current and future
knowledge-based workers, the EDC should ensure that

and attract talent, it will enhance the region’s chances to
recruit the type of companies that rely on this skilled type
of workforce.

Development of a Conference/Event Center
Consolidation of City and County Government

¾

Plan for Infrastructure

¾

Assisting and supporting the development of a plan
which may include:

to

the

river

and

through

Transportation (roads)
Utilities

Resources for living







to make Clarksville more pedestrian friendly

downtown

more

¾




Peay

stakeholder
were

¾

Specific recommendations in this area include:

Austin

the

process

recruitment. Examples of these issues include:

Development of such amenities will not only help retain

Connecting

during

group

nature, rather than directly related to new business

environment for this talent base become a priority.



raised

“community development” and therefore “political” in

projects related to creating a higher quality of living

¾

issues

interview/discussion

More sidewalks
Walking trails
Bike trails
Maximizing the river
Connecting Austin Peay to downtown

walking and bike trails



and

The Chamber arm of the Clarksville-Montgomery County

hiking trails and bicycle trails a more

EDC currently has a Public & Community Affairs

Making

sidewalks,

walking

Committee whose stated purpose is “to act as the “voice

critical component of future planning


¾

of the business” to local, state and federal elected

Rail Trails

officials.” This committee produces a local, state and

Work with the appropriate organizations

federal legislative agenda, monitors progress of issues it

to maximize use of the Cumberland River

has identified as important to the business community
and sponsors programs on legislative topics.

through development of retail, restaurants and
residential areas around the river area and of the

Based

planned marina that is already in process.
¾

on

this

information

and

Boyette

Levy’s

assessment, the following are recommended:

Continue to work to influence the development
¾

of downtown.

Create a committee to be called the “Catalyst
Council” which will select one to two key

¾

Address public transportation needs by

legislative or local issues from the list compiled by

working with the appropriate parties to ensure

the

more bus routes are added to meet

Committee and develop a strategy designed to

needs of new and existing industry, and to

successfully address the each element inherent in

increase the use of "rubber" trolleys in the

the chosen issue.

downtown areas.

¾

existing

Public

and

Community

Affairs

Create a Political Action Committee (PAC)
under the umbrella of the Chamber of Commerce
that is focused on identifying and supporting local,
state and federal issues and state and federal
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Branding

candidates that are critical to the successful
development of the Clarksville-Montgomery County

¾

economy.

Develop
strategy

a

more
for

consistent

branding

Clarksville-Montgomery

County and encourage all entities that

Marketing and Communications

seek to promote the community to utilize
the same brand and design.

In today’s environment, communications and marketing
are critical to successful economic development activities.
Marketing and Communications efforts should focus on

¾

Utilize branding messages that position

the area’s competitive strengths which result from

Clarksville-Montgomery

County

comparing the critical needs of targeted projects with the

dynamic,

and

area’s advantages. The competitive position should then

community.

progressive

as

a

growing

be used to develop key messages that serve as the basis
for all marketing and communications activities.
For

purposes

of

this

Blueprint,

Marketing

The following are suggested key messages:
and

As the 9th fastest growing city in the
nation, Clarksville is a city with diverse
opportunities for a diverse population.

Communications includes strategies related to:

¾



Branding

¾

Public Relations – Nashville

¾

Public Awareness

¾

Aspire Foundation Marketing

The marketing component of the economic development
Blueprint for Clarksville-Montgomery County is focused



on developing activities to promote the area both to
internal and external audiences by employing several
strategies

including

branding,

media

 

While Clarksville has a diverse economic
base and success in a variety of industry
sectors, it will soon be home to Hemlock
Semiconductor Corporation, a $1.2 billion
polycrystalline
silicon
(polysilicon)
production facility. Polysilicon is a key
raw material used to manufacture solar
cells and semiconductor devices.

 

Clarksville offers a competitive workforce
with diverse skills supported by the
presence of the Fort Campbell military
post and Austin Peay State University.

relations,

community relations and investor communications. The
overarching goal for this marketing effort is:

 
Although Clarksville is a community that
embraces its heritage, it is prepared for
the 21st Century economy with a focus on
entrepreneurship and innovation.

To
position
Clarksville-Montgomery
County as a growing, progressive
community that offers outstanding
amenities for businesses, residents and
visitors.

 
Located just 40 minutes from Nashville,
Clarksville residents have access to all
the amenities of a large city while
enjoying the comforts of a smaller
community.
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¾

Update

the

existing

incorporate
develop

the

EDC

new

website

branding

micro-websites

to



to
and

On-going media promotion of key community
assets.



increase

functionality of the site.

Signage throughout Clarksville-Montgomery
County will begin to move residents toward a
greater sense of pride.



Public Relations – Nashville

Incorporate community pride messages and
activities into local festivals and events.

¾



Develop a media relations program to
generate

positive

publicity

Clarksville-Montgomery

County

about
in

Utilize billboards around the community and
on highways around Clarksville for local

the

residents and visitors to see, recognize and

Nashville market.

familiarize themselves with community assets.



Promote community assets to Austin Peay

In order to generate publicity in the Nashville

students in an effort to utilize them as

market, it will be important to continue to develop

ambassadors with potential new students and

strong relationships with key reporters

to encourage them to stay in the Clarksville area

and editors and selected media outlets.

upon graduation.

These

relationships

might

be

developed

and

enhanced through the following tactics:

¾

Explore

successful

government




¾

efforts

consolidated

and

communicate

One-on-one contact.

with area citizens the opportunities for

Direct mail or e-mail efforts.

similar

Media visits.

Montgomery County.

Messages for this program should focus

¾

success

in

Clarksville-

Develop a communications campaign to

on the area’s image as more than an

support development of a conference

Army post or a blue collar town.

center that would include information
about the need for such a facility and
how

Public Awareness

it

would

positively

impact

Clarksville-Montgomery County.
¾

Launch a community pride campaign to
enhance

resident

awareness

of

Aspire Foundation Marketing

Clarksville-Montgomery County’s assets
as a place to live, work and play.

Communication with current and prospective investors
will help ensure that the fundraising effort generates the

The first, critical step in a public awareness effort is

resources necessary to fund implementation of this

to

Blueprint.

develop

greater

community

pride

Clarksville-Montgomery County’s residents.

among
The

community pride program should be an on-going

¾

Re-brand

the

Aspire

Campaign

to

effort to energize local residents about what a great

generate new interest and enthusiasm in

place Clarksville-Montgomery County is to live,

supporting the Blueprint.

work and play.

General tactics that might be

included in a community pride campaign are:

As the fundraising effort begins to support this
Blueprint, it is important to re-energize stakeholders
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and let them know that the community is prepared

innovation. This foundational plan will allow

to make bold steps moving forward. New branding

Clarksville

for the Aspire effort is one way to communicate a
new energy to potential investors.

improve our community.

we focus our efforts in taking our community

Clarksville-Montgomery’s

to the next level.

County’s growth into the future.
branding

should

carry

through

This Blueprint is

designed to help foster community support as

the Blueprint and its investors are the catalyst

This

its

critical component of any effort to sell and

This name sends a message that both
continue

develop

  

might be “Catalyst 2020 – A Vision for the

to

to

Community support and enthusiasm is a

the recommendations contained in this document

needed

continue

as it pursues global opportunities.

One possible name for the Aspire campaign to fund

Future.”

to

workforce and entrepreneurial environment

all
¾

communications with investors as the Clarksville-

Utilize a variety of tools to communicate

Montgomery County EDC leadership seeks funding

with

for the new Blueprint.

fundraising

stakeholders

throughout

process

and

as

the
the

recommendations of the Blueprint are
¾

implemented.

Create key messages to communicate
with investors and other stakeholders.



Share

Blueprint

recommendations.

The following are proposed messages that might be

Hold a meeting with investors and potential

included in all investor communications materials:

investors to unveil the Blueprint and generate
support for the recommendations.

As the 9th fastest growing city in the nation,



Clarksville is a city with diverse opportunities
for a diverse population.

articles

The economic

for

this

transition

about

the

economic

development

Blueprint should be developed to include in

development Blueprint for the area is the
catalyst

Utilize internal publications. Feature

appropriate publications distributed by the

with

EDC and other community organizations.

recommendations that ensure the right type
of continued growth for the community.



  

Seek feature story placements. Pursue
a feature story in targeted business or general

With a diverse economic base and success in

interest publications about development of the

different industry sectors, this Blueprint will

economic development Blueprint and why it is

allow Clarksville to focus its efforts on wealth

important to the area.

creation in a way that embraces development
that area residents desire while continuing to



increase the per capita income for its citizens.

Conduct editorial board meeting. In an
effort to engage the local newspaper in the

  

economic

and

community

development

A successful 21st Century economy must have

recommendations, hold a meeting with the

a global awareness, a competitive workforce

editorial board to brief members on the

and

recommendations and their intended results.

a

focus

on

entrepreneurship

and
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Place local guest column.

Provide a

With careful long-range planning, the hospitality and

guest column authored by the Aspire campaign

tourism industry can be a leading economic development

chairman to the Leaf Chronicle.

sector for Clarksville-Montgomery County and it should
play an important role in the community’s overall



Provide elected official briefing. In an

economic development blueprint.

effort to keep key elected officials informed of
the fundraising effort and the Blueprint

The

implementation, an overview of the Blueprint

Blueprint are based on the review of all communications

should be provided at regularly scheduled

and marketing materials, secondary research, working

meetings of the Clarksville City Council and the

with tourism industry leaders and staff, interviewing key

Montgomery County Commission or in one or

stakeholders and an independent assessment of the

more small group meetings with key elected

current tourism product offerings.

tourism

recommendations

contained

in

this

stakeholders.
Tourism Development Strategies


Create website presence. Information
about the Blueprint recommendations and

As part of the Clarksville-Montgomery County Economic

implementation should be included on the EDC

Development Blueprint, the tourism industry needs to

website.

increase its share-of-mind among key influencers that
tourism

Tourism

is

a

vital

component

of

an

economic

development plan. This includes city and county policymakers, business leaders and those who can shape future

Tourism may be defined as travel for recreational or

development opportunities of the tourism product.

leisure purposes. One component of this Blueprint was
to address tourism as an opportunity for ClarksvilleMontgomery County.

The following are high-priority strategies to assist

As such, the Tourism section

Clarksville-Montgomery County in enhancing its tourism

includes strategies related to:

offerings and increasing the contribution tourism makes
to the overall economy of the area.

¾

Tourism Product

¾

Tourism Marketing

Tourism Product Enhancement

Many communities throughout Tennessee rely on the

¾

Consider opportunities for sustainable

economic benefits derived from tourism and travel-

developments of eco-tourism and nature,

related activities as a major source of economic vitality

including

and growth. Clarksville-Montgomery County has a lot to

outdoor recreation.

agricultural,

forestry

and

offer related to hospitality and tourism development,
which can provide for new economic development
opportunities.

Clarksville-Montgomery

¾

Advocate for the development of the
Wings of Liberty Museum.

County’s

proximity to a significant tourism corridor just 45
minutes to the south provides great opportunities in

The Wings of Liberty museum, a proposed 80,000-

exploring new and innovative ways to share its unique

square-foot facility, will include a 200-seat IMAX-

tourism product just 40 miles northwest of Nashville.

style theater, catering area, book store/gift shop,
and artifact storage area located at Fort Campbell.
This facility has the potential to serve as a
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destination

attraction

for

the

Clarksville-

Tourism Marketing: Promoting the Brand

Montgomery County area.
¾
¾

Implement an internal communications

Explore opportunities to enhance and

plan to ensure that local residents are

package the area’s historic attractions to

aware

take advantage of the upcoming Civil

offerings and the area is prepared to

War Sesquicentennial.

serve

of
as

the

community’s
“ambassadors”

tourism
when

interacting with visitors.
¾

Investigate the idea of a “Big Town,
Small City” visitor appeal to travelers

Local residents can often be the very best tourism

seeking

marketing a community has available.

some

type

of

experiential

However,

tourism product such as auto touring,

citizens need to understand the area’s assets and

bird

attractions and be prepared to share information

watching,

cultural/heritage

nature

tourism

tourism.

and

Current

with visitors.

amenities would serve as the backdrop
for these types of natural resource and
cultural/heritage activities.
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Conclusion
Clarksville-Montgomery County is on the cusp of

year Strategic Economic Development Blueprint will

transformation to a new economic model with its rapid

serve as the foundation to guide Clarksville-Montgomery

population growth, increasing per capita income and the

County into an already promising future.

recent Hemlock Semiconductor announcement. Now is
the time for Clarksville-Montgomery County to capitalize

The top 16 actions items from the Blueprint that the

on this growth, development and momentum. This four-

EDC needs to implement to be most successful
include:

1.

Re-brand the Aspire Campaign as Catalyst 2020 – A Vision for the Future and utilize a variety of
tools to communicate with stakeholders throughout the fundraising process and as
recommendations of the Blueprint are implemented.
  
2. Formalize the existing industry program.
  
3. Ensure commitments to Hemlock Semiconductor are met.
  
4. Develop more consistent branding strategy.
  
5. Allocate marketing dollars to support targeting of Hemlock Semiconductor
customers and other targeted industries.
  
6. Advocate for development of the Wings of Liberty Museum.
  
7. Develop an Innovation and Entrepreneurship Program.
  
8. Develop and adopt a flexible local incentives policy to
meet the needs of new and existing industry.
  
9. Develop plan for a conference center and related communications campaign.
  
10. Investigate potential to pursue city/county consolidated government
and develop related communications campaign.
  
11. Collaborate with Austin Peay to ensure curriculum needs of Hemlock Semiconductor and
other targeted business opportunities are met.
  
12. Encourage CMCSS to conduct inventory of existing STEM curriculum offerings
and develop recommendations to expand.
  
13. Coordinate with appropriate parties to develop plan to make
Clarksville-Montgomery County more pedestrian friendly.
  
14. Create Political Action Committee (PAC) focused on identified
local, state and Federal issues.
  
15. Explore more private sector-led commercial land development.
  
16. Continue media relations program to generate positive publicity about
Clarksville-Montgomery County in the Nashville market.
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Community Assessment
Location
Clarksville-Montgomery

County,

Tennessee

is

The

on

navigable

Cumberland

downtown Clarksville.

Interstate 24, approximately 40 miles northwest of

River

runs

through

3

Nashville. The community is within a one hour drive of
Nashville International Airport. 1

Population
The estimated 2008 population for Clarksville is 122,712
Clarksville-Montgomery County is also approximately

and the estimated 2008 population of Montgomery

250 miles from the population center of the United States

County is 150,152. Clarksville is the fifth largest city in

and within a day's drive of 76 percent of major U.S.

Tennessee and the ninth fastest growing city in the

cities. 2

United States. By 2013, the total population of the area is
projected to grow by 6.5 percent to 159,845.

4

Clarksville-Montgomery County is projected to continue
to grow with the Clarksville Metropolitan Statistical Area
adding up to an estimated 5,000 new residents each year
for the next 20 years. 5
As of 2006, Clarksville-Montgomery County had the fifth
highest per capita income in the state of Tennessee. The
county also had the second highest growth in per capita
income in the state.
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Clarksville has received national recognition in other

the 2011-2012 school year. The proposed name for the

areas in recent years including but not limited to:

new

school

complex is Kirkwood

and Kirkwood

Elementary is expected to open for the 2013-2014 school
•

Top 10 Best Cities for Relocating Families in the

year. The middle and high schools would open around

Mid-Sized Metro Areas Market - Worldwide ERC

2017.

11

and Primacy Relocation
Austin Peay, located near
•

Top 20 Best Performing City in the Country’s 200

downtown Clarksville, is a

largest metros - Milken Institute

four year public university
which offers Associates,

•

4th Least Expensive City in the Nation - CNN

Bachelors

Money

degrees. Austin Peay has a

and

Masters

total enrollment of nearly
Education

9,100 students and offers Bachelors degrees for nearly 60
majors.

12

Austin Peay offers Masters Degrees in a

The Clarksville-Montgomery County School System

number of areas including biology, nursing, military

(CMCSS) is a consolidated city and county public school

history, management, education, and English.

system. The system includes 34 schools: a kindergarten

school also offers a number of online courses and

through fifth grade magnet school, 19 elementary

operates a satellite campus, the Austin Peay Center, at

schools, seven middle schools, and six high schools.

Fort Campbell.

7

13

The

14

The system also includes Middle College, a cooperative
program between CMCSS and Austin Peay State

On December 15, 2008, Austin Peay became the recipient

University (Austin Peay) that allows juniors and seniors

of a $6.4 million grant from the state of Tennessee to

at CMCSS to earn college credit by taking courses at

develop a chemical engineering technology program. The

CMCSS has a total enrollment of

announcement of the grant came in conjunction with the

approximately 29,000 students, making it the seventh

news Hemlock Semiconductor will build a new $1.2

largest public school district in Tennessee.

billion polycrystalline silicon (polysilicon) production

Austin Peay.

8

9

facility in Clarksville. Austin Peay will build a new lab
facility on campus with the grant money.

In November 2008, the Tennessee Department of
Education released the comprehensive report card on

The Austin Peay campus is also home to the 180,000

pre-K-12 education for the 2007-2008 school year.

square foot Sundquist Science Complex, which is one of

CMCSS earned straight A’s in all academic categories

the

(reading/language, social studies, math, science and

South’s

premier

science

education

facilities

constructed in 2002 at a cost of more than $38 million.

writing) for the first time. The system also increased its

16

Austin Peay also offers a Bachelor of Science in Criminal

graduation rate from 85.7 percent in 2007 to 88.3

Justice with a concentration in Homeland Security.

percent in 2008, which is higher than the state’s
graduation of 82.2 percent.

15

17

The Austin Peay State University Center for the Creative

10

Arts, established in 1985, holds performances such as
dance

CMCSS is currently planning to open a new elementary

productions,

recitals,

concerts,

theatrical

performances and art exhibitions in the 600-seat concert

school and school complex, which will include an

theatre of the music/mass communication building. 18

elementary school, middle school, and high school, to
meet the demands of the area’s growing population. The
proposed new elementary school is scheduled to open for
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Healthcare
Gateway Medical Center is a new $200 million, 510,000

The largest employer in Clarksville-Montgomery County

square foot hospital which serves the Clarksville-

is Fort Campbell, home to the 101st Airborne Division

Montgomery County region and is located on Interstate

(Air Assault), the 160th Special Operations Aviation

It is an impressive “new entrance” to the

Regiment (SOAR), 5th Special Forces Group, and the 101st

24.

19

community.

Corps Support Group. Fort Campbell is located partially
in Clarksville, Tennessee and partially in Fort Campbell,
Kentucky. More than 30,000 soldiers and 55,000 family
members

reside

at

Fort

Campbell

and

civilian

employment is greater than 4,000 making it the largest
employer in both Kentucky and Tennessee.

25

In addition to the large population employed at Fort
Campbell,

Clarksville-Montgomery

County’s

manufacturing industry employs more than 6,000,
establishing the county in the top 25 for manufacturing
employment in the state of Tennessee. Manufacturing
companies in Montgomery County pay an annual average
The facility has 270 licensed beds and has more than 200

wage of $43,940 and made $131.2 million in capital

physicians on staff. Gateway Medical Center provides a

investments in 2006 and 2007. 26

full range of services including emergency, intensive care,
inpatient

and

outpatient

surgery,

cardiac

On December 15, 2008, the Hemlock Semiconductor

care,

(HSC) Group (which includes two Dow Corning

respiratory care, and rehabilitation. 20

Corporation joint ventures, Hemlock Semiconductor
Corporation

Gateway-Vanderbilt Cancer Treatment Center is a joint
venture between Gateway Medical Center and Vanderbilt
Medical Center.
treatment,

Intensity-Modulated

immediately

21

is

expected

to

employ

1,000

When operational in 2013, the facility will employ more
than 500 people with the potential to employ up to 800

nearly 80,000 workers.

22

when expanded.

As of October 2008, the area

had an unemployment rate of 6.0 percent.

23

manufacturing,

education

27

In November 2008, the Clarksville-Montgomery County

Major

Economic Development Council (EDC) announced that

industries in the area (based on employment) include

Avanti Manufacturing would open their first North

services,

American

accommodation and food services, and health care and
social assistance.

and

construction workers over the next five to seven years.

Clarksville-Montgomery County has a total labor force of

trade,

LLC),

Park megasite. Construction on the facility will begin

Workforce

retail

Semiconductor

Clarksville. The facility will be located at the Commerce

Radiation

Therapy, which is only available at a few hospitals
throughout the state of Tennessee.

Hemlock

polycrystalline silicon (polysilicon) production facility in

The center provides state-of-the-art

including

and

announced it will invest $1.2 billion to build a new

production

facility

in

the

Clarksville-

Montgomery County Corporate Business Park.

24

The

company expects to make a $13 million investment and
create thirty jobs by the end of the second year of
operations. Avanti produces polypropylene, a non-woven

26
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fabric that is traditionally used in items such as ground
cover cloths, bulk-bags, landscaping & nursery fabric,

Employees

Company Name

and plastic packaging. 28
The retail industry in Clarksville-Montgomery County
generated $2 billion in sales in 2007.

Such growth

attracted the attention of national retailers such as Kohl’s
department store and Starbucks coffee, both of which
have entered the Clarksville market recently.

29

Employers in Clarksville-Montgomery County with more
than 200 workers include: 30

27

Fort Campbell

4,000

Clarksville-Montgomery County School
System

3,700

Trane Company

1,700

Convergys Corporation

1,400

Gateway Medical Center

1,200

Wal-Mart Supercenter

1,100

Quebecor

1,000

City of Clarksville

989

Montgomery County

850

Austin Peay State University

732

Jostens Printing and Publishing

600

Robert Bosch Corporation

500

Bridgestone Metalpha USA, Inc.

400

Premier Medical Group

350

Hendrickson Trailer Suspensions
Systems

320

Spear USA

302

Florim USA

287

Nystar

242

Cumberland Electric Membership
Corp.

215

Progressive Directions, Inc.

215
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Buildings and Sites
The Clarksville-Montgomery County Corporate Business
Park includes more than 1,700 contiguous acres, with
approximately 650 acres available for development, some
of which faces Interstate 24.

33

The park was designated

a “deal ready” site by the Middle Tennessee Industrial
Development Corporation in 2006, meaning it meets or
exceeds

the

criteria

related

to

environment,

infrastructure, zoning and others for an industry seeking
a site for immediate development.

34

The park currently

houses 21 companies and the following available
buildings:
•

35

118,800 square foot speculative building

Commerce Park, shown above, is comprised of 1,215

•

60,500 square foot speculative building

acres of land. It is located approximately 1.5 miles from

•

30,500 square foot speculative building

Interstate 24, off of Exit 4 in Clarksville-Montgomery

•

52,000 square foot office space

County.

31

The site was selected on December 15, 2008,

by Hemlock Semiconductor as the location for a new $1.2

The Corporate Business Park also includes space for a

billion polycrystalline silicon (polysilicon) production

Class A distribution facility and a 40 acre pad ready site.

facility.

32

A rendering of the new facility is below.

28
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Insights from Interviews and
Surveys
Interviews
Boyette Levy interviewed a total of 58 stakeholders

The full interview summary can be found in Appendix

through one-on-on interviews and focus/discussion

B of this document. Recurring themes of the interviews

groups in August through October 2008. See Appendix

are as follows (listed by what was heard most frequently

A for a list of all interviewees. The majority of interviews

to least frequently):

were

conducted

Montgomery

with

County,

residents

with

the

of

Clarksville-

exception

of

five

participants from Nashville.

General Perceptions

¾

Lack of awareness of Clarksville-Montgomery County’s general location, proximity to
Nashville or proximity to Fort Campbell

¾

Lack of awareness of Clarksville-Montgomery County’s size

¾

Little knowledge of the amenities Clarksville-Montgomery County has to offer

¾

Presence of diversified industry base not known to many

¾

Need for a vision for the future for Clarksville-Montgomery County

¾

Perception of military residents being more conservative and less progressive

¾

Perception that Clarksville-Montgomery County is a blue collar town

¾

Friendly people and a good place to raise a family

¾

Good leadership

¾

Good location to retire

29
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Strengths

¾

Fort Campbell:
Provides a diverse population and cosmopolitan feel
Provides excellent source of labor from retired military who remain in the area and
military spouses

¾

Geographic location near Nashville, Interstate 24 and within a six hour drive of four
major cities

¾

Austin Peay State University

¾

Small-town feel with a good quality of life

¾

Great place to raise a family

¾

Consolidated city and county public school system

¾

A growing and diverse population

¾

Cumberland River and the new riverfront development and planned marina

¾

Numerous golf courses in the area

¾

Local attractions such as Customs House Museum, historic Collinsville, and the
Beachaven Winery

¾

Leadership in the community

¾

New hospital

¾

Affordable land and labor

Weaknesses

¾

Lack of identity and long-term vision for the future

¾

Infrastructure has not kept up with rapid growth

¾

Lack of master plan for development and coordinated planning efforts

¾

Need for more involvement in leadership roles by younger residents

¾

Lack of consolidated government

¾

Lack of a conference center or multi-use facility

¾

Need for more amenities for residents such as parks, trails, cultural events, higherend retail stores and non-chain restaurants

¾

Under utilization of Cumberland River area

¾

Challenging to fund new schools because of rapid growth

¾

Perception that Clarksville-Montgomery County is only a military town

¾

Residents who are resistant to change

¾

Transient population because of Fort Campbell

30
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Challenges to Business Success

¾

Lack of long-term vision and master plan for development

¾

Concerns regarding fragmentation of city and county government

¾

Residents who are not progressive and want to maintain status quo

¾

Lack of a convention center or multi-use facility

¾

Need for more involvement in leadership roles and economic development activities
by younger residents

¾

Over reliance on Fort Campbell

¾

State of Tennessee’s incentives

Visionary Thoughts to Ensure Success

¾

Creation of a long-term vision and master plan for development

¾

Infrastructure improvements

¾

Consolidation of city and county governments

¾

Development of a convention center or multi-use facility

¾

Stronger and more aggressive leadership

¾

More involvement of younger residents in leadership roles and economic
development activities

¾

Increased marketing efforts to sell Clarksville-Montgomery County

¾

Increased funding for schools

¾

Stronger partnership with Austin Peay State University

¾

Continued development of the riverfront area and planned marina

¾

Establishment of more amenities for residents such as parks, trails, cultural events,
higher-end retail stores and non-chain restaurants

31
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Industry Sectors

¾

White-collar, higher paying jobs

¾

Corporate or regional headquarters

¾

High-tech, information technology or computer-related companies

¾

Military-related companies

¾

Automotive-related manufacturing

¾

Medical equipment and supplies manufacturing

¾

Distribution and logistics services

¾

Tourism

¾

Alternative energy

¾

Call centers

¾

Plastics

¾

Printing

¾

Retail

¾

Retirement

Perceptions of the Aspire Campaign

¾

Need for more education about campaign and its purpose to both investors and
general public

¾

Need for regular updates about campaign successes

¾

Need to develop stronger metrics and goals for the campaign

¾

Need for a new name and re-branding

Tourism Opportunities

¾

Need to develop a convention center or multi-use facility

¾

Enhancement of heritage/historic tourism opportunities

¾

Need to create a destination type attraction, such as the Wings of Liberty military
museum, which would bring tourists to the area

¾

Continued development of the riverfront area and planned marina

32
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What to Do and See

¾

Customs House Museum

¾

Riverwalk area

¾

Downtown Clarksville

¾

Historic Collinsville

¾

Roxy Theater

¾

Beachaven Winery

¾

Austin Peay

¾

Fort Campbell, Fort Defiance, Fort Donelson

¾

Antebellum homes

¾

Dunbar Cave

¾

Heritage Park

¾

Land Between the Lakes

Challenges to Tourism

¾

Lack of a convention center or multi-use facility

¾

Insufficient funding for marketing activities

¾

Need for additional hotels

¾

Need for more non-chain restaurants

¾

Need for better trained hospitality workforce

Tourism Programs to Ensure Growth

¾

Stronger television presence for marketing

¾

Enhancement of website and online tools

¾

Development of an “Ambassadors Program”

¾

Marketing to specific audience such as travel media or planners

¾

Creation of a “Welcome Wagon” type program for new residents

¾

Signage at Nashville airport

¾

Attendance at travel shows and events

¾

Coupons for attractions

¾

Viral marketing

33
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Surveys
Online

surveys

of

members

of

the

Clarksville-

The full survey results can be found in Appendix C of

Montgomery County Chamber of Commerce were also
conducted.

this document.

A total of 160 people participated in the

Following are top responses given to

survey questions (listed by what was heard most

survey during the first two weeks in October 2008.

frequently to least frequently):

Common Perceptions of Clarksville-Montgomery County

¾

Military town

¾

Good place to retire

¾

Little big town

¾

University town

¾

Unawareness of proximity to Nashville

¾

Melting pot

Most Important Initiative for Clarksville-Montgomery County’s Success

¾

Creation of a long-term vision for the community

¾

Attraction of white collar, higher paying jobs

¾

Development of infrastructure to respond to continued growth

¾

Creation of educated workforce with skills needed for the 21st Century

¾

Recruitment of companies involved in developing green products and alternative
energy solutions

Questions were also asked about the Aspire Campaign to

made to the campaign, respondents indicated firm goals

Chamber members who currently participate or have

should be established, more accountability of how funds

participated in the program. Of those who responded to

are used is needed, increased communication is needed

the survey, 73.7 percent felt that the Aspire Campaign has

to

been successful and 61.1 percent thought the campaign

campaign should be re-launched with a new brand and

needs a new name. When asked what changes should be

mission.

34
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TARGETED BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Overview
The identification and prioritization of targeted business

EDC representatives in November 2008 and included the

opportunities for Clarksville-Montgomery County is

following:

important to the creation of an efficient and focused
economic development effort. In order to identify such

¾

Clean/Green Technology

targets, Boyette Levy first re-reviewed the targeted

¾

Automotive Suppliers

industry sectors identified for Clarksville-Montgomery

¾

County as part of TVA Valley Targeted and Prepared
Community Program in June 2007.

Such targets

included:
¾
¾

¾

Corporate Services





Contact Centers
Data Center
Shared Service Centers

¾

Distribution/Logistics

¾

Medical Equipment & Supplies

(OEMs) and Suppliers

¾

Retail

Back-office Operations

¾

Retirement Services





Data Centers

The targeted business opportunities for Clarksville-

Shared Service Centers

Montgomery County were ultimately selected based on a

Automotive

Original

Equipment

Manufacturers

Customer Service and Support Centers

comparison of the area’s assets and a review of the current

Distribution

business environment against the needs of the potential
Boyette Levy also reviewed and considered the perspective

targets. Primary targets, which should have immediate

of stakeholders interviewed as part of this process related

focus, include:

to the targeted business opportunities for Clarksville¾

Montgomery County.

Clean/Green Technology with a Focus on Alternative
Energy




Boyette Levy then performed additional research on each
of these sectors as well as other potential targets that it
identified based on information gained in the stakeholder

¾

Boyette Levy’s own experience in location analysis and
knowledge of current industry trends. Such existing and

Wind Support Manufacturing

Corporate Services





interviews and discussion groups, secondary research, and

Solar Support Manufacturing

Contact Centers
Data Centers
Shared Service Centers

additional targets were presented and discussed at the

¾

Distribution/Logistics

mid-point meeting with Clarksville-Montgomery County

¾

Medical Equipment & Supplies

Secondary targets include:

35

¾

Automotive Suppliers

¾

Retirement Services
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Primary Targets
Clean/Green

Technology

with

a

Focus

on

Alternative Energy
Clean/green technologies produce products or provide

The number of “green-collar” jobs is also expected to

services which contribute to improvements in human

grow. The U.S. Conference on Mayors released a report

This emerging sector

in October 2008 which predicted the “green economy”

encompasses a continuously evolving group of products,

has the potential to create more than 4.2 million new jobs

services and processes that incorporate everything from

over the next 30 years.

health and the environment.

36

39

creating new sources of energy to sustainable building
methods to developing non-toxic cleaning products.

On February 14, 2009, the Unites States Congress

37

approved a $787.2 billion stimulus plan which aims to
Examples of clean/green technology areas include:

create 35 million jobs and leverage new economic activity

38

and growth.

40

President Obama signed the bill into law

on February 17, 2009.

Alternative Energy

41

A large portion of the plan

allocates money for “green” purposes including money to
modernize

Development of alternative sources of energy such
as: biofuels, ethanol, geothermal, solar power,
hydro power, and wind power

electricity

transmission,

improve

the

efficiency of federal buildings, weatherize homes, and
develop sources of green energy.

42

Highlights of the plan

include $20 billion in tax incentives for clean energy,
$8.4 billion for mass transit projects, $11 billion to

Green Building

modernize the nation’s electric grid system and $6 billion
to fund alternative energy research.

Encompasses everything from the choice of
building materials to where a building is located

43

Specifics of the plan which are related to clean/green
technology and renewable power include: 44

Green Chemistry
¾

Training workers for careers in energy efficiency and
renewable energy fields. ($500 million)

Invention, design and application of chemical
products and processes to reduce or eliminate the
use and generation of hazardous substances

¾

Expanding tax incentives for renewable energy
facilities and extending the production tax credit for
wind energy facilities through 2012 and other

All areas of clean/green technologies are expected to

renewable energy facilities through 2013; allowing

grow as consumers become more environmentally

renewable facilities to claim investment tax credit

conscious and seek out alternative forms of energy to fuel

instead of production tax credit; removing cap on

homes and vehicles, energy-saving home appliances,

investment tax credit for small wind property;

green building materials, and eco-friendly home cleaning

allowing renewable energy producers to claim a 30

products.

percent cash grant from the Treasury Department in
lieu of the 30 percent investment tax credit. ($14.0
billion)

36
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¾

Modernizing the electric grid more and making the

includes $400 million for rapid development of

electric

clean energy technology. ($2.0 billion)

grid

"smarter,"

by

improving

communication so electricity can be distributed and
used more efficiently. ($11.0 billion)

¾

Providing grants to manufacturers of advanced
battery systems and car batteries in the United

¾

Providing grants to cities, counties and states to

States. ($2.0 billion)

increase energy efficiency. ($6.3 billion)
¾
¾

¾

¾

Establishing a new 30 percent investment tax credit

Proving additional financing for Innovative Energy

for manufacturers of advanced energy property,

Loan Guarantee program which guarantee loans for

which may include technology for the production of

renewable energy or electricity transmission projects

renewable

that "avoid, reduce, or sequester air pollutants or

conservation, efficient transmission and distribution

anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases."

of electricity, and carbon capture and sequestration.

($6.0 billion)

($1.6 billion)

Increasing financing for the home weatherization

¾

energy,

energy

storage,

energy

Authorizing an additional $1.6 billion in renewable

program to help low-income families make their

energy

homes more energy efficient, through projects like

conservation bonds to finance state and local

adding insulation. ($5.0 billion)

government projects. ($1.4 billion)

Increasing energy efficiency in federal buildings.

¾

($4.5 billion )

bonds

and

$2.4

billion

in

energy

Providing grants to states for energy-efficient
vehicles and infrastructure, including dollars to help
state and local governments purchase hybrid

¾

Repairing and modernizing public housing units

vehicles and funds to start electrical infrastructure

($4.0 billion)

projects that encourage the use of electric vehicles.
($400 million)

¾

Investing money for near-zero emissions power
plants, clean coal technology and carbon capture.

¾

($3.4 billion)

Replacing older vehicles owned by the federal
government with hybrid and electric cars. ($300
million)

¾

Conducting energy efficiency and renewable energy
research. ($2.5 billion)

¾

Providing consumers with rebates for energyefficient appliances. ($300 million)

¾

Increasing

tax

credits

for

residential

energy

efficiency improvements and for purchases to make

¾

Expanding tax incentives for residential renewable

homes energy efficient, such as new furnaces or

energy projects and removing dollar caps on the 30

insulation. ($2.0 billion)

percent

residential

credit

for

solar

geothermal and small wind property.
¾

Increasing

the

tax

credit

to

individuals

for

thermal,
($268

million)

purchasing plug-in hybrid vehicles. ($2.0 billion)
¾
¾

Increasing tax credits for gas stations and other

Providing additional financing for science and

businesses that install non-hydrogen, alternative

research at the Department of Energy which

fuel pumps. ($54 million)
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The President’s plan has a goal of doubling the amount of

manufacturing related and many have located from

alternative energy produced over the next three years

overseas. In addition, Hemlock Semiconductor (HSC)

with plans to create jobs for 460,000 Americans.

chose Clarksville-Montgomery County in December 2008

45

as the location for a new $1.2 billion polycrystalline
Many of the green-collar jobs which will be created will

silicon (polysilicon) production facility. Polysilicon is a

require

component

key raw material used to manufacture solar cells and

fabrication.

semiconductor devices and is used widely by companies

skills

manufacturing

used
and

in

traditional

plastic

or

metal

Traditional manufacturing and fabrication plants can be

in the solar industry.

retooled and workers retrained to become part of the
supply chain for alternative energy parts and components

Tennessee Governor Phil Bredesen recently mentioned

The emphasis on green

the creation of a "solar institute," possibly in the Oak

building may help to create thousands of new jobs for

Ridge-Knoxville area, to lead national research into

workers including electricians, construction workers,

harnessing the sun's energy as a priority. Having such a

plumbers, line workers, roofers, and engineers.

resource available for companies all along the value chain

and green building materials.

46

47

of the solar industry, will be of tremendous value and
While all areas of green/clean technologies are expected

could

to grow, Clarksville-Montgomery County should focus its

opportunities in the state.

lead

to

future

research

and

development

48

efforts on attracting alternative energy, specifically
related to wind and solar support manufacturing. Many
projects that have been announcing in the last six months
to a year in the U.S. have been solar or wind

38
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Clean/Green

Technology

Alternative

Energy:

with

a

Focus

Solar

on

Support

Manufacturing
Proposed Industry Definition

Industry Overview

Solar support manufacturing involves the production of

Solar power is a rapidly growing industry and the solar

parts and components, such as solar panels, solar cells,

energy market grew more than 48 percent in 2007.

solar light reflectors, and fuel cells, which are used to

Revenue estimates for 2008 predicted the industry would

generate solar power.

surpass the $3.8 billion it achieved in 2007. The industry
is also expected to triple its growth by 2012 with

Solar power can be generated in several ways:
•

projected revenues of nearly $12 billion. 52

49

Collection of the sun’s heat energy by the use of

Sustained growth of the industry is partially dependent

reflective materials which concentrates the

upon continued state and federal support of the industry,

sun’s energy to run a generator that produces

expansion

electricity.

companies

of

incentives

and

offered

manufacturers,

to

solar-related

and

efficiency

improvements along the supply chain to bring the price
•

Use of photovoltaic cells that are made of

of solar power more in line with that of traditional fossil

semiconductors such as crystalline silicon or

fuels. 53

various thin-film materials which convert
sunlight directly into electricity.

As a result of the growth of solar power, solar parts and
components manufacturers are also experiencing strong

Solar power is used in a variety of ways including heating

growth.

of residential homes and office buildings, heating of water,

manufacturing grew 74 percent. Growth was the greatest

supplying power to road

in the areas of silicon manufacturing, equipment

traffic

production,

signals

and

In 2007, solar parts and components

and

expanded

capacity

photovoltaic cells.

energy for a major power

3,400 solar companies in the United States.

station.

50

54

of

thin-film

Currently there are more than

lighthouses or providing

55

Solar power is

environmentally clean and

As the solar industry continues to grow, the creation of

typically fits well with a

thousands of new jobs for workers including electricians,

traditional utility provider’s power system by producing

construction workers, plumbers, line workers, roofers,

reliable power in times of peak demand such as a hot,

engineers and high-paying manufacturing positions is

sunny

projected. 56

day

when

many

users

are

running

air

conditioners. 51

39
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Existing and planned companies in the solar industry

jobs by 2016. Of those jobs, 3,000 are projected to be in

have the potential to create 440,000 direct and indirect

Tennessee, as outlined by the following map:

40

57
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Many of the jobs which will be created will require skills

to become part of the supply chain for solar parts and

used in traditional component manufacturing and plastic

components.

or metal fabrication.

commonly found in solar parts and components

Traditional manufacturing and

58

The tables below outline jobs which are

manufacturing and installation facilities.

fabrication plants can be retooled and workers retrained

41
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Industry Presence in Clarksville-Montgomery County
and Tennessee

Solar Companies in Tennessee
¾

ALCOA

The solar support manufacturing industry in Clarksville-

¾

Alternate Energy Group

Montgomery County was launched by the announcement

¾

Alternative Independent Energy

December 15, 2008 that the Hemlock Semiconductor

¾

Alternative Power Systems Inc.

(HSC) group (which includes

¾

Asahi Glass Corporation Flat-Glass North America

two Dow Corning Corporation

¾

Big Frog Mountain Corporation

joint

¾

Bountiful Energy

¾

CDE Electric

¾

D & D Solar & Energy Management

¾

Earthlog Equity Group

¾

EarthShelteredHousing.com

¾

Energy Design Unlimited

¾

Golden Rule Mechanical

¾

Green Earth Services

¾

Keller Heating and Cooling

¾

LightWave Solar Electric

¾

Marvin Concepts

¾

Mid-South Alternate Energy

¾
¾

National Solar Supply
Power Electronics & Magnetics Designers Association

¾

Powersource Plus

seven years. When operational in 2013, the facility will

¾

Scott Electric

employ more than 500 people with the potential to

¾

Sharp Control Window Film

employ up to 800 when expanded.

¾

Sharp Solar

¾

Solar Electric Company

According to the Solar Energy Industries Association,

¾

Solar Energy Consultants

there are 39 additional solar companies in Tennessee

¾

Solar Labs

that are involved in manufacturing, installation, retail

¾

Solar Pathfinder

sales or project development as follows:

¾

Solar Sales & Service

¾

SolarFan

¾

Southwest PV

¾

Sunlight Direct

¾

Sunny Solutions Energy Co.

¾

Sustainable Future

¾

Tetra Tech

¾

The Gentle Arborist

¾

Tranquility Power Co.

¾

Turbularskylight.com

¾

Webfoot Leisure.com

ventures,

Hemlock

Semiconductor Corporation and Hemlock Semiconductor
LLC),

will

invest

$1.2

billion

to

build

a

new

polycrystalline silicon (polysilicon) production facility in
Clarksville.

60

The company considered more than 60

sites around the world before selecting Clarksville.

61

Polysilicon is a key raw material used to manufacture
solar cells and semiconductor devices and is used widely
by companies in the solar industry. Polysilicon allows
solar cells to harvest renewable energy from the sun.

62

HSC’s manufacturing facility will be located at the
Commerce Park megasite in Clarksville. Construction on
the facility will begin in March 2009 and is expected to
employ 1,000 construction workers over the next five to

63

64
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Strengths of Clarksville-Montgomery County
¾

¾

Hemlock

Semiconductor

chose

Clarksville-

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County has an accessible

Montgomery County as the location for a new $1.2

transportation network with the presence of one and

billion

(polysilicon)

proximity to two major interstates, the Nashville

production facility. The community was selected

polycrystalline

silicon

International Airport within a one hour’s drive, a

from a site location search that included more than

proposed river port and shortline and mainline rail

60 sites around the world.

access. 65

Austin Peay State University received a $6.4 million

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County has more than 650

grant from the state of Tennessee to develop a

acres available for development in its Corporate

chemical engineering technology program which will

Business Park South.

help provide a source of workers for the Hemlock
Rationale for Selection

Semiconductor production facility in Clarksville.
Austin Peay has an enrollment of more than 9,000
students.

¾

The importance of and need for alternative forms of
energy is growing as the price of oil and gasoline

¾

rises and as fossil fuels are depleted.

Fort Campbell also provides a pool of skilled
workers

in

Clarksville-Montgomery

County,

including military retirees living in the region,

¾

Solar energy parts manufacturers are currently

current soldiers separating from service and their

experiencing strong growth. Some estimates show

spouses.

that the market for solar power could triple over the
next three to four years.

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery

County

has

a

strong

manufacturing industry which employs more than

¾

Hemlock Semiconductor (HSC) chose Clarksville-

6,000, putting the county in the top 25 for

Montgomery County as the location for a new $1.2

manufacturing

billion

employment

in

the

state

of

polycrystalline

production facility.

Tennessee.

silicon

(polysilicon)

The presence of HSC could

bring other solar support manufacturers, including
¾

HSC customers, to Clarksville-Montgomery County.

The population of Clarksville has been rapidly
growing and it is projected that the ClarksvilleMontgomery County area will add up to 5,000 new

¾

There are currently 39 solar companies in Tennessee

residents annually for the next 20 years providing

that are involved in manufacturing, installation,

additional sources of labor.

retail sales or project development which indicates
the state can support the industry.

¾

Clarksville has recently been recognized as one of
the top 20 best performing cities among the 200
largest metros in the U.S. and as the fourth least
expensive city in the nation.
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Clean/Green

Technology

Alternative

with

Energy:

a

Focus

Wind

on

Support

Manufacturing
Proposed Industry Definition
Wind power describes the process by which wind is used

hours of electricity in 2007, which powered the

to generate mechanical power or electricity, usually via a

equivalent of more than 4.5 million U.S. homes.

71

wind turbine which converts kinetic energy in the wind
into usable power. Wind turns the turbine blades, which

On a global level, the U.S. added more wind power

then spin a shaft that is connected to a generator that

capacity than any other country in 2007. The U.S. also

Wind support manufacturing

ranks second in the world in overall wind power

produces electricity.

66

refers to the production of the parts and components

generation capacity as shown in the table below:

72

needed to build and maintain wind turbines.
Wind turbines usually have two or three blades which
operate with the blades
facing into the wind, and
can generate anywhere
from 100 kilowatts of
power

to

megawatts.

several
Large wind

turbines are often grouped together forming wind
“farms,” which are able to provide bulk power to an
electrical grid.

67

The wind power industry creates jobs

not only through wind turbine parts and component

As the demand for wind turbines continues to strengthen

manufacturing, but also through the operation and

in the U.S., a growing number of foreign-based turbine

management

and

of

wind

farms,

turbine

assembly,

component

manufacturers

operations in the U.S.

installation, and maintenance. 68

have

established

International wind turbine

manufacturers with a presence in the U.S. include
Industry Overview

Siemens, Vestas, Gamesa and Mitsubishi. Manufacturing
by U.S.-based companies, such as industry leader GE

A report released by the U.S. Department of Energy

Wind, is also expanding. 73

revealed 2007 was the third consecutive year of recordsetting growth of wind power in the United States. Early
estimates from the American Wind Energy Association
indicate that 2008 will mark the fourth year of growth.

69

In 2007, approximately $9 billion was invested in wind
projects in the U.S. and such projects comprised 30
percent of newly added power-producing capacity in the
country. 70 Wind power supplied 48 billion kilowatt-
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The following map illustrates locations of wind turbine

opened in 2007. Existing manufacturing and turbine

and component manufacturing facilities announced or

assembly facilities are also included.
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If fully implemented as planned, the new turbine and

During its first year of operation it is expected to

component manufacturing facilities shown in the

manufacture up to 200 towers.

previous map will create more than 4,700 new jobs.

75

81

As

of October 2008, the American Wind Energy Association

Factors which influenced Aerisyn’s decision to locate in

reported the opening of eight new wind turbine

Chattanooga included finding a manufacturing facility

component manufacturing facilities; the expansion of

that was large enough to house the tower manufacturing

nine facilities; and the announcement of an additional 19

process in one building, that had easy access to rail and

facilities, all in 2008. If fully implemented as planned,

interstates, and was also located next to a barge port.

the newly announced facilities will create an estimated

River port access is needed in order to compete for off-

9,000 new jobs.

shore projects as well as become a supplier to foreign

76

customers. 82
Job creation by the wind power industry is not limited to
Strengths of Clarksville-Montgomery County

turbine component manufacturing and assembly, but the
establishment of wind farms across the country also
provides jobs in the areas of installation, operations and

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery

County

has

a

strong

Many of the jobs that will be created to

manufacturing industry which employs more than

support the wind power industry will require skills used

6,000, putting the county in the top 25 for

in traditional component manufacturing and plastic or

manufacturing

maintenance.

77

metal fabrication.

78

Traditional manufacturing and

employment

in

the

state

of

Tennessee.

fabrication plants can be retooled and workers retrained
to become part of the supply chain for wind turbine parts

¾

The population of Clarksville has been rapidly

and components. Currently, the supply chain for such

growing and it is projected that the Clarksville-

parts cannot keep up with demand and the wait time for

Montgomery County area will add up to 5,000 new

some parts can be as long as 18 months.

residents annually for the next 20 years providing

79

additional sources of labor.
Industry Presence in Clarksville-Montgomery County
and Tennessee

¾

Fort Campbell also provides a pool of skilled
workers

in

Clarksville-Montgomery

County,

Aerisyn LLC, opened its first automated wind tower

including military retirees living in the region,

manufacturing facility in Chattanooga in June 2005,

current soldiers separating from service and their

after considering sites in Kansas, Pennsylvania and

spouses.

Wisconsin. The company makes the tower structures for
wind turbines.

Wind towers support the rotor and

¾

Clarksville has recently been recognized as one of

generator of the wind turbine and range in height from

the top 20 best performing cities among the 200

200 feet to 300 feet tall and have a diameter of up to 15

largest metros in the U.S. and as the fourth least

feet at the base.

expensive city in the nation.

80

Aerisyn invested $7 million in equipment and capital

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County has more than 650

improvements to an existing 155,000 square foot

acres available for development in its Corporate

building. The company created 75 new jobs initially and

Business Park South.

is expected to employ up to 150 workers within three
years. Aerisyn will pay full-time employees annual wages

¾

of $25,000 to $52,000 depending on the type of position.

Clarksville-Montgomery County has an accessible
transportation network with the presence of one and

46
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proximity to two major interstates, the Nashville

¾

As the demand for wind turbines continues to

International Airport within a one hour’s drive, and

strengthen in the U.S., a growing number of foreign-

shortline and mainline rail access.

based turbine and component manufacturers have
established operations in the U.S.

Rationale for Selection
¾
¾

¾

¾

The wind power industry has the potential to create

Importance of and need for alternative forms of

numerous jobs for both rural and urban areas in

energy is growing as the price of oil and gasoline

manufacturing,

rises and as fossil fuels are depleted.

maintenance activities.

Wind power generating capacity in the U.S. is

¾

installation,

operations

and

Aerisyn LLC, opened its first automated wind tower

expected to increase for the fourth straight year in

manufacturing facility in Chattanooga in June 2005,

2008.

after considering sites in three other states.

Wind projects comprised 30 percent of newly added

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery

County

has

a

strong

power-producing capacity in the U.S. in 2007

manufacturing presence and a workforce with

indicating

manufacturing-related skills.

that

wind

power

has

become

a

mainstream option for new electricity generation.
¾

The labor force related to Fort Campbell also
provides a source of available, affordable and
qualified labor.
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Corporate Services:
Customer Contact/Development Centers
Proposed Industry Definition
A customer contact/development center is part of a

Different types of representatives which may include

company’s customer relationship management (CRM)

telemarketers, help desk agents, and customer service

department that interacts with the customer. It includes

agents, all have different types of skills that require

components such as the contact center and technical

different pay scales.

89

support or help desk, among others.

customer

representatives

83

service

The average hourly wages for
in

2007

were

approximately $12.98 per hour, while technical support
A contact center is a

representatives

central

Representatives who are fluent in more than one

point

in

an

enterprise from which

averaged

$14.37

per

hour.

language can earn nearly a dollar more per hour.

90

91

all customer contacts
are managed.

84

A

Industry Presence in Clarksville-Montgomery County
and Tennessee

contact center typically
includes one or more
online call centers but

The Nashville area is home to 20 major customer contact

may include other types of customer contact as well,

centers, many of which have announced in the last few

including e-mail newsletters, postal mail catalogs, Web

years.

site inquiries and chats, and the collection of information

Credit, State Farm Insurance Company, Dell Computer

A

Company, and the Internal Revenue Service operate

from customers during in-store purchasing.

85

technical support center or help desk is a place that a

Well-known companies such as Ford Motor

customer contact centers in the Nashville area. 92

user of information technology can call to get help with a
problem.

In 2006, T-Mobile began operations of its 700 employee

86

customer service center in Chattanooga, Tennessee. The
Many customer contact/development centers provide

77,000-square foot state-of-the-art facility will operate

clients with technical assistance or other support related

24 hours a day, seven days a week. T-Mobile also has a

to computer hardware or software, electronic equipment,

customer service center in Nashville that has 700

telecommunications devices, mechanical items or other

employees that opened in 2001.

93

service issues.
Verizon Wireless invested $24 million in a 1,200 person
customer care operation in Murfreesboro, Tennessee in

Industry Overview

2003.

94

The value of the customer care market is expected to
reach $377 billion by 2010, up from about $300 billion in
2006.

87

Employment

of

customer

service

representatives is expected to increase faster than the
average for all occupations through 2014.

Industries

which have a high demand for customer service
representatives includes financial services, information
technology and healthcare.

88
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Strengths of Clarksville-Montgomery County
¾

Rationale for Selection

The population of Clarksville has been rapidly

¾

Employment of customer service representatives is

growing and it is projected that the Clarksville-

expected to increase faster than the average for all

Montgomery County area will add up to 5,000 new

occupations through 2014.

residents annually for the next 20 years providing
additional sources of labor.

¾

There have been a number of customer service and
support center projects announced in the state of

¾

Austin Peay State University has an enrollment of

Tennessee and Nashville, which is 40 minutes from

more than 9,000 students and offers a Bachelor of

Clarksville, in the past two to three years.

Business Administration (B.B.A.) degree in one of
seven areas including: Accounting, Economics,
Finance,

General

Business,

¾

International

With the labor force related to Fort Campbell and
students

Management, Management or Marketing.

and

graduates

Clarksville-Montgomery

from

County

Austin-Peay,
has

available,

affordable and qualified labor which is one of the
¾

Fort Campbell also provides a pool of skilled
workers

in

Clarksville-Montgomery

most important factors to this industry sector.

County,

including military retirees living in the region,

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County is an affordable

current soldiers separating from service and their

place

spouses.

telecommunications
support

¾

Clarksville has recently been recognized as one of

to
the

do

business

and

infrastructure

technologies

used

has

the

needed

to

by

customer

contact/development centers.

the top 20 best performing cities among the 200
largest metros in the U.S. and as the fourth least
expensive city in the nation.
¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County has more than 650
acres available for development in its Corporate
Business Park South including a 52,000 square foot
building which is suited for office space.
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Corporate Services:
Data Centers
Proposed Industry Definition
A data center is a centralized location for the storage,

As the growth of the data center industry has begun to

management, and dissemination of data and information

expand beyond major U.S. markets, a number of

organized

around

a

particular

body

of

companies have established data centers in small and
medium-sized cities.

101

knowledge or pertaining
to a particular business.

Most recently, in August 2008, Microsoft Corporation

A private data center

announced plans for a $500 million data “farm” in West

may

an

Des Moines, Iowa. The data center is expected to employ

facilities

50 to 75 workers with an approximate average wage of

exist

within

organization’s
or may be maintained as a specialized facility.

95

A data

$70,000 annually.

102

center may also be synonymous with a Network
Operations Center (NOC), a restricted access area

Also, Internet search company Yahoo announced in

containing automated systems that constantly monitor

October 2008 plans to invest $100 million to build a data

server activity, Web traffic, and network performance.

center in La Vista, Nebraska, which is located southwest

96

of Omaha. Yahoo’s data center will employ 50 people.

103

A data center is the behind-the-scenes resource that
houses the computing, data storage, and networking

Google, the world's largest search engine, announced

equipment that make routine tasks faster, easier, and

four new data centers in 2007, all of which are located in

more accurate. The growth of the Internet has already

smaller, more rural communities as shown below:

made information technology more a part of daily life,
and organizations continue to enhance their data centers

¾

January - $600 million data center located on 220

Most mid-sized or

acres in Lenoir, North Carolina (73 miles Northwest

larger companies today have some kind of data center

of Charlotte); up to 210 new jobs with an average

and the largest companies have dozens of data centers.

wage of $48,300

to meet ever increasing demands.

97

98

Industry Overview

¾

April - $750 million data center located on 520 acres
in Goose Creek, South Carolina (17 miles Northwest

In recent years, data center projects have been one of the

of Charleston); 200 new jobs with an average wage

fastest growing sectors in site selection primarily due to

of $48,000

new compliance mandates that require better handling
and storage of data and government pressure to make

¾

May - $600 million data center located on 800 acres

data center facilities more energy efficient. Companies

in Pryor, Oklahoma (45 miles Northeast of Tulsa);

are looking to consolidate multiple outlying and outdated

200 new jobs with an average wage of $48,000

facilities.

99

Corporate demand for data centers is likely

to remain strong in the future. Cost issues may lead

¾

July - $600 million data center located on 55 acres

many companies to consider locating new facilities in

in Council Bluffs, Iowa (5 miles East of Omaha,

smaller markets in the center of the United States.

Nebraska); 200 new jobs with an average wage of

100

$50,000
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Strengths of Clarksville–Montgomery County
¾

Rationale for Selection

The population of Clarksville has been rapidly

¾

Data center projects are one of the fastest growing

growing and it is projected that the Clarksville-

sectors today with companies such as Google,

Montgomery County area will add up to 5,000 new

Yahoo, Microsoft, and others building data centers

residents annually for the next 20 years providing

all over the country.

additional sources of labor.
¾
¾

Most companies operate more than one data center

Fort Campbell also provides a pool of skilled

location to ensure business continuity in the event

workers

County,

one data center is damaged due to virus, hardware

including military retirees living in the region,

failure, power failure, fire or a weather-related

current soldiers separating from service and their

disaster.

in

Clarksville-Montgomery

104

spouses.
¾
¾

Data center companies have been locating new

Clarksville has recently been recognized as one of

facilities in smaller, rural markets where costs of

the top 20 best performing cities among the 200

doing business are lower.

largest metros in the U.S. and as the fourth least
expensive city in the nation.

¾

With the labor force related to Fort Campbell and
graduates

¾

from

Austin-Peay,

Clarksville-

Austin Peay State University has an enrollment of

Montgomery County has available, affordable and

more than 9,000 students and offers a Bachelor of

qualified labor.

Science (B.S.) degree in Computer Science and
Information System and a B.S. in Engineering and

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County is also an affordable
place to do business and has land available for

Engineering Technology.

development.
¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County has more than 650
acres available for development in its Corporate
Business Park South including a 52,000 square foot
building which is suited for office space.
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Corporate Services:
Shared Service Centers
Proposed Industry Definition
A shared service center

Many companies are also moving toward virtual SSCs

(SSC)

where employees in multiple locations follow the same

combines

administrative,

procedures and standards and report to a single shared

communication

and

service executive. As technology continues to improve,

financial expertise to

the prevalence of virtual SSCs is likely to grow.

112

create nerve centers for
companies

Industry Presence in Clarksville-Montgomery County

whose

and Tennessee

operations usually span worldwide. It consolidates backoffice functions into one seamless operation.

105

A SSC

typically operates as a stand-alone business, treating

Marriott International established Marriott Business

individual businesses or business units as actual

Services, a financial shared service center, in Knoxville,

customers and managing accounting and financial

Tennessee in November 2000. The Marriott Business

functions such as accounts payable; accounts receivable;

Services provides accounting and other financial services

general ledger; cash management; and credit control;

to the company’s network of hotels.

customer service activities; information technology; and
human resources functions, including payroll, within one

In March 2007, the company announced plans to double

center. 106

the size of its Knoxville location to 500 employees.
Marriott constructed a 50,000 square foot next door to

Industry Overview

its initial facilities. Many of the new employees Marriott
hired were for involved in project management positions

SSCs offer cost savings from streamlined processes and

and various accounting positions. 113

enhanced control and are estimated to deliver process
costs savings of 30 to 60 percent.

107

SSCs can use in-

O'Charley's Inc., a leading casual dining restaurant

To be successful, a SSC

company, established a SSC in Nashville in 2005. The

must deliver a range of services that others value, at a

new facility consolidated all of the company’s financial,

cost, quality level and speed that are competitive with

accounting and payroll functions.

house staff or be outsourced.

108

114

alternatives. 109
No SSC has located in Clarksville-Montgomery County to
Multi-function SSCs eliminate redundancies across

date although such projects have considered the area.

major functions, thus further improving service delivery,
driving higher productivity and accelerating innovation
and transformation.

110

By consolidating back office,

non-revenue generating functions, companies can take
advantage of economies of scale, better utilization of
technology, greater automation and standardization to
achieve higher productivity with fewer resources.

111
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Strengths of Clarksville-Montgomery County
¾

The population of Clarksville has been rapidly

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County has more than 650

growing and it is projected that the Clarksville-

acres available for development in its Corporate

Montgomery County area will add up to 5,000 new

Business Park South including a 52,000 square foot

residents annually for the next 20 years providing

building which is suited for office space.

additional sources of labor.
Rationale for Selection
¾

Fort Campbell also provides a pool of skilled
workers

in

Clarksville-Montgomery

County,

¾

Major corporations continue to establish SSCs as a
method of more efficient back-office support.

including military retirees living in the region,
current soldiers separating from service and their
spouses.

¾

With the labor force related to Fort Campbell and
graduates

¾

from

Austin-Peay,

Clarksville-

Clarksville has recently been recognized as one of

Montgomery County has available, affordable and

the top 20 best performing cities among the 200

qualified labor which is one of the most important

largest metros in the U.S. and as the fourth least

factors to this industry sector.

expensive city in the nation.
¾
¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County is also an affordable

Austin Peay State University has an enrollment of

place to do business and has available buildings and

more than 9,000 students and offers Bachelor of

land available for development.

Business Administration (B.B.A.) degree in one of
seven areas including: Accounting, Economics,
Finance,

General

Business,

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County is located within
one hour of Nashville International Airport.

International

Management, Management or Marketing.
¾
¾

Clarksville-Montgomery

County

needed

the

Clarksville-Montgomery County is within a one hour

telecommunications

drive of Nashville International Airport which could

support the technologies used by shared service

be important for executives visiting a SSC from the

centers.

headquarters location.

infrastructure

has

to

Nashville International

Airport is served by 16 scheduled airlines that
operate more than 200 average daily departures to
89 cities.
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Distribution/Logistics
Proposed Industry Definition
A distribution center is a post-production warehouse for

amount of occupied distribution and warehouse space

Distribution centers receive large

grew by an estimated 49 percent in the 50 largest

finished goods.

115

From 2006 to 2016, employment

quantities of goods and take responsibility for storing the

markets in the U.S.

goods and keeping them secure. Such centers may also

in the truck transportation and warehousing industry is

provide a range of services, which can include labeling,

projected to grow by 15 percent.

breaking

bulk

shipments

into

smaller

120

121

quantities,

inventory control and management, light assembly, order

One of the main factors influencing the growth of the

entry and fulfillment, packaging, pick and pack, price

industry is consumer spending and the state of the

marking

transportation

national economy. As the national economy grows and

arrangement. 116 Distribution centers serve a broad range

the production and sales of goods increases, there is an

of manufacturing industries, moving products as diverse

increase in the demand for transportation services to

as books, appliances, food, clothing, hardware, and

move goods from their producers to consumers. During

consumer electronics.

economic downturns, the truck transportation and

and

ticketing,

and

117

warehousing industry is one of the first to slow down as
Distribution centers are the heart of logistics, and

orders for goods and shipments decline. Distribution is

provide control, efficiency and velocity for goods moving

expected to grow faster than the rest of the industry.

through the system. Logistics may be defined as the part

This may not make distribution/logistic as good of an

of the supply chain process that plans, implements and

immediate target but as the economy turns, Clarksville-

controls the efficient flow and storage of physical goods,

Montgomery County needs to be prepared to capitalize

services and related information from the point of origin

on its strengths for this industry.

122

to the point of consumption, in order to meet the
customers’

requirements.
use

In

118

of

any

intermodal

combination

Customers continually require faster service, and in order

transportation,

the

transportation

by

of

effective methods of shipping and distributing goods. By

truck, train, plane, or

opening regional and local distribution centers along

ship,

is frequently

regular supply chain routes, a manufacturer can ship

used to move goods

products in bulk to locations where the large shipments

from one point to

can

another, resulting in

“decentralized model” allows larger truckloads of goods

both a cost and time

to be shipped shorter distances to the final destination

savings.

which both reduces costs and the time needed for

to meet this need, companies are exploring more cost-

be

broken

into

delivery to the customer.

smaller

increments.

This

123

Industry Overview
For many years, typical distribution and logistics
The distribution/logistics industry in the United States

facilities were located by interstate, rail and/or a water

today consists of approximately 300,000 companies.

port.

119

The need for distribution centers continues to grow as

Today, many such facilities are locating in

industrial parks in rural areas.

124

the U.S. population grows. Between 1980 and 2005, the
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Industry Presence in Clarksville-Montgomery County

Strengths of Clarksville-Montgomery County

and Tennessee
¾

The transportation infrastructure in Clarksville-

The distribution industry in Tennessee is strong,

Montgomery

especially in the Memphis area, which has emerged as a

distribution/logistics companies.

County’s

is

well-suited

to

transportation, distribution and logistics hub over the



last 15 years.

Clarksville-Montgomery

County

within

drive

a

one

hour

is

of

located
Nashville

Nashville is also recognized as an advantageous place for

International Airport which is served by 16

Nashville is

airlines that operate more than 200 average

companies to locate distribution centers.

125

located at the intersection of three interstates (Interstates

daily departures to 89 cities.

130

24, 40 and 65) and is served by a Class I rail carrier, CSX
Transportation.



Nashville also has an international

Clarksville-Montgomery County is located on I24 and near I-40 and I-65.

airport and a port which is located on the Cumberland
River.
The Nashville area, which consists of ten counties
including Montgomery County, is home to 20 major
distribution centers which employ more than 14,500.

126

Well-known companies such as Gap, Starbucks, Oneida
Silversmiths, Saturn, and Nissan all operate distribution
centers in the Nashville area. The three largest
distribution employers include United Parcel Service
(2,500

employees),

Ingram

Distribution

(1,846

employees and also headquartered in Nashville) and Gap,
Inc. (1,450 employees).

127



The area is served by CSX Transportation
(mainline)

DPL Corporation (formerly StarTek, Inc.) is located in

and

R.J.

Corman

Railroad

DPL offers a full

(shortline), and the Clarksville-Montgomery

range of services for computer software products

County Corporate Business Park is served by

including distribution, package design, packaging and

rail.

Clarksville and employs 400 people.

128

order fulfillment, returns and exchange processing,



secure warehousing, and asset recovery and liquidation.

Clarksville-Montgomery County is located on

The company’s clients include Atari, DeWalt, Hewlett

the navigable Cumberland River with access to

Packard,

the Mississippi River System.

MeadWestvaco,

Rubbermaid.

Microsoft,

Nintendo

and

Sites for an

intermodal port have also been identified.

129
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¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County is located within a

¾

In addition, several other institutions of higher

one-day drive of 76 percent of major markets in the

education near Clarksville-Montgomery County

United States.

offer relevant courses and/or degrees:

132



Tennessee State University in Nashville offers a
Bachelor of Business Administration (B.B.A) in
Supply

Chain

Warehousing

and

Management,
Transportation

including
and

an

M.B.A. with a Concentration in Supply Chain
Management.



134

Volunteer State Community College in Gallatin,
Tennessee offers a Logistics Management
Program.


¾

135

Vanderbilt University in Nashville offers an

The cluster of successful distribution facilities in the

M.B.A. with a concentration in Operations that

Nashville area and qualified workers in the area

includes

creates a pool of qualified workers who understand

Management. 136

courses

such

as

Supply

Chain

the industry.
¾
¾

the top 20 best performing cities among the 200

acres available for development in its Corporate

largest metros in the U.S. and as the fourth least

Business Park South including space for a Class A

expensive city in the nation.

distribution facility.

¾

Clarksville has recently been recognized as one of

Clarksville-Montgomery County has more than 650

Nashville is running low on

available property.

Rationale for Selection

Fort Campbell also provides a pool of skilled

¾

A number of successful distribution centers are

workers in Clarksville-Montgomery County, and a

located in the Nashville area, including one in

2007 Labor Study completed for the area found that

Clarksville, indicating that the area has the

25 percent of soldiers from Fort Campbell reported

resources needed to support this industry.

they held a technical or professional certification in
Logistics, Warehousing or Materials. 133

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County has an accessible
transportation network with the presence of one and

¾

The population of Clarksville has been rapidly

proximity to two major interstates, the Nashville

growing and it is projected that the Clarksville-

International Airport within a one hour’s drive, and

Montgomery County area will add up to 5,000 new

shortline and mainline rail access.

residents annually for the next 20 years providing
additional sources of labor.
¾

Austin Peay State University has an enrollment of
more than 9,000 students and offers several courses
related to distribution and logistics.
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and a changing mindset on how and where seniors will be

Medical Equipment & Supplies Manufacturing

treated. 141
Proposed Industry Definition
Companies in the medical equipment and supplies
industry develop, manufacture, and market items such as
medical

and

instruments,
latex

gloves,

dental

Hospitals, the largest and most diverse market for

supplies,

medical equipment and supplies, are projected to

gauze,

account for more than 43 percent of the demand by

equipment,

2011. 142 In addition, home health-care equipment and

syringes, respiratory care

supplies are expected to become one of the fastest

equipment, wheelchairs,

growing segments of the industry, especially for

X-ray and other types of

disposable medical supplies such as latex gloves, gauze,

diagnostic

equipment,

syringes, bandages, face masks, disinfectants, and

laser systems, stents, artificial joints, pacemakers and

medical waste disposal products. The demand for such

hospital uniforms. Such products are used by hospitals,

products is projected to grow 4.9 percent annually

physician and dental clinics, surgery centers, and long-

between 2006 and 2011 to become a $70.4 billion

term care facilities.

industry by 2011.

surgical

Medical equipment and supplies

143

companies do not manufacture pharmaceuticals or
vaccines.

Another factor contributing to the growth of the medical

137

equipment and supplies industry is the high incidence of
Some of the top well-known companies in the medical

chronic diseases, such as diabetes, and patients who need

equipment and supplies industry include Johnson &

continuous therapy, such as patients with kidney disease

Johnson, GE Medical Systems, Baxter International,

who require dialysis.

Tyco Healthcare, Medtronic Inc., Abbott Laboratories,

accounts for more than $130 billion of total health care

Becton Dickinson, 3M Healthcare, Guidant, and Stryker

spending in the U.S. annually, and the market for

However, most medical equipment and

diabetes diagnostic, blood glucose monitoring, and

Corp.

138

It is estimated that diabetes

supplies manufacturers are small and specialize in one

treatment devices is expected to continue to grow.

area of medical condition, disease, or type of treatment.

The market for cardiac equipment and heart-related

139

valves, stents and defibrillators is also predicted to have

144

strong growth. 145
Industry Overview
A third factor which is expected to contribute to the
The medical equipment and supplies manufacturing

growth of the industry is the increasing popularity of

industry in the United States includes 12,000 companies

plastic surgery and other types of cosmetic treatments

with combined annual revenue of nearly $50 billion. The

which use disposable medical supplies.

demand for medical equipment and supplies is growing

population ages and as advances in technology have

in the U.S., and the industry is typically not impacted by

made treatments less invasive, more Americans are

economic downturns because health care is a necessary

electing to have plastic surgery.

expense for most consumers.

140

As the

146

The growth of the

industry is currently being influenced by the aging
population, people living longer, health needs changing,
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Industry Presence in Clarksville-Montgomery County

staffing agencies, and medical products and device

and Tennessee

manufacturers.

Clarksville-Montgomery County is located 40 miles from

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County has more than 650

Nashville which has a thriving health care industry with

acres available for development in its Corporate

nearly 300 health care companies based in the area

Business Park South. Nashville is running low on

which operate on a multi-state, national, or international

available property.

level and produced $45 billion in revenue globally in
2007.

147

Health care is the largest industry in Nashville,

¾

The population of Clarksville has been rapidly

has an $18 billion economic impact on the Nashville

growing and it is projected that the Clarksville-

region and includes 15 publicly-traded health care

Montgomery County area will add up to 5,000 new

company headquarters.

residents annually for the next 20 years providing

148

additional sources of labor.
Nashville’s health care sector also has a diverse mix of
companies specializing in different parts of the industry

¾

Fort Campbell also provides a pool of skilled

including hospitals, surgery centers and outpatient

workers

service providers, disease management companies, long-

including military retirees living in the region,

term care providers, health care staffing agencies, and

current soldiers separating from service and their

medical

spouses.

products

and

device

manufacturers.

149

in

Clarksville-Montgomery

County,

According to the Nashville Health Care Council, the area
has more than thirty companies involved in the

¾

Clarksville has recently been recognized as one of

manufacture of medical products, supplies, equipment

the top 20 best performing cities among the 200

and devices.

largest metros in the U.S. and as the fourth least

150

expensive city in the nation.
To

date,

no

medical

equipment

or

supplies

manufacturing company has located in Clarksville-

Rationale for Selection

Montgomery County.
¾

The medical equipment and supplies manufacturing
industry is growing and is expected to continue to

Strengths of Clarksville-Montgomery County

grow due to the aging population with a longer life
¾

Clarksville-Montgomery

strong

expectancy, the increase of patients with chronic

manufacturing industry which employs more than

conditions requiring continuous treatment and the

6,000, putting the county in the top 25 for

increase in plastic and cosmetic surgeries.

manufacturing

County

employment

in

has

the

a

state

of

Tennessee.

¾

The medical equipment and supplies manufacturing
industry is not currently being targeted by many

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County is located 40 miles

other communities nationally.

from Nashville which has nearly 300 health care
companies specializing in different parts of the

¾

The medical equipment and supplies manufacturing

industry including hospitals, surgery centers and

industry is typically not impacted by economic

outpatient service providers, disease management

downturns because health care is a necessary

companies, long-term care providers, health care

expense for most consumers.
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¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County is located 40 miles

¾

from Nashville and its 300 health care companies.

Clarksville-Montgomery County is an affordable
place to do business and has land available for
development unlike Nashville which is running low

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery

County

has

a

strong

on available properties.

manufacturing presence and a workforce with
manufacturing-related skills.
¾

The labor force related to Fort Campbell also
provides a source of available, affordable and
qualified labor.
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Secondary Targets
Automotive Suppliers
Proposed Industry Definition
Automotive
manufacture

suppliers
parts

Suppliers that provide component parts directly to OEMs

and

are referred to as Tier One suppliers.

Suppliers that

components such as motor

provide component modules and parts to Tier One

vehicle gasoline engines and

suppliers are referred to as Tier Two suppliers and

engine parts, electrical and

suppliers that provide such parts to Tier Two suppliers

electronic

equipment,

are referred to as Tier Three suppliers.

suspension

may serve several assembly plants, and suppliers tend to

steering

and

components, brake systems, transmission and power

153

A supplier

cluster near OEMs.

train parts, seating and interior trim, stampings and
others.

151

Tier One suppliers must typically select locations in very
close proximity to the OEM they are supplying while Tier

Automotive suppliers fall into three main categories:

152

Two suppliers locate within 100 to 300 miles of the Tier
One supplier they are supplying. Those location
strategies tend to create a high concentration of suppliers

Light-duty original equipment suppliers

located close to an OEM plant.

These suppliers interact directly with Original
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), such as BMW,
Chrysler, Honda, Hyundai, Mercedes-Benz, Nissan,
Toyota, Volkswagen, and many others.

154

Industry Overview
Automotive

suppliers represent

the

single

manufacturing industry in the United States.

largest
The

industry is responsible for approximately 783,100 direct

Heavy-duty original equipment suppliers

jobs in the U.S.

There are more than 5,000

155

automotive parts manufacturers operating in this country

These suppliers make parts for commercial vehicles,
including semi-trucks, trailers, and buses.

with annual revenue of more than $200 billion, and an
estimated 50 of the largest automotive suppliers hold 70
percent of the market.

Aftermarket suppliers

156

These suppliers provide products for the repair and
maintenance of existing vehicles. Aftermarket products
are sold through a variety of retail stores such as
AutoZone and Genuine Parts.
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Motor vehicle parts suppliers are major employers in

facility in Georgia. German companies, Mercedes-Benz

several states and employ more than six percent of the

and BMW, also have Southern assembly plants with

labor force in Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio, and

Mercedes in Alabama and BMW in South Carolina. 161

Tennessee.

Automotive suppliers are also major

Another German automaker, Volkswagen, is building a

employers in a number of other states in the Southeast

new OEM facility in Chattanooga, Tennessee, which was

including Arkansas, Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi,

announced in 2008.

North Carolina, and South Carolina.

162

157

Existing OEM facilities within 100 miles of Clarksville
include:
1.

General Motors: Spring Hill, Tennessee

2.

General Motors: Bowling Green, Kentucky

3.

Nissan: Smyrna, Tennessee

4.

Peterbilt: Madison, Tennessee

Facilities within 200 miles include:
5.

Ford: Louisville, Kentucky

6.

Toyota: Princeton, Indiana

Facilities within 300 miles include:
The domestic automotive industry in the United States is

7.

Blue Bird: Fort Valley, Georgia

currently undergoing a period of uncertainty and

8.

Blue Bird: La Fayette, Georgia

automotive suppliers are at the foundation of this

9.

Chrysler: St. Louis, Missouri (Note: Announced

industry.

158

While suppliers that are heavily dependent

job cuts)

on the Big Three U.S. manufacturers (General Motors,

10. Honda: Lincoln, Alabama

Ford and Chrysler) have been struggling, foreign-owned

11. Mercedes-Benz: Vance, Alabama

automotive

12. Toyota: Georgetown, Kentucky

increasing

manufacturers
frequency

in

have
the

expanded

Southern

with

states.

159

Automotive parts manufacturers which supply foreign-

Facilities within 450 miles include:

owned OEMs have been experiencing growth and
following the OEMs into the South.

160

However, such

13. BMW: Greer, South Carolina

growth may slow with the current economy.

14. General Motors: Wentzville, Missouri

Japanese-owned Toyota has led the way with assembly

16. Hyundai: Montgomery, Alabama

15. Honda: Marysville, Ohio
plants

in

Kentucky

and

Texas,

and

one

under

17. Nissan: Canton, Mississippi

construction in Mississippi and an engine plant in

18. Toyota: Lafayette, Indiana

Alabama.

19. Volvo: Dublin, Virginia

Other Japanese companies, Nissan and

Honda, also have presence in the South with assembly
plants located in Alabama (Honda), Mississippi (Nissan)
and Tennessee (Nissan). Korean automaker Hyundai has
a location in Alabama and Kia, also Korean, is building a
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Recently announced OEM facilities include:

capacity for the facility is expected to be 150,000
vehicles.

20. Volkswagen:

Chattanooga,

Tennessee

167

(180
Strengths of Clarksville-Montgomery County

miles)
21. Toyota: Blue Springs, Mississippi (within 300
miles)

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery

County

has

a

strong

manufacturing industry which employs more than

22. Kia: West Point, Georgia (within 450 miles)

6,000, putting the county in the top 25 for
Industry Presence in Clarksville-Montgomery County

manufacturing

and Tennessee

Tennessee.

The state of Tennessee ranks fifth in the nation in

¾

employment

in

the

state

of

There are currently 19 existing and three announced

automotive production and is home to more than 1,000

automotive OEMs within 450 miles of Clarksville-

automotive suppliers.

Montgomery County, and four of those automotive

The automotive industry in

Tennessee employs more than 159,000 workers and

OEMs

accounts for an estimated 38 percent of the state’s

Montgomery County.

are

within

100

miles

of

Clarksville-

manufacturing employment base and more than six
percent of overall employment in the state.

163

Existing

¾

The population of Clarksville has been rapidly

OEMs in Tennessee include Nissan in Smyrna, General

growing and it is projected that the Clarksville-

Motors in Spring Hill and Peterbilt in Madison.

164

Montgomery County area will add up to 5,000 new

Volkswagen is currently building an OEM facility in

residents annually for the next 20 years providing

Chattanooga.

additional sources of labor.

In addition to the OEM facility in Smyrna, Nissan North

¾

Fort Campbell also provides a pool of skilled

America, Inc.’s headquarters is in Franklin, Tennessee.

workers

The company announced its decision to relocate its

including military retirees living in the region,

headquarters from California to Tennessee in 2005.

current soldiers separating from service and their

165

in

Clarksville-Montgomery

County,

spouses.
Nissan also operates a one million-square-foot engine
and powertrain assembly facility in Decherd. The facility

¾

Clarksville has recently been recognized as one of

has expanded four times since it began production in

the top 20 best performing cities among the 200

1997, currently has the capacity to build 950,000 engines

largest metros in the U.S. and as the fourth least

and produces all of the engines for Nissan and Infiniti

expensive city in the nation.

vehicles manufactured in the United States.

166

¾
Tennessee’s

fourth

automotive

assembly

plant,

Clarksville-Montgomery County has more than 650
acres available for development in its Corporate

Volkswagen, is under construction in Chattanooga. In

Business Park South.

July 2008, Volkswagen announced it would invest $1
billion and create 2,000 jobs with an average wage of

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County has an accessible

$68,000 per year in Chattanooga, which as previously

transportation network with the presence of one and

noted is 180 miles from Clarksville.

Volkswagen will

proximity to two major interstates, the Nashville

produce a new mid-size sedan. The company anticipates

International Airport within a one hour’s drive, and

beginning production in early 2011 and initial production

shortline and mainline rail access.
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¾

Tennessee is a right-to-work state and most foreign-

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery

County

has

a

strong

owned automotive OEMs and suppliers prefer to

manufacturing presence and a workforce with

locate in a right-to-work state where unions are not

manufacturing-related skills.

as prevalent.

168

¾
Rationale for Selection

The labor force related to Fort Campbell also
provides a source of available, affordable and
qualified labor.

¾

Foreign automotive OEMs have continued to
experience growth in the United States, especially in

¾

the Southern part of the country.
¾

¾

The region has the transportation infrastructure to
provide an ideal base for automotive suppliers.

Tennessee ranks fifth in the nation in automotive

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County is an affordable

production, and there are more than 1,000

place to do business and has land available for

automotive suppliers in the state of Tennessee.

development.

The Clarksville-Montgomery County area has a large
customer base for suppliers with 19 OEMs located
within a 450-mile radius and three more currently
under construction in the region.
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Retirement Services
Proposed Industry Definition
Retirement

services

Including retiree recruitment and retirement services

refers to developing the

recruitment as part of an economic development strategy

types

of

facilities,

often makes sense for communities because the services

amenities,

and

and amenities retirees require will provide jobs for

resources which may

younger

make

community

preventing them from seeking jobs elsewhere and also

to

because many highly skilled retirees may want to work

a

attractive

those

residents

of

the

community,

therefore

persons who are retired or who are nearing retirement

part time, which increases the skill set of a smaller

age. While traditional economic development focuses on

community’s workforce.

attracting manufacturing or commercial businesses to

by the American Association of Retired Persons (AARP),

locate in an area, communities are now beginning to

45 percent of the respondents indicated that they

incorporate the recruitment of retirees and retirement

expected to continue working into their 70s or later

services

because of the desire to stay mentally and physically

as

part

strategies. 169

of

their

economic

development

Retirees often have a larger disposable

173

In a recent survey conducted

active and to remain productive or useful.

174

income to spend on goods and services which leads to an
increase in tax revenues for a community. Attracting

It is estimated that a typical retired couple has the same

retirees and recruiting retirement services firms impacts

economic impact to a town as the attraction of 3.4

not only the health care and housing industries, but also

manufacturing jobs. More affluent seniors tend to buy

the financial, entertainment, hospitality, retail, and

higher-priced property and more expensive consumer

tourism sectors. 170

goods, leading to higher property and sales tax payments
to local and state governments. 175

Industry Overview
Criteria seniors may consider when selecting where to
It is anticipated that the next generation of retirees will

live during retirement includes access to health care,

be the healthiest, best educated, most affluent, and have

climate, cost of living, crime rate, cultural and

the greatest longevity in our nation’s history. As the Baby

recreational amenities, educational opportunities, and

Boomer generation reaches retirement age, the number

type of housing available.

of Americans age 55 and older is projected to almost

in the South have experienced a large growth of retirees

double by 2030 increasing from 60 million people to

and related retirement services primarily due to their

107.6 million people, or 31 percent of the total

small town feel, warm climates, scenic landscapes, lower

Also by 2030, the number of Americans

costs of living, safe environments and amenities such as

population.

171

over age 65 will more than double, growing from 34.8

176

Some smaller communities

cultural, educational and recreational activities.

177

million people to 70.3 million, representing 20 percent of
Additionally, the probability that

While Florida has been a popular state for retirement,

an American who reaches the age of 65 will survive to the

some retirees have recently been leaving Florida for other

age of 90 has nearly doubled over the past 40 years, and

Southern states citing reasons such as Florida’s tax

by 2050, is it estimated that 40 percent of 65-year-olds

situation, lack of change in seasons and fear of

are likely to reach age 90.

hurricanes.

the total population.

172
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Although most seniors would prefer to stay in their own

Industry Presence in Clarksville-Montgomery County

homes, the aging and longevity of Americans means that

and Tennessee

increasing numbers likely will require some form of longRetirees often look for areas which offer

Approximately 25 percent of Tennessee residents are age

housing alternatives to traditional nursing homes such as

55 or older, which is higher than the overall average in

planned

the United States which is at 24.1 percent. Population

term care.

179

retirement

communities,

assisted

facilities, and home health care services.

living
Planned

projections

indicate

the

population

of

Tennessee

retirement communities may offer independent living

residents over age 55 is expected to increase by 10 percent

options for retirees in apartments or town homes with

over the next five years (2008 – 2013).

182

the opportunity to participate in planned activities or
meals if so desired. Assisted living facilities often provide

The graph below shows the projected population trend by

support with daily living activities such as housekeeping,

age group. The trend clearly shows the aging of

meals, general supervision, and nursing care.

Tennessee’s population with the percentage of both the

180

47 to 64 and 65 and over age groups on the rise. 183
One company which is currently developing upscale
independent living communities for seniors is Sunrise
Senior Living, the largest senior living company in the
U.S. In September 2008, the company announced plans
to build a full-service, amenity-rich senior living
community in Broomfield, Colorado. The Stratford at
FlatIrons, which will employ 130 people, will offer
independent living, assisted living and a full range of
healthcare services such as memory care programs,
rehabilitation and in-home health care coordination.
Unique amenities which will be part of the development
include concierge services to assist residents with
requests such as dining and entertainment reservations,

Tennessee, like many other Southern states, has a

transportation arrangements, appointment reminders,

program to target retirees and retirement services.

dog walking, and personal errands, a full-service spa and

RetireInTennessee.org is an online resource designed for

salon, a 60-seat theatre for movies and theatrical

active adults who are at or nearing retirement age. The

performances, an art studio, a business center and

website provides detailed financial, quality of life, and

wireless internet access areas, multiple dining options

community information related to retirement in the state

including private dining rooms and catering for parties

of Tennessee.

and events, and a state-of-the-art fitness center with

seasons with a lack of weather extremes, a reasonably low

personal trainers.

cost of living, and abundant lifestyle options. 185
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Clarksville-Montgomery County has approximately 10

¾

retirement facilities, including assisted living home,
nursing homes and retirement communities.

186

Austin Peay State University has an enrollment of
more than 9,000 students and offers degrees in

Of the

nursing,

medical

technology,

nuclear

medical

assisted living facilities, capacity as of October 2008 was

technology, radiological technology, and health and

estimated at 75 to 85 percent. The new $200 million,

human

510,000 square foot Gateway Medical Center 270

programs will create an adequate pool of healthcare

licensed beds and has more than 200 physicians on staff.

professionals and other healthcare workers.

performance.

Graduates

from

such

Gateway Medical Center provides a full range of services
including emergency, intensive care, inpatient and

¾

The population of Clarksville has been rapidly

outpatient surgery, cardiac care, respiratory care, and

growing and it is projected that the Clarksville-

The hospital also includes a state-of-

Montgomery County area will add up to 5,000 new

the-art cancer treatment center, the Gateway-Vanderbilt

residents annually for the next 20 years providing

Cancer Treatment Center, which is a joint venture with

additional sources of labor.

rehabilitation.

187

Vanderbilt Medical Center.

188

¾
Strengths of Clarksville-Montgomery County

Clarksville-Montgomery County’s cultural activities
and outdoor amenities, such as The Land Between
the Lakes, the Cumberland River, and numerous

¾

¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County offers retirees a low

golf courses, will provide a variety of opportunities

cost of living, including no state income tax.

for recreation.

189

The area has a mild climate with four distinct

¾

Military personnel from Fort Campbell often remain

seasons. The average winter temperature is 40

in

degrees Fahrenheit, and the average summer

retirement from the military which will help to

temperature is 83 degrees Fahrenheit.

create a sizeable concentration of retirees and other

190

Clarksville-Montgomery

County

following

potential customers who will need services.
¾

Clarksville-Montgomery County is located 40 miles
from Nashville which offers the proximity to
cultural, shopping and entertainment opportunities
that are found in a major metropolitan area. The
community is also one hour from Nashville
International Airport which may be important to
retirees who enjoy travel or whose families or
friends are coming to visit.
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Rationale for Selection

¾

¾

The American population is living longer and rapidly

Smaller communities in the South have experienced

aging and the number of Americans over age 65 will

a large growth of retirees and related retirement

reach 70.3 million by 2030, representing 20 percent

services primarily due to their warm climates, scenic

of the total population. This will lead to a greater

landscapes, lower costs of living, safe environments

demand for independent retirement communities,

and amenities such as cultural, educational and

nursing and residential care facilities, assisted living

recreational activities.

centers, and individual home care services.

¾
¾

Retirees will be attracted to Clarksville-Montgomery

Communities are now beginning to incorporate the

County because it offers a historic, small town feel

recruitment of retirees and retirement services as

yet is only 40 miles from Nashville which offers the

part of their economic development strategies

cultural, shopping and entertainment opportunities

because retirees often have a larger disposable

that are found in a major metropolitan area.

income to spend on goods and services which leads

¾

to an increase in tax revenues. Also, the services and

Retirees will be attracted to Clarksville-Montgomery

amenities retirees require will provide jobs for

County because of its outstanding resources for

younger residents of the community, and since

living, low costs of living, low crime rate, favorable

many highly skilled retirees may want to work part-

climate, and cultural and recreational amenities.

time, the skill set of a smaller community’s
workforce will increase.
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PROGRAM AREAS
Overview
Based on the primary and secondary research completed

this

for Clarksville-Montgomery County, Boyette Levy was

strategies related to:

Blueprint,

Community

Development

includes

able to determine there are four main program areas that
need to be the focus of economic development efforts for

¾

Comprehensive Planning

the next four years. The program areas include:

¾

Conference Center Development

¾

Resources for Living

¾

Public Policy

¾

Global Business Development

¾

Community Development

¾

Marketing and Communications

¾

Tourism

Marketing and Communications
In today’s environment, communications and marketing

Strategies have been developed in each of these program

are critical to successful economic development activities.

areas, which are defined below, and performance metrics

Marketing and Communications efforts should focus on

were created to ensure the strategies are effective moving

the area’s competitive strengths which result from

forward.

comparing the critical needs of targeted projects with the
area’s advantages. The competitive position should then
be used to develop key messages that serve as the basis

Global Business Development

for all marketing and communications activities.
Global Business Development is at the heart of economic
development, which involves the creation of wealth in a

For

community.

Communications includes strategies related to:

For purposes of this Blueprint, Global

purposes

of

this

Blueprint,

Marketing

and

Business Development includes strategies related to:

¾

Branding

¾

Existing Industry and Retention

¾

Public Relations – Nashville

¾

Hemlock Semiconductor Project

¾

Public Awareness

¾

Business Attraction – Targeted Business

¾

Aspire Foundation Marketing

Opportunities
¾

Real Estate Development

¾

Innovation and Entrepreneurship

¾

Education and Workforce Development

¾

Incentives Policy

Tourism
Tourism may be defined as travel for recreational or
leisure purposes. One component of this Blueprint was
to address tourism as an opportunity for ClarksvilleMontgomery County.

Community Development
Community

Development

As such, the Tourism section

includes strategies related to:
is

another

important

component of economic development. For purposes of

68
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Tourism Product

¾
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Global Business Development
Existing Industry and Retention
Overview
A successful existing industry program should facilitate

¾

Establish

Business

a

Retention

and

job growth and result in saved jobs due to possible

Expansion Team or Council that may consist

downsizing or relocation. It is typically less costly and

of one or more representatives of the EDC, the

time intensive to retain an existing business than it is to

Chamber, Austin Peay and elected officials.

recruit a new one.

The

As such, retention and expansion

Business Retention and Expansion Team or Council

efforts provide significant benefits when compared to

should meet quarterly for a presentation/discussion

strategies based on attracting new business development.

of topics or relevant issues to the industries of

In addition, the success of existing businesses helps

Clarksville-Montgomery County. In addition, one or

demonstrate the overall economic viability of Clarksville-

more members of the team should visit with

Montgomery County.

identified key businesses on an annual basis to learn
more about the company, their growth plans, and

Representatives of the Clarksville-Montgomery County

any issues they have in Clarksville-Montgomery

EDC already make regular one-on-one visits to existing

County.

industry and have great relationships.

However, the

existing industry program is not formalized and there are

¾

Develop

corporate

a

headquarters

no records kept of the frequency of these visits, any

visitation program to parent company locations

issues identified or how any issues were addressed.

outside of Clarksville-Montgomery County. Regular
contact

Recommendations

with

parent

company

officials

will

demonstrate the commitment of the area to the
success of companies located there and will also

Formalize existing industry program.

serve as a chance to identify any challenges or
opportunities

that

might

arise

with

existing

The EDC should consider development of a formalized

businesses. In addition, when local companies are

business retention program. Below are some suggested

acquired

business retention strategies that should be part of a

headquarters locations should immediately be

more formalized program:

added to the visit list to begin developing a

by

a

new

parent

company,

those

relationship to work to secure existing jobs and
¾

Hire a new full or part-time staff person

investment in the region.

to oversee the Existing Industry Program.
¾
¾

Consider purchasing and using an existing

Identify key existing companies that should

industry survey program or create a

be a focus of this retention and expansion effort.

database as a tool to track corporate visits and

While it is important to offer retention assistance to

existing industry activity.

all businesses in Clarksville-Montgomery County,
there may be certain ones that are critical to the
economic success of the region.
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Hemlock Semiconductor Project
Overview
In

Semiconductor

The Industrial Development Board of Montgomery

Corporation (HSC) announced plans to invest $1.2

December

2008,

Hemlock

County (IDB); The City of Clarksville (City); Montgomery

million in a new manufacturing facility in Clarksville,

County (County); and the State of Tennessee Department

Tennessee that will produce polycrystalline silicone or

of Economic and Community Development (State).

polysilicon, a key raw material used to manufacture solar
cells and semiconductor devices. The new facility will

In order to ensure that all commitments related to the

employ an initial 500 and up to 800 once expanded. It

HSC project are implemented, the following should

will also employ an estimated 1,000 workers during

occur:

construction over the next five to seven years.
¾

The

EDC

must

continue

its

role

as

The search for this new location occurred over a two and

facilitator in the process of ensuring that

half year period and involved the review of 60 sites in 35

all commitments by such entities are

countries. The site in Clarksville-Montgomery County

implemented in a timely manner as set

was one of six finalists and was ultimately the selected

forth in the Memorandum of Understanding

location.

between the parties dated December 4, 2008. Such
facilitation services may involve the use of an

The economic impact of this project is substantial over

existing or new high-level EDC staff person on a full-

the short and long-term. It will result in significant high-

time basis.

wage jobs and investment in Clarksville-Montgomery
County and could be the catalyst for other similar type

¾

The

EDC

should

utilize

the

existing

solar companies to locate in the state of Tennessee. The

implementation matrix that outlines all

solar industry is one of the few sectors that is predicted to

of the commitments, develops action items

continue to grow in the U.S. and worldwide, with an

related to each, assigns the responsible party and

expectation to triple its growth by 2012 currently.

includes the timing for start and completion of each
commitment. The EDC should continue its ongoing

Recommendations

conversations with each of the responsible parties to
obtain a status update, as well as address any

Implementation of Commitments

potential issues.

The Clarksville-Montgomery County EDC facilitated the

¾

The EDC should also continue in its role

efforts to bring the HSC project to Clarksville-

of being the primary coordinator and

Montgomery County over the past two and a half years.

communicator with HSC representatives

The EDC coordinated with numerous state and local

to ensure they are updated on the status of each

Tennessee agencies in connection with the project and

commitment and any possible challenges with

several of those entities made commitments to HSC.

meeting deadlines.

Such entities included:
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Support for the Solar Industry
Local Incentives
In order to further show support for the HSC project and

projects shown to save energy or decrease energy

any related customers that may locate in Clarksville-

demand. To be eligible, a business must have fewer than

Montgomery County, the EDC should explore the

300 employees or less than $3.5 million in annual gross

possibility of enacting an incentive at the local

sales or receipts. The loan is offered with a zero percent

level to support the solar industry. In recent years,

interest

solar incentives have grown in popularity among state

communities, and at a three percent interest rate for all

and local governments trying to promote clean energy

business start-up.

rebates or other types of incentives for installing solarsystems

in

commercial facilities.

both

residential

homes

and

in

the

Three-Star

193

Tennessee, provides participating power distributors in
its’ Green Power Switch Generation Partners program

amount of electricity generated from renewable sources
191

businesses

In addition, TVA, which serves the entire state of

Such states typically also have

regulations that require their utilities to provide a certain
such as solar and wind.

for

others. Loans cannot be used for new construction or

production. Many states and localities are now offering
electric

rate

with the ability to offer production-based incentives for

Having such incentives and

regulations in place encourages the use of solar energy

solar

photovoltaics

(PV)

and

wind

projects

resulting in more demand for solar products.

residential/small-commercial customers and incentives
for PV projects to large commercial customers.

to

194

At the state level in Tennessee, the state Energy Division

Many other state solar incentives have involved a rebate

offers a grant program for businesses to install renewable

to consumers or business owners to help defray the cost

energy systems at their facilities called the Tennessee

of buying and installing a solar power system for their

Clean Energy Technology Grant. The grant is equal to 40

home or business. Instead of offering rebates, some local

percent of the installed cost for solar photovoltaic (PV)

governments have been looking at other types of

systems, wind, solar water heating, hydrogen fuel cells

incentives to promote solar power.

and solar hybrid lighting up to a maximum of $75,000

For example, the city of Gainesville, Florida recently

with a minimum grant of $5,000. To be eligible for the

voted to create a feed-in-tariff program that would allow

program, the business facility where the system will be

participants to make money by installing solar energy

installed must undergo an energy audit. The grant is

systems. The program would pay both residential and

only available to businesses, not residential or nonprofits.

192

business customers 32 cents per kilowatt hour for power

The state of Tennessee may want to consider

generated from their systems, which is more than the

extending this program to residential as well in the near

price of conventional electricity. Supporters of the

future to further encourage the growth of the solar

Gainesville program are pushing for Florida to pass a

industry in Tennessee.

statewide feed-in tariff program. Governor Charlie Crist

There is also a Small Business Energy Loan Program in

is already promoting a mandate that all private utilities

Tennessee through the Energy Division which provides

use 20 percent renewable energy sources by 2020.

195

low-interest loans of up to $300,000, with terms of up to
seven years, for energy efficient projects and other
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As a result of the Gainesville feed-in-tariff program, a

Other Solar Initiatives

German delegation of solar companies visited Gainesville
in early February.
General

of

the

Adel El Gammal, the Secretary
European

Photovoltaic

The U.S. Department of Energy’s Solar America Cities

Industry

Partnership is a select group of U.S. cities that are

Association, was quoted saying that, "As a result of the

working together to accelerate the adoption of solar

decision by the city of Gainesville and its utility,

energy technologies. The partnership includes the U.S.

Gainesville Regional Utilities (GRU), to introduce a solar

Department of Energy (DOE), national laboratories, 25

'feed in tariff,' (the European Photovoltaic Industry

cities across the U.S., and a variety of city, county and

Association's) member companies are now actively

state agencies, universities, solar companies, utilities,

considering establishing a presence in Florida, where

developers and non-profit organizations. These city solar

they may participate in the rapid growth that is to

partnerships have committed to developing a sustainable

come." 196

solar infrastructure that encourages the adoption of solar
energy by residents and businesses.

197

Clarksville-Montgomery County may want to consider
some type of rebate program at the local

The DOE selected 13 Solar America Cities in June 2007

level

and an additional 12 cities in March 2008.

or

possibly

a

feed-in-tariff

type

198

The city of

program that awards both companies and residents for

Knoxville, Tennessee became a partner in the Solar

installing solar energy systems in their facilities or

America Cities program in March 2008. Through the

homes. Such a program should also be encouraged at the

program, Knoxville was awarded $200,000 over a two-

state level in Tennessee.

year period to help finance various initiatives related to
local generation of solar power. TVA is matching this
grant with $50,000 annually.
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The 25 cities that are currently part of the program are shown on the following map:

200

It does not appear that DOE intends to select any new

Regardless of whether additional cities are selected or

Solar America Cities.

The current 25 Solar America

not, the EDC should engage in conversations

Cities are expected to set the stage for other cities to

with its counterpart in Knoxville to determine

develop solar implementation plans that build on the

what lessons they have learned in this process and what

However,

actions they are taking to develop a sustainable solar

experience and lessons learned by them.

201

Clarksville-Montgomery County may want to explore

infrastructure.

the possibility that additional cities could be
selected

considering that there is now a new

Administration in office and this program was originally
set up under the Bush Administration in 2006 as part of
the Solar America Initiative.
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Business

Recruitment

–

Targeted

Business

Opportunities
Overview
As previously discussed, the primary targeted business

Clarksville-Montgomery County area.

opportunities for Clarksville-Montgomery County include

increase the chance of this happening and the overall

the following:

project impact, it is recommended that the EDC

In order to

develop a plan of action for maximizing the
¾

¾

Clean/Green Technology with a Focus on Alternative

potential of customers of HSC locating in the

Energy

area in the future. The EDC should also develop a




Solar Support Manufacturing

plan of action related to the other targeted

Wind Support Manufacturing

business opportunities identified.

Corporate Services





Contact Centers

This will involve allocating marketing dollars to

Data Centers

support targeting activities for HSC customers

Shared Service Centers

and the other targeted business opportunities.

It will

¾

Distribution/Logistics

also involve the hiring of additional EDC staff to do the

¾

Medical Equipment & Supplies

following:



Secondary targets include:

Business

intelligence

research

to

identify

potential HSC customer and other target
¾

Automotive Suppliers

¾

Retirement Services

companies;



Development of project specific marketing
materials to send to such potential HSC
customers or other target companies;

The EDC must have a plan of action in place to target and



attract such business opportunities to Clarksville-

Conducting marketing trips to the headquarters
locations of such potential HSC customers or

Montgomery County.

other target companies ; and



Recommendations
Business Intelligence and Marketing Activities

Business

intelligence

potential

suppliers

research
of

to

identify

identified

HSC

customers.

Clarksville-Montgomery County has already had a major

Future Regional or Alternative Airport to Nashville

success in the area of solar support manufacturing with
the recent announcement of HSC, a provider of the raw

Nashville International Airport is approximately 40

material for solar panels and semiconductor chips. The

minutes from Clarksville. One important factor for HSC

economic impact of this project will be substantial to

in selecting a location for its new manufacturing facility

Clarksville-Montgomery

of

was accessibility to an airport. Access to adequate flights

The product that HSC produces is the

is important to many companies that may consider

beginning of the supply chain for the solar and

locating in Clarksville-Montgomery County now and in

semiconductor industries. As such, there is opportunity

the future, as well as to area’s growing population base.

Tennessee.

County

and

the

state

for its customers to potentially locate a facility in the
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As Clarksville-Montgomery County continues to grow

Daviess County Regional Airport (110 miles from

and reaches a population of more than 200,000, it may

Clarksville).

want to consider

the

development

of

205

an

alternative airport to Nashville, whether a

Foreign Direct Investment

regional airport or a second airport to serve
the Nashville market.

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) can be defined as “an
investment abroad, usually where the company being
For

The development of a commercial airport normally

invested is controlled by a foreign corporation.”

takes up to 20 years or more to come to fruition so

the purpose of this Blueprint, FDI refers to the

Clarksville-Montgomery County should start considering

investment of foreign-based companies in the United

the feasibility and potential need for a regional airport

States.

with commercial flights in the area or potentially an

economy by contributing to overall growth, acting as an

alternative airport to Nashville in the future now.

important source of innovation, generating exports and

206

FDI serves as a key component of the U.S.

creating high paying jobs for American workers.

207

Clarksville is the fifth largest city in Tennessee, behind
Memphis, Nashville, Knoxville and Chattanooga, and is

For nearly three decades, the U.S. has been an attractive

also the ninth fastest growing community in the country

place for foreign companies to invest and conduct

with a current population estimated at 150,000. 202 Of

business for many reasons including that the U.S. has a

those cities, Memphis, and Nashville are each home to

predictable and transparent legal system, low taxes,

one of the two international airports in Tennessee.

strong infrastructure, a productive workforce, reliable

Knoxville and Chattanooga are both home to regional

transportation systems, a solid consumer market, and

airports.

offers access to the latest technological advances.

McGhee Tyson Airport in Knoxville is the

208

The

A report

premier air facility in East Tennessee with eight major

U.S. is the world’s largest recipient of FDI.

airlines serving 19 non-stop destinations including Las

by KPMG International released in June 2008 indicates

Vegas, Atlanta, Dallas/Ft. Worth, Orlando, New York,

that the United States and China will remain the prime

Chicago, Denver and Washington D.C.

203

Chattanooga

destinations for FDI over the next five years.

209

210

Metropolitan Airport has flights that connect to 10 major
airports including:

Atlanta,

Charlotte,

Chicago,

The majority of FDI in Tennessee through 2008 was

Cincinnati, Dallas, Ft. Lauderdale, Memphis, Orlando,

from Japan, Europe, particularly Germany and the

Washington, D.C. and Tampa (via St. Petersburg).

United Kingdom, and Canada.

The Clarksville-Montgomery County Regional Airport is

It is highly likely that a significant number of projects

a general aviation and corporate airport serving the

announced over the next few years by targeted industries

Clarksville-Montgomery County and Fort Campbell,

such as solar, wind and automotive are likely to result

Kentucky area that supports both private and business

from foreign-owned companies. For example, in January

aircraft of all sizes. There are no commercial flights from

2008, SCHOTT AG, a German company, announced it

the Clarksville-Montgomery County Regional Airport.

would build a solar products manufacturing plant in

204

211

Albuquerque, creating an estimated 1,500 jobs with an
Germany has by far the

In addition to the Nashville International Airport, other

investment of $500 million.

commercial or regional airports near Clarksville include

largest market for photovoltaic systems, which convert

the Bowling Green-Warren County Regional Airport (62

sunlight into electricity, with roughly half of the world’s

miles from Clarksville), the Barkley Regional Airport in

total installations. Germany is also the third-largest

212

Paducah (99 miles from Clarksville), and the Owensboro-
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producer of solar cells and modules, after China and

The EDC should focus its efforts in the solar,

Japan. 213

wind

and

automotive

targeted

business

opportunities on foreign-owned companies
manufacturing

that may be looking to invest in the U.S. and

companies are based in Europe (Germany, Denmark and

be prepared for prospects from such countries.

Spain), but are quickly increasing their presence in North

The EDC should be prepared for cross cultural business

America, which is viewed as the world's most promising

negotiations and ensure the community is open to

Most

of

market.

214

the

leading

wind-related

For example, Germany-based Nordex, which

investments from other countries.

has somewhere between five percent and seven percent
of the global wind turbine market, announced in October

The EDC should also consider initiating focused

2008 it was establishing its first U.S. manufacturing

international

platform in Jonesboro, Arkansas.

target sector companies and participating in

215

marketing

trips

to

specific

state –sponsored investment missions to
foreign countries where such sectors are strong.

The majority of automotive OEM projects announced in
the last few years, such as Volkswagen (Germany) in
Chattanooga, Tennessee, and Toyota (Japan) in Blue
Springs, Mississippi are foreign-owned. It is likely that
suppliers of such OEMs and others, who may be potential
targets for Clarksville-Montgomery County, would also
be foreign-owned.
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Real Estate
Overview
One of, if not the major contributor of Clarksville-

¾

Develop incentives from the city and/or county

Montgomery County’s economic development success is

(determined by jurisdiction of property identified) to

that the local governments have had the foresight to

induce private developers to undertake projects.

develop

Examples of possible incentives are:

commercial/industrial

property

that

was

available to prospects in timely fashion. The importance




of this vision and commitment to securing and preparing
these sites cannot be overstated.

As community’s



be more attractive to private sector developers who may
amenable

to

Delay

of

payment

of

permitting

and/or

development fees until initial sale of parcel

economies develop, however, they position themselves to
then be

Facilitation of rezoning if needed

Reduction in permitting and/or development
fees

undertaking many of the



development costs and risk associated with preparing a

Design and/or construction assistance with
roadways, curbs and gutters

commercial/industrial park.




Recommendations

Design and/or construction of off-site access
Loan

guarantees

for

portion

or

all

of

development costs
With its recent success, combined with the expanding
boundaries of the “Nashville market,” Clarksville-

¾

Invite Nashville or regional development firms to

Montgomery County could now be positioned to pass

familiarization

the development of its commercial/industrial

Montgomery

property from the public to the private sector.

trends as well as specific property identified for

Although current market conditions dictate that this is

future development.

County

tours

of

Clarksville-

highlighting

development

not a near-term tactic, it is a recommendation that the
groundwork should begin in the short-term, with an eye

¾

Once

market

conditions

improve,

develop

on fully initiating it within the four years covered by this

Request for Proposals (RFPs) to distribute

plan. The recommendations are:

among the development community with the
objective of securing a development partner.

¾

Identify

future

potential

property

for

development.
¾

Continue
based

networking

with

Nashville-

developers including the

Nashville

Chapter of NAIOP, which the EDC is already
involved

in,

as

well

as

other

development

associations that may have a strong presence in the
market.
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Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Overview

¾

One key to success in the 21st century is supporting

Provide a productive outlet for enterprising and
energetic people;

innovative and entrepreneurial activities which will offer
the opportunity for new wealth creation. The ability to

¾

generate new ideas and turn those ideas into reality is a

Encourage innovation in products, services and
technologies;

critical factor in creating a competitive advantage and
wealth for both companies and communities.

¾

Ensure that new technologies that are developed and

Innovation can be defined as “a process by which value is

new companies that are formed remain in the

created for customers through public and private

region; and

organizations that transform new knowledge and

¾

technologies into profitable products and services for

Expand the pool of workers with high-tech and

national and global markets.” Innovative activities blend

white collar skills and offer them additional

together invention, insight and entrepreneurship which

opportunities to expand their skills.

may result in the launch of new industries, the addition
Local Innovation and Entrepreneurship Program

of value to existing industries or products, or the creation
of new high-paying jobs. A high rate of innovation in a
community often contributes to more intellectual capital,

One

economic growth, job creation, weather and a higher

entrepreneurship program is the Watauga Entrepreneur

standard of living.

Development Partnership (WEDP) in Watauga County

216

North

good

example

Carolina.

The

of

a

community-based

WEDP

program

offers

that

supports

new

Entrepreneurs have been defined as “individuals who

comprehensive

lead small businesses that are based on knowledge,

entrepreneurs

innovation, new technology, and are designed to grow

supportive culture for entrepreneurship and small

quickly.”

business development in the county. 218

Entrepreneurs

create

new

wealth

for

planning
and

also

establishes

a

long-term

themselves and their communities by taking innovations
to market and commercializing new ideas to meet

WEDP was established from a $50,000 grant by

consumer needs.

Watauga County business leaders in cooperation with the
Watauga County Economic Development Commission,

Therefore, programs which assist and encourage local

the Walker College of Business at Appalachian State

entrepreneurs to succeed are one of the more promising

University, and the Appalachian Regional Development

economic development strategies in the 21st century.

Institute.

Communities that build strong entrepreneurial programs

“Start Your Own Business” workshops facilitated by

and energize local entrepreneurs are more attractive to

Walker College of Business entrepreneurship faculty.

outside entrepreneurs looking for a good place to grow

Participants

their ideas into a successful enterprise.

219

Part of the program includes a free series of

receive

training

in

entrepreneurship,

Supporting

business idea development, basic business skills and key

entrepreneurship has the potential to provide the

elements of running a business, writing a business plan,

following benefits:

and identifying needed steps to turn plans into viable

217

businesses.
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successful

networking

Partnership 2010 which was convened in 2007.

opportunities and ongoing business strategy guidance. 220

local

business

people,

The Task Force has recommended the creation
of an Entrepreneurs Resource Center for

WEDP’s

success

has

formed

a

core

group

of

Middle Tennessee that will focus on the sectors

entrepreneurs in the county and has also helped

of health care, music and entertainment,

numerous people transform new business ideas into

advanced

established companies.

headquarters and logistics.

One year after the program

manufacturing,

corporate

The Task Force

began, 11 new businesses had been formed and two of

announced plans in October 2008 to create an

those were so successful that they had hired additional

online community known as the Virtual

employees. Watauga County also committed $10,000 to

Entrepreneur Resource Center to help connect

continue the program given its initial success.

local entrepreneurs, investors and other related

221

stakeholders, with the goal to improve the
Recommendations

region’s capacity for cultivating innovative and
competitive companies.

223

Once the Virtual

To create a superior support system for innovation,

Entrepreneur Resource Center is up and

venture creation and entrepreneurial development,

running, a link to it should be available on the

consider

website of the Clarksville-Montgomery County

Clarksville-Montgomery
developing

County

an

should

Innovation

and

EDC.

Entrepreneurship Program, in collaboration

¾

with Austin Peay, which includes workshops and

Collaborate with representatives from

mentoring/networking opportunities similar to those

Austin

offered by the WEDP program. Such a program should

entrepreneurship and, possibly eventually an

Peay

be housed under the Chamber arm of the EDC.

undergraduate program in entrepreneurship.

As part of that Innovation and Entrepreneurship

The School of Business at Austin Peay currently

program, Clarksville-Montgomery County may also want

offers a Bachelor of Business Administration

to consider implementing some or all of the following

(B.B.A.)

additional ideas:

economics, general business, finance, international

with

to

develop

concentrations

courses

in

accounting,

management, management, and marketing.
¾

in

224

The

Identify and define roles of all critical

goal would be to eventually have at least a

entities in the area that are active in

concentration in entrepreneurship through the

entrepreneurial

School of Business.

development

and

coordinate efforts with such entities to
eliminate overlap of services. This will ensure that

There are a number of existing entrepreneurial

services are coordinated and readily available for

related programs at other Tennessee universities

those who need them, while at the same time,

that such a program could be modeled on.

avoiding duplication of services. Such entities may

Examples of such programs include the Belmont

include:

College Center for Entrepreneurship in Nashville,
which is number 23 on the 2008 list of the top 25




The Tennessee Small Business Development

entrepreneurial undergraduate programs in the U.S.

Center at APSU.

according to Entrepreneur magazine. It is the only

222

The Entrepreneurship Task Force of the

program in Tennessee that made the top 25. 225 The

Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce and

Belmont College Center for Entrepreneurship, which

79
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is part of the College of Business Administration,

Peay.

was also selected in January 2008 by the United

compiled and an email sent out informing them of the

States

Association

for

Small

Business

A list of local entrepreneurs would need to be

and

scheduled panel as well as asking them for their top three

Entrepreneurship (USASBE) as the winner of the

obstacles to growth in advance. The experts to serve on

National Model Undergraduate Program.

the panels would be selected by the EDC based on the

226

obstacles that need to be addressed.
The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga College
of Business offers a bachelor of science (B.S.) in
business

administration

concentrations

that

Entrepreneurship.

with

includes

one

of

Marketing

¾

Explore

the

creation

a

business

incubator similar to The Shoals Entrepreneurial

eight
and

Center (SEC) in Muscle Shoals, Alabama.

227

The SEC was established in 1992 and is a business
The University of Tennessee at Martin School of

incubator that houses start-up and emerging

Business Administration offers a multidisciplinary

companies during their initial growth phase to allow

program

study

them to dedicate more of their limited resources

entrepreneurship. Through the program, students

for

students

who

wish

to

toward developing their new business. Companies

from any major who are sincerely interested working

typically remain at SEC for one to five years and

on a project to bring a product or service to market

receive assistance with mentoring, networking and

may participate. The current curriculum includes:

public relations opportunities, access to equipment,
and referrals to business professionals. The ultimate




A concentration in entrepreneurship within the

goal of SEC is to prepare companies to relocate into

management major;

their own facility and become self-sustaining

A certificate of entrepreneurship, primarily for

members of the business community.

230

technical majors such as engineering; or



A minor in entrepreneurship, offered for arts

The SEC consists of four facilities: the Northington

and science majors.

Court Complex for Mixed Use Incubation, the Jerry

228

W. Davis Complex for Manufacturing, the Digital
East Tennessee State University College of Business

Arts Shoals Complex, and the Culinary Complex.

and Technology in Johnson City, Tennessee offers

Currently, 29 companies which employ 378 people

an Entrepreneurial Leadership Graduate Certificate

are housed at the SEC.

231

232

program which develops technology leaders with
strong management skills and a broad knowledge of
emerging technologies.

¾

Work with military representatives at Fort
Campbell to provide entrepreneur assistance to

229

retiring and recently retired personnel. There have

¾

Organize a panel of local experts to

already been a number of entrepreneurs that have

address obstacles of entrepreneurs. Such

come out of Fort Campbell who have established a

panels should be organized once every six months.

variety of successful business ventures.

Three

major

obstacles

for

growth

of

such

entrepreneurs should be identified in advance and

¾

experts brought in to help to address such obstacles.

Develop

legislative

agenda

that

supports

entrepreneurial development and work with local
legislators to educate them about the issues facing

These panels would be coordinated by the Clarksville-

entrepreneurs and how the state can better support

Montgomery County EDC in collaboration with Austin

entrepreneurs.

80
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Education and Workforce Development
Overview
The

Clarksville-

announcement that Hemlock Semiconductor will be

Montgomery County

locating in Clarksville, CMCSS must be prepared for the

School

System

additional students that will enter the school system

(CMCSS)

is

based on relocation of their parents to the area.

a

consolidated city and county public school system which
serves the county. The system includes 34 schools: one

The strength of the public school system is often a very

kindergarten through fifth grade magnet school, 19

important aspect of a site search for a new corporate

elementary schools, seven middle schools, and six high

location. It can also be an important factor for existing

schools. CMCSS has a total enrollment of approximately

industry as far as availability of talent locally and the

29,000 students, making it the seventh largest public

recruitment of talent from outside the area. As such,

school district in Tennessee.

addressing issues related to the public school system is
an important part of an economic development strategy

In November 2008, the Tennessee Department of

for a community.

Education released the comprehensive report card on
pre-K-12 education for the 2007-2008 school year.

Recommendations

CMCSS earned straight A’s in all academic categories
(reading/language, social studies, math, science and

¾

Assess

funding

and

need

for

future

schools.

writing) for the first time. The system also increased its
graduation rate from 85.7 percent in 2007 to 88.3
percent in 2008, which is higher than the state’s

The EDC has already been working with CMCSS to

graduation of 82.2 percent.

ensure that adequate new schools are constructed to

233

meet future population needs. In order to ensure
CMCSS is currently planning to open a new elementary

that schools in the K-12 system are adequately

school and school complex, which will include an

funded and new schools continue to be constructed

elementary school, middle school, and high school, to

to address the increasing population, the EDC

meet the demands of the area’s growing population.

should continue to facilitate meetings with

Probably the biggest challenge CMCSS faces is the

the CMCSS Director of Schools and the

growing population in Clarksville-Montgomery County

appropriate city and county officials. Such

and being able to build enough new schools fast enough

meetings should involve assessing the current

to accommodate such growth.

situation related to the need for additional schools
based on the projected population increase and

As

previously

referenced,

Clarksville-Montgomery

determining the funding available to address such

County is the ninth fastest growing community in the

needs.

United States. By 2013, the total population of the area is
projected to grow by 6.5 percent to 159,845.

234

Clarksville-Montgomery County is projected to continue
to grow with the Clarksville Metropolitan Statistical Area
adding up to an estimated 5,000 new residents each year
for the next 20 years. 235 In addition, with the recent

81
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¾

Enhance and Expand Math and Science

met. Related to the HSC project, Austin Peay has

Curriculum in the public schools.

already committed to construct an educational
building, with classrooms, labs and a training

During the next decade, it is projected that the U.S.

facility, in which a one year certificate and two-year

demand for scientists and engineers will increase at

associate degree for chemical processing technology

four times the rate of other occupations. However,

will be offered.

high school students today are not performing well

program is put into place as committed but also

in math and science, and fewer are pursuing

continue correspondence with HSC representatives

technical degrees.

to ensure that other educational or workforce needs

236

The EDC should ensure this

that may come to fruition in the future are met.
The 2006 Program for International Student
Assessment showed the average science score of U.S.

The EDC should also ensure that Austin Peay

students lagged behind those in 16 of 30 countries.

officials are familiar with the skill requirements for

U.S. students were further behind in math, trailing

the targeted business opportunities identified.

counterparts in 23 countries.

237

Related to Distribution/Logistics, numerous area
Effective Science, Technology, Engineering and

community

Mathematics (STEM) Education is critical to a

Logistics/Supply

knowledge-based economy in the 21st Century.

including:

colleges

and

Chain

universities

Management

have

programs

STEM Education is also critical to serve the



workforce needs of a company such as Hemlock
Semiconductor (HSC).

Tennessee State University in Nashville, which
offers a Bachelor of Business Administration

If Clarksville-Montgomery

County wants to continue to attract knowledge-

(B.B.A)

based companies like HSC in the future, it needs to

including Warehousing and Transportation and

make math and science education a priority

an M.B.A. with a Concentration in Supply

beginning at the K-12 level.

Chain Management.



As such, the EDC should encourage CMCSS to

in

Supply

Chain

Management,

Volunteer State Community College in Gallatin,

conduct an inventory of existing STEM

Tennessee,

curriculum offerings at the elementary,

Management Program.

which

offers

a

Logistics

middle school and high school levels and
develop

recommendations

those offerings.

¾

to



expand

Vanderbilt University in Nashville, which offers

The possibility of increased

an M.B.A. with a concentration in Operations

training and support programs for teachers in STEM

that includes courses such as Supply Chain

Education should also be explored.

Management.

Collaborate

State

In order for Clarksville-Montgomery County to

University to ensure curriculum needs of

with

Austin

Peay

provide additional support and talent for this

targeted industries are met.

industry, Austin Peay may consider adding such
courses or a program in Logistics Management to its

The EDC should collaborate with Austin

curriculum in the future. The EDC should work with

Peay to ensure that the curriculum needs of HSC

Austin Peay to encourage the creation of such a

and the other targeted business opportunities are

program.
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¾

EDC officials should also work with Austin Peay to

Update Labor Market Assessment.

ensure accreditation of the Business program at the
university. As part of this process, evaluate the

TIP

curriculum and identify opportunities to meet

Assessment for the Fort Campbell Region in May

Strategies

conducted

a

Labor

Market

accreditation requirements, while at the same time,

2007.

ensuring the curriculum offerings meet the needs of

fairly recent, it may be necessary to update such

the business community.

study to ensure that the workforce is available based

Although this Labor Market Assessment is

on the projected impact of the HSC project and any
potential customers that may locate in the area.
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Incentives Policy
Overview
Incentives are an important factor in offsetting project

¾

Local road work

costs for companies that are expanding or locating new

¾

Environmental studies/soil borings

operations. Incentives can make a difference in the site

¾

Subsidized rent

selection process, particularly when the choice is between

¾

Temporary office space

two or three final locations. Many states and localities

¾

Relocation cost offsets

offer tax and non-tax incentives to attract businesses that

¾

Other

create jobs, make capital investments or both.
Incentives should be used as a tool to encourage quality
Recommendations

jobs and significant investment in the community. At the
same time, a community has to act responsibly in

The

EDC,

awarding incentives to new or expanding business. As

through the Industrial Development Board

Clarksville-Montgomery

County

such, a project must meet certain parameters related to

(IDB), should develop and adopt a flexible

job creation, average wage and investment before

incentives policy that enables it to meet the

incentives should be offered.

needs of new and existing industry.
A formal incentives policy should be expanded to
Once the needs of a prospect have been identified, the

include

EDC, through the IDB, should base its incentives

related to job creation, wages and capital

commitments on jobs created, wages and capital

investment and the incentives that may be

investment.

available if such parameters are met should

Depending upon the situation, the EDC,

performance-based

parameters

through the IDB, city/county and other responsible

be determined.

parties, should have a package of incentives that may be

include clawback provisions related to cash-type

available to a company at the local level based on the

incentives that require repayment of some or all of such

company’s needs, in addition to state incentives that may

incentives if job, wage or investment requirements are

be available. Some of these local incentives may include:

not met. The policy should also include incentives for

Such incentives policy should

retention when a company is considering closing,
¾

Free or reduced land costs

downsizing or relocating operations to another state or

¾

Property tax abatement

country.

¾

Site preparation costs

¾

Build to lease options

¾

Utility infrastructure

¾

Competitive utility rates

¾

Waiver of local permit and connection fees

84
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Community Development
Comprehensive Planning
Overview

Consolidated City-County Government

Comprehensive

of

A consolidated city-county government is a city and a

community development as it provides a strategic long-

planning

is

a

necessary

part

county that have been merged into one unified

term vision for an area and a plan to achieve success. A

jurisdiction.

comprehensive plan may include recommendations in

city/county consolidations are:

The most frequently stated goals of

the areas of city services, community facilities, education,
health care, historical and cultural resources, housing,

¾

Improving service delivery;

infrastructure

inter-governmental

¾

Promoting economic development;

cooperation, land use, natural resources, parks and open

¾

Raising the size ranking of the city;

spaces, transportation, utilities, workforce and others.

¾

Coordinating planning; and

¾

Improving governance and image.

improvements,

239

Clarksville does have a Comprehensive Urban Land Use
Plan in place that primarily focuses on road and other

Many of the largest cities in the country such as New

But it does not have an overall

Orleans, Boston, Philadelphia, San Francisco, New York,

Comprehensive Plan that addresses issues other than

and Denver are consolidated city/county governments

land use. During the stakeholder interview process, the

which were accomplished by legislative action in the 19th

majority of stakeholders agreed that a long-term vision

Century.

and master plan for development is needed for

Honolulu in 1907, no major city/county consolidations

Clarksville-Montgomery

successful.

occurred for 40 years. The City of Baton Rouge and East

Stakeholders said the community needs to prepare for

Baton Rouge Parish became the first city/county

future growth, especially related to infrastructure

consolidation to result from a referendum process in

improvements.

1947. Since then, 12 major city/county consolidations

infrastructure needs.

238

County

to

be

As such, a Comprehensive Plan for

Following the city/county consolidation in

Clarksville-Montgomery County should be considered in

have

the future.

Nashville/Davidson

resulted

from

Columbus/Muscogee
In

the

meantime,

Clarksville-Montgomery

County

(comparable

should address certain key issues that would

referendum

County,

Tennessee

in

1963;

Georgia

in

1970

County,

demographic

including

information

between

Clarksville and Columbus may be found in Appendix

be covered in a Comprehensive Plan including

D); and Athens/Clarke County, Georgia in 1990. The

the possibility of city/county consolidated government.

most

The majority of stakeholders interviewed as part of this

Louisville/Jefferson County in 2000. There have been

process felt a consolidated city and county government is

also been seven smaller city/county consolidations in

needed for the community to be successful. Stakeholders

various states.

recent

major

city/county

consolidation

was

240

said having a consolidated government would reduce the
duplication and repetition of some services and would

Seven

also be more cost effective. In lieu of a consolidated

city/counties

government, stakeholders said city and county officials

consolidation referenda defeats before finally securing

must work together in a unified and collaborative spirit.

the vote to consolidate. Clarksville/Montgomery County

of

the

12

successfully

experienced

suffered such a defeat in 1981.

85

one

consolidated
or

more

major

previous
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The state of Tennessee has general enabling legislation

¾

for city/county consolidations that requires a dual-vote

Combining similar departments to improve service
delivery

majority meaning that consolidation proposals must be

¾

Beneficial new tax policies

approved by the county overall and separately in the city.

¾

Establishment

of

programs

water,

This

complicates

approval

as

most

city/county

consolidations only require a single-majority vote
countywide for approval.

in

development

regional

partnerships

refuse

and

and

industrial

245

242

The Louisville/Jefferson County consolidation reported a
The noted benefits of city/county consolidation include:

drastic cut in costs while maintaining or improving
services without tax increases.

¾

More effective, efficient government;

¾

Ability to attract top talent for key government

Clarksville-Montgomery County is not a consolidated

positions;

government. There is both a City Mayor and County

¾

Impetus to reengineer government;

Mayor, as well as a City Council and County Commission.

¾

A bond rating upgrade; and

¾

Improved services and ease of doing business.

Although the government of Clarksville-Montgomery

243

County is not consolidated, the Clarksville-Montgomery
The majority of successfully consolidated city/county

County School System was consolidated in 1963 when

governments report service enhancements and increased

city

coordination following consolidation.

consolidation of city and county schools.

There is also a

and

county

voters

separately

approved

the

246

widely-held view that city/county consolidation creates a
more focused and effective approach to economic and

Based on comments from stakeholders and observations

community

by the Boyette Levy team, consolidation of the city and

development,

increasing

the

region’s

county governments in Clarksville-Montgomery County

attractiveness for business expansion.

could result in elimination of duplication of services and
improved service to residents.

Some of the reported successes of the Nashville
consolidation included:

Recommendation
¾

Expanded parks and recreation program

¾

Consolidated and improved school system

Investigate potential to pursue city/county

¾

Development and implementation of a unified sewer

consolidated government and develop plan

system

to achieve should feasibility investigation

¾

Substantial elimination of duplication of services

indicate it would be successful.

¾

Service improvements without a large increase in
taxes

The first obvious step in this process would be to

¾

Vigorous downtown renewal process

establish a Consolidation Study Committee to explore the

¾

The projection of Nashville’s image as a progressive

feasibility

community 244

government in Clarksville-Montgomery County. That is

of

consolidating

the

city

and

county

precisely what the city of Columbus/Muskogee County,
Seven years after the consolidation in Athens, Georgia

Georgia did in 1967 when exploring the possibility of

the reported benefits were:

consolidation.

247

The decision to establish this

Consolidation Study Committee must be a joint decision
¾

between the City and County Commissions, with support

Comprehensive strategic planning
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from the City and County Mayors, and a certain number

The Clarksville-Montgomery County EDC should take a

of members from each respective Commission must be

lead role in encouraging the City and County Mayors, as

appointed to such committee.

well as members of the City Council and County
Commission

to

form

a

Consolidation

Study

Assuming that this Consolidation Study Committee finds

Committee to explore the feasibility of consolidation of

consolidation is feasible and beneficial to Clarksville-

the city/county government in Clarksville-Montgomery

Montgomery County, the next step is to educate the

County.

public on the benefits of consolidation.

The city of

Columbus/Muskogee

a

Steering

Assuming the results of such study are positive, the EDC

Committee through the Chamber of Commerce to

should then take the lead role, working through the

promote voter acceptance.

County

formed

For two months, the

Chamber of Commerce, in the establishment of a

Chamber’s Public Affairs Director worked full-time to

committee to “educate the public” about the

assure an affirmative vote.

benefits

Several thousands of

of

consolidation.

Additional

brochures were mailed and distributed through local

recommendation on how to educate the public and

banks and businesses. In addition, public endorsement

promote voter acceptance are found in the Marketing and

of consolidation was obtained by the Steering Committee

Communications section of this Blueprint.

from the City Council and County Commissioners, from
all area state legislators and community leadership
groups. Programs on consolidation were arranged for
local clubs and organizations.

In addition, the local

newspaper gave the consolidation increased attention in
the weeks prior to the referendum. The consolidation
was approved in Columbus/Muskogee County by a fourto-one vote.

248
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Conference Center Development
Overview
Almost every stakeholder interviewed for this project felt

center. The Tennessee Society of Association Executives,

a conference center to provide a venue for local events,

whose members book conferences and trade shows, held

conferences and other special events is a critical factor in

its annual meeting at the new Embassy Suites in

ensuring the future success of Clarksville-Montgomery

December 2008. The hotel will also host the Governor’s

County. Many stakeholders pointed out it can be difficult

Conference on Tourism in September 2009 which will

to find a location to hold a large event in the community,

bring more than 400 tourism professionals from across

and currently the largest venue for events in Clarksville is

the state to the area.

249

the Austin Peay State University Center for the Creative
Arts, which can hold only 600 people. Clarksville-

The Embassy Suites hotel has already had an impact on

Montgomery County has an estimated 2008 population

the Murfreesboro area creating 225 new full-time jobs.

of 150,152 and is the ninth fastest growing community in

An economic impact study funded by Murfreesboro's

the United States. A city with a population greater than

Industrial Development Board predicts a $2.35 return on

100,000 should have facilities and amenities such as a

every dollar invested in the project over 10 years.

conference center to support its citizens and business

Developer John Q. Hammons invested $39 million in the

community.

hotel and paid 25 percent of the costs of the conference

250

center. The city of Murfreesboro approved up to $17.5
It is also estimated

The presence of a conference center will also help to

million for the conference center.

attract additional sales and hotel tax revenues to the area.

that the hotel will have a $23 million impact on the

Clarksville-Montgomery County currently loses the retail

Murfreesboro area economy per year.

251

252

and hotel tax revenue dollars which would result from
tourists coming into the area to attend a conference or

The hotel is located near Interstate 24 and new Medical

other type of special event, such as a military reunion.

Center Parkway. It is adjacent to the new lifestyle center,
“The Avenue Murfreesboro,” which features nearly one

In addition, representatives of HSC will have a need for

million square feet of restaurant, home furnishings, and

conference

company-related

fashion shopping in an open air setting. The Avenue

center

facilities

for

The presence of a conference center in

Murfreesboro includes higher-end retailers such as Ann

Clarksville-Montgomery County would also add to the

Taylor Loft, Belk, Chico’s, Coldwater Creek, Crabtree &

attractiveness

meetings.

companies

Evelyn, Francesca’s Collections, Haverty’s, Hollister Co.,

considering a new location, such as potential customers

Jos. A. Bank, Merle Norman, Origins, Talbots, Ulta, and

of HSC and other existing businesses, as well as

White House/Black Market. Restaurants and specialty

residents.

food retailers include Fulin’s Asian Cuisine, LongHorn

of

the

community

for

Steakhouse, Maggie Moo’s, Rocky Mountain Chocolate
Factor, and Romano’s Macaroni Grill. 253

A recently constructed successful conference center
development is in Murfreesboro, Tennessee, which is
comprised of a 10-story, 283-suite Embassy Suites Hotel
adjoining an 80,000 square foot conference center. The
hotel officially opened September 12, 2008, and at that
time already had 120 events booked at the conference
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Recommendations
The

Clarksville-Montgomery

County

EDC

should

development should include more upscale “destination”

support the development and construction of

stores and boutiques as well as higher-end restaurants.

a conference center facility in the area. One of
the first steps should be to develop a plan to bring a

As

conference center to the community that is designed to

Communications

serve the needs of both local residents and visitors. This

communications

plan should also include a hotel adjoining the conference

developed to support the recruitment of a conference

center and surrounding retail development. The retail

center facility that would include information about the

further

outlined

in

section

the
of

this

campaign

Marketing
Blueprint,
should

and
a
be

need for such a facility and additional retail, as well as
how it would positively impact Clarksville-Montgomery
County.
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Resources for Living
Overview
As Clarksville-Montgomery County develops, it must

county and the Clarksville River District Commission in

work to make itself appealing to current and future

the development of a long-term plan that makes

generations of professionals and entrepreneurs. The

Clarksville-Montgomery County a more pedestrian and

human capital that will drive Clarksville-Montgomery
County in the 21st Century will have the education and

bicycle friendly community. Part of this plan should

skills to live in whichever community meets their lifestyle

include connecting downtown, the Cumberland River

requirements.

and Austin Peay State University, in order to create a
more cohesive feel in the community.

In order to be a viable choice for the current and future
knowledge-based workers, the EDC should ensure that

A number of efforts have already been made in this area

projects related to creating a higher quality of living

by the Clarksville River District Commission, a quasi-

environment for this talent base become a priority.

governmental entity created by the City Council in 1987.

Development of such amenities will not only help retain

The Commission is composed of nine voting members

and attract talent, it will enhance the region’s chances to

appointed by the Mayor and approved by the Council, as

recruit the type of companies that rely on this skilled type

well as five ex-officio members. It exists to create a link

of workforce.

between the riverfront and the old town area, and plan a
more active, vibrant waterfront district.

Recommendations
The

Clarksville

River

District Commission has

Specific recommendations in this area include:

already completed Phase I
¾

Developing a plan to make Clarksville more

of the River District Land

pedestrian friendly.

Use Master Plan.

This

included the creation of
¾

Maximizing use of the Cumberland River through

the Cumberland RiverWalk. The RiverWalk consists of a

development of retail, restaurants and residential

lighted walkway along .3 miles of the Cumberland River

areas around the river area and of the planned

adjacent to McGregor Park that includes park benches,

marina that is already in process.

picnic and playground areas, performance stages, an
amphitheater and a pedestrian overpass that links the

¾

Continuing the redevelopment of downtown.

river to historic downtown Clarksville.

¾

Addressing public transportation needs.

Phase II of the River District Land Use Master Plan will

254

include continuation of the RiverWalk trail system
Assist in the development and support of a

adjacent to the river’s edge, as well as links and

plan to make Clarksville more pedestrian

connections with Austin Peay and downtown Franklin

friendly.

Street.

The

Clarksville-Montgomery

County

EDC

should

advocate and facilitate a coordinated effort with the city,
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Connecting Austin Peay and downtown to

existing 225 mile Ouachita Wilderness Trail in Pinnacle

the river through walking and bike trails can

Mountain State Park. Approximately 11.5 miles of the

be done through a variety of design and planning

planned 24 miles has been completed, and this project is

techniques. For example, a corridor between downtown

the

and Austin Peay can be identified and designated for

coordination between public and private agencies,

future improvements that are compatible for pedestrian

landowners and citizens.

and bicycle use. The objective is to connect the two high

been funded by city appropriations, grants, donations

density nodes with landscaping, dedicated bicycle paths

and other resources.

result

of

numerous

years

of

planning

and

The trail’s development has

255

and commercial shops in order to induce more nonThe Arkansas River Trail includes a 14 mile loop which

vehicular traffic between them.

features the “Big Dam Bridge”, a pedestrian bridge across
In addition to the downtown-Austin Peay corridor,

Murray Lock and Dam and Junction Bridge, a renovated

sidewalks, walking and hiking trails and

railroad bridge near the William J. Clinton Presidential

bicycle trails should
a

become
component

of

Library Center and Park.

critical

involved the cooperation from federal, state and local

future

agencies and took eight years from conception to

planning throughout the

completion to build.

city

county.

At 4,226 linear feet, the

Clarksville-Montgomery

Big Dam Bridge is the

and

The Big Dam Bridge

256

bridge

257

County is blessed with beautiful topography, abundant

longest

green areas, a clean flowing river, classic commercial and

specifically

built
for

residential architecture and many other attributes that

pedestrians

and

other cities its size envy. The area has a wonderfully rich

bicyclists in the world. 258

pallet to work with and should take greater advantage of
The Junction Bridge was funded by a mix of federal

it by making it more accessible to walkers, hikers and

transportation grants and

cyclists.

city

road

and

bridge

Related to sidewalks, if not already in place, a city and

funds. Approximately, 80

county ordinance should be passed in Clarksville-

percent of funding for the

Montgomery County that requires all new residential

renovation of the bridge

developments to include sidewalks, and a plan should be

came

put in place to add sidewalks to existing residential

Transportation budget through the Arkansas Highway

developments where possible.

and Transportation Department. The remaining twenty

from

grants

received

from

the

Federal

percent was funded by road and bridge funds from the
Related to trails for walkers, hikers and cyclists, there are

cities of Little Rock and North Little Rock and from

many examples where cities have developed extensive

Pulaski County. 259

trail networks which can take years to plan and
construct. The Arkansas River Trail in Little Rock,

Another example of a successful trail development is the

Arkansas, is a 24-mile trail which stretches from

101 mile Silver Comet Trail which begins in Smyrna,

downtown Little Rock to Pinnacle Mountain State Park

Georgia (northwest of Atlanta) and ends in Anniston,

on the southern shore of the river, and from downtown

Alabama. The trail is a “rail trail” and was built on the

North Little Rock to Cook's Landing on the northern

abandoned Seaboard Coastline railroad. Development of

shore of the river.

the Silver Comet Trail was fostered by the PATH

The trail will also connect to the
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Foundation, a 501 (c) 3, nonprofit organization which

National Trails Symposium which brings together the

was created to develop a system of interlinking trails

national trails community and offers session which cover

through metro Atlanta. In 1998, the PATH Foundation

state-of-the-art

helped

management techniques.

form a partnership between

the Georgia

trail

planning,

development,

and

The next National Trails

Department of Transportation (GDOT), Georgia State

Symposium will be held November 14-17, 2010, in

Parks, three metro Atlanta counties, four cities and

Chattanooga, Tennessee. Additional information about

several special interest groups. The Silver Comet Trail

the symposium may be accessed at:

was funded by a combination of public monies

http://www.americantrails.org/2010/index.html.

administered by Georgia State Parks and private
contributions

which

PATH

The sooner a concerted effort is made to incorporate a

Foundation.

GDOT, which owned the Seaboard

network of sidewalks, walking and hiking trails and

Coastline rail line, allowed the trail to be constructed on

bicycle trails into the area’s long-term planning, the

the abandoned railroad that had originally been

better. The Clarksville-Montgomery County EDC should

purchased for future commuter rail.

assume an advocacy role in making sure this type of an

were

raised

by

the

260

amenity is made a priority.
Similar to what was done in Little Rock, ClarksvilleMontgomery

County

may

want

to

consider

Work

the

with

representatives

of

the

development of a second bridge across the

appropriate organizations to maximize use

river that is pedestrian and bicycle friendly.

of

In addition, it should consider the development of

development

rail trails from old abandoned railroad lines

residential areas around the river area and

similar to what was done in Atlanta. Representatives of

the planned marina.

the

Cumberland
of

retail,

River

through

restaurants

and

the Clarksville-Montgomery County EDC may want to
plan visits to Little Rock and Atlanta to meet

Many

stakeholders

with leaders instrumental in the development of the

interviewed

Arkansas River Trail and bridges and the Silver Comet

project

trail. Such visits could help provide ideas on developing

Cumberland River area

and funding additional trails and possibly a new bridge

is

within Clarksville-Montgomery County.

However,

for
said

under

noted

this
the

utilized.
many

the

also
new

Representatives of the Clarksville-Montgomery County

riverfront development and marina will help to change

EDC may also want to utilize trail building services

that situation. As indicated, the marina project is already

available through the Rails-to-Trails Conservancy, a

underway near downtown Clarksville.

national

The marina is

with

being funded by a public and private partnership and will

communities to transform unused rail corridors into

include 221 boat slips, paddle boats and possibly a new

trails. More information can be accessed at:

Pavilion and 3,000-seat Amphitheatre adjacent to the

http://www.railstotrails.org/whatwedo/trailbuilding/ind

Pavilion. The marina project is scheduled to be

ex.html.

completed in 2010.

Another organization which may be helpful is American

The completion of the marina project would provide a

Trails, a national nonprofit organization which supports

focal point on the river and become a node for hiking and

the development of local, regional, and long-distance

bicycle trails along either side of the river bank. In

trails.

addition to the proposed marina, property between the

nonprofit

organization

that

works

Every two years, American Trails presents the

92
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river and Riverside Drive should be earmarked for future

Continuing this redevelopment is critical to not only

recreation or retail uses. Many stakeholders said walking

downtown, but to the entire area.

trails, event space, and restaurants or cafés along the

A healthy downtown is the hallmark of a successful

river would be nice additions.

community and is critical to retaining and attracting the
talent and companies that will ensure the region’s

Clarksville-Montgomery

County’s

ability

to

further

viability in the 21st Century.

incorporate the river into its resources for living well will
greatly impact its attractiveness to the families and

The

Clarksville-Montgomery

professionals that it must retain and attract to be

continue

successful. Many restaurants, shops, and park areas have

development of downtown to make it more

been developed along the Arkansas River Trail previously

attractive for existing and future business and industry.

to

work

County
to

EDC

should

influence

the

discussed, especially in around the Big Dam Bridge and
Clinton Presidential Library areas.

This may involve the EDC taking the role of coordinating

262

with partners such as the Clarksville Downtown District
The

should

Partnership, the Clarksville Parks and Recreations

advocate and facilitate a coordinated effort

Clarksville-Montgomery

Department and others to encourage additional

with the city, county and the Clarksville

cultural activities and the development of

River

more

District

development

of

County

EDC

Commission

in

a

plan

evening

activities

in

the

historic

to

downtown area. Activities designed to bring more

maximize the use of the Cumberland River

people downtown, particularly during the evening, help

through

development

of

long-term

the

and

keep downtown areas vibrant. While some activities may

residential areas around the river area and the planned

retail,

restaurants

occur throughout the year, others may be tied to holidays

marina.

and special events. Many downtown areas host art walks
or antique walks to encourage downtown traffic. Some

Continue to work to influence the development of

also are home to an artists’ cooperative, where local

downtown.

artists live and work downtown and host events to expose
residents and tourists to their work.
On January 22, 1999, a

damage.

263

tornado hit Downtown

Holiday events also provide excellent opportunities to

Clarksville damaging a

attract local residents to the downtown area.

total of 515 structures,

communities

125

offer

downtown

Some

trick-or-treating

for

were

children on Halloween. Rutland, Vermont, has a month-

demolished resulting in

long “HollyDays” observance during December that

nearly $73 million in

includes a tree lighting ceremony, caroling in the streets

Clarksville’s response to the 1999 tornado

by local children, and performances of A Christmas Carol

of

which

and gospel choirs and the local theater.

was remarkable. Rather than let downtown die, the

265

community reinvested and revitalized the downtown to
become a vibrant center for shopping, dining and

Some communities have also successfully developed

professional services. The Clarksville Downtown District

public art projects that draw people to the downtown

Partnership has played a key role in the construction,

area.

renovation and rehabilitation projects that have occurred

dimensional, such as a mural, or three-dimensional, such

since the tornado with more than $200 million of public

as a free-standing sculpture. The design of these works

and private investment being poured into downtown. 264

takes into consideration the specifics of the location, the
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possibilities of vandalism and the permanence of the

area continues to grow, these offerings may need to be re-

mediums.

assessed to determine the need for additional routes.

266

Temporary public artworks, both visual and performing,

“Rubber”

have a specific life, be it a day, a month or until it fades.

downtown Clarksville area, mostly for special events.

Often these projects allow the artist to be more

Such trolleys have worked well in downtown Little Rock

experimental or conceptual because they do not have to

because

consider long-term viability of the work. Performance

transportation found in mid-size cities. One idea is to

such as a parade, street dance or poetry recitation may

have a regular rubber trolley running from Austin Peay to

also be considered temporary public art.

downtown and the riverfront/marina.

267

trolleys are currently

they

overcome

the

used

stigma

of

in

the

public

This would

connect those three areas, especially during peak times
Address

public

transportation

needs

by

like lunch and happy hour.

working with the appropriate parties to ensure more
bus routes are added to meet needs of new

The EDC should initiate discussions with the City,

and existing industry, and to increase the use of

County,

"rubber" trolleys in the downtown area.

Clarksville River District Commission, the Clarksville

the

Downtown

District

Partnership,

the

Transit System and others to determine the feasibility of

The Clarksville Transit System provides a limited number

adding more bus routes and the possibility of the more

of bus routes in Clarksville-Montgomery County. As the

regular use of rubber trolleys in the downtown area.
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Public Policy
Overview
Many

Potential Strategies

issues

raised

interview/discussion

during

group

the

process

stakeholder
were

There are several potential strategies the Clarksville-

more

Montgomery County EDC could take in spearheading a

“community development” and therefore “political” in

business-driven development plan for the region. Each

nature, rather than directly related to new business

of the possible scenarios has its positives and each has its

recruitment. Examples of these issues include:
¾

Development of a Conference/Event Center

¾

Consolidation of City and County Government

¾

Plan for Infrastructure



¾

limitations. One of the primary factors to consider is the
current and future relationship between the ClarksvilleMontgomery County EDC and government entities that
provide direct or indirect funding to it. The alternatives
are:

Transportation (roads)
Utilities

14. Status quo – Continue use of the Public &

Resources for living







Community Affairs Committee of the Chamber

More sidewalks

much as have done in the past in educating and

Walking trails

advocating for issues in the best interest of the

Bike trails

business community.

Maximizing the river
Connecting Austin Peay to downtown

15. Ad hoc working group of Public & Community
Affairs Committee – Maintain the current

The Chamber arm of the Clarksville-Montgomery County

committee structure, but create a sub-working

EDC currently has a Public & Community Affairs

group to develop individual strategies for

Committee whose stated purpose is “to act as the “voice

identified

of the business” to local, state and federal elected
officials.”

268

This committee produces a local, state and

prioritized

issues.

This

enabling it to operate with some degree of

federal legislative agenda and monitors progress of issues

separation between it and the EDC/Chamber.

it has identified as important to the business community.
The committee also sponsors programs on legislative

16. Leadership Council - The EDC could solicit

topics.

financial commitments from leaders in the
business community that are “over and above”

During the interview process a majority of individuals

their current support levels.

expressed the opinion that Clarksville-Montgomery

These net new

funds would go to funding ongoing operations

County is in the midst of a transition phase from a small,

of the EDC and not be segregated into a

rural, town to becoming a more urban, diversified city.

separate operating account.

The business

leaders that commit to supporting the EDC at

The future of this transition and the role of the business

this new level would form the membership of a

community in influencing its direction are currently
unclear.

and

committee could be ad hoc and informal,

working group with the stated purposes of

Many felt that the Clarksville-Montgomery

addressing issues that impact Clarksville-

County EDC should be playing an increased role in

Montgomery Counties’ ability to develop in a

developing a more unified business voice while helping

way that contributes to its future success and

the region prioritize its development scenario.

economic sustainability.
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An example of this type of working group within an

Recommendations

Economic Development Organization is the Metro
Orlando EDC..269 This group identifies one or two

Based

issues at a time to address as a group, as well as

assessment, the following are recommended:

on

this

information

and

Boyette

Levy’s

responding reactively when issues arise that they
feel will adversely impact the communities ability to

¾

Create a committee to be called the “Catalyst

successfully recruit new companies. Although they

Council” which will select one to two key

do not “lobby”, they do intervene directly with

legislative or local issues from the list compiled by

elected officials as needed and in the name of

the Public and Community Affairs Committee and

economic development.

develop a strategy designed to successfully address
each element inherent in the chosen issue. The

¾

Political Action Committee – The highest level of

issues addressed by this committee should be

involvement in the political arena would be for the

limited, focused and open to solving through either

Clarksville-Montgomery County EDC to form a

state or local actions and be viewed as critical to

Political Action Committee (PAC). Many Chambers

future

of Commerce throughout the U.S. have established

County.

development

of

Clarksville-Montgomery

PACs, including Nashville, that raise political

¾

donations from member organizations and directly
fund candidates and campaigns.

Create a Political Action Committee (PAC)
under the umbrella of the Chamber of Commerce
that is focused on identifying and supporting local,
state and federal issues and state and federal
candidates that are critical to the successful
development of the Clarksville-Montgomery County
economy.
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Marketing and Communications
Overview
The marketing component of the economic development

community and building brand equity utilize a

Blueprint for Clarksville-Montgomery County is focused

consistent brand identity and message. The brand

on developing activities to promote the area both to

should be one that is flexible to allow it to be used by

internal and external audiences by employing several

various entities within the community and it should

strategies

project the community’s image as growing and

including

branding,

media

relations,

community relations and investor communications.

progressive.

The overarching goal for this marketing effort is:

In addition, it is suggested that ClarksvilleMontgomery County implement a marketing brand
focused on the name Clarksville.

To
position
Clarksville-Montgomery
County as a growing, progressive
community that offers outstanding
amenities for businesses, residents and
visitors.

unusual for a city or region to market itself using a
county name. City names have a much higher brand
awareness among key audiences than do county
names. Informal research among site location
consultants

that

Orange

County,

recognized by its county name rather than by a city
name. If this recommendation is pursued, it should

It is important to adopt a memorable and consistent

be done with input and involvement from all

brand for Clarksville-Montgomery County and begin to

community organizations impacted by this change.

develop equity in that brand that will lead to increased
awareness of all that the area has to offer businesses and

¾

residents. In addition to a dynamic graphic brand or a
tagline, this branding effort should also include key
messages and a “boilerplate” description of the area for
use in all communications materials.

Utilize branding messages that position
Clarksville-Montgomery

County

dynamic,

and

progressive

as

a

growing

community.

In addition,

significant revisions to the Clarksville-Montgomery

A core group of concise, clearly defined key

County website should also be a part of this new brand

messages

effort.

should

guide

all

communications

initiatives in order to communicate effectively with

Develop

a

strategy

more
for

consistent

the identified target audiences. These messages will

branding

serve as framework to convey the benefits of the

Clarksville-Montgomery

Clarksville-Montgomery County area as a business

County and encourage all entities that

location

seek to promote the community to utilize

differentiate

brand can be a very costly proposition. For that
is

strongly

recommended

all

facets

of

marketing

and

The messages need to focus on factors that

Developing a brand and increasing awareness of a
it

in

communications.

the same brand and design.

reason,

indicates

California, is the only community consistently

Branding

¾

It is extremely

this

community

from

others

–

underscoring the fact that Clarksville is the fifth

that

largest city in Tennessee and is in close proximity to

communities with limited resources for promoting a
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Nashville.

In addition, they should position the

To ensure that the EDC website can meet the needs

community as a prime and unique location for

of each partner organization, which includes the

businesses to locate, relocate, or grow. Following

Clarksville Area Chamber of Commerce, Industrial

are suggested key messages:

Development Board of Montgomery County and the
Clarksville-Montgomery

As the 9
fastest growing city in the
nation, Clarksville is a city with diverse
opportunities for a diverse population.



 

sites. This will allow each of the micro sites to be
designed in a way that allows them to best meet
customer needs. Each organization should consider
functions needed by its customer base, as well as any
opportunities to utilize web visits as a tracking tool
for various programs.

Specific recommendations

might include:

 



Online event registration and payment for
Chamber members;



Opt-in opportunities for the CVB for
development of a database of potential
visitors to allow for follow-up electronic

 

and direct mail contact; and

Although Clarksville is a community that
embraces its heritage, it is prepared for
the 21st Century economy with a focus on
entrepreneurship and innovation.



&

EDC serving as the umbrella organization for all

Clarksville offers a competitive workforce
with diverse skills supported by the
presence of the Fort Campbell military
post and Austin Peay State University.



Convention

“micro websites” be developed for each with the

While Clarksville has a diverse economic
base and success in a variety of industry
sectors, it will soon be home to Hemlock
Semiconductor Corporation, a $1.2 billion
polycrystalline
silicon
(polysilicon)
production facility. Polysilicon is a key
raw material used to manufacture solar
cells and semiconductor devices.



County

Visitors Bureau (CVB), it is recommended that

th



User-friendly databases for demographics,
building and site searches, and other
information

 

needed

by

site

location

decision makers on the EDC site.

Located just 40 minutes from Nashville,
Clarksville residents have access to all
the amenities of a large city while
enjoying the comforts of a smaller
community.

Prior to final development of the revised websites, it
is recommended that the EDC conduct an audit of
some “best practice” websites in each of the partner
organization categories to identify tools that will
make the sites more effective.

In addition to key messages, Clarksville-Montgomery
County should also strengthen its branding by using a
“boilerplate” description of the area in most print
materials. This description should capture the critical
points of the above key messages.
¾

Update

the

incorporate
develop

existing
the

EDC

new

micro-websites

website

branding
to

to
and

increase

functionality of the site.
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Public Relations – Nashville
¾



Continue the media relations program to
generate

positive

publicity

Clarksville-Montgomery

County

about
in

Media visits. The EDC has made great
strides in developing relationships with the

the

Nashville print media and is working to expand

Nashville market.

that

effort

to

broadcast

media.

It

is

recommended that this effort continue with
Publicity efforts provide an inexpensive mechanism

personal visits with targeted reporters and

for sharing information with a broader audience.

editors to serve as an opportunity to develop

Clarksville-Montgomery

explore

stronger relationships with the media, as well as

opportunities for news stories in publications

provide them with critical background for a

throughout the Nashville region. It is important to

variety of feature story ideas. The visits might

remember that these story ideas must truly be news

be lunch meetings or brief meetings in media

that a publication would be interested in publishing.

offices to learn more about the reporters’ needs

Once the story is published, reprints could be used

and to provide them with story ideas.

County

should

for additional marketing impact.
¾

Messages for this program should focus

In order to generate publicity in the Nashville

on the area’s image as more than an

market, it will be important to develop strong

Army post or a blue collar town.

relationships

with

key

reporters

and

editors and selected media outlets. These

One goal of this Nashville media effort would be to

relationships might be developed and enhanced

change the perception of Clarksville among business

through the following tactics:

leaders in the Nashville area. The publicity effort
might focus on the messages that address the



One-on-one contact. Research story ideas

following topics:

and develop background information targeted



to individual reporters at specific publications.

The diversity of the Clarksville economy and
workforce.

Contact reporters at targeted media outlets and



offer the story to them. Having relationships

The location of Hemlock Semiconductor and
the impact it will have on Clarksville.

with reporters would heighten likelihood of



successful placement.

The rapid growth of the community and
associated increases in its per capita income.





Direct mail or e-mail efforts. A direct
mail campaign will keep reporters informed of
major developments.

Clarksville’s recognition in key economic and
community rankings.



Similarly a regularly

Unique and innovative programs at Austin Peay
State University.

produced e-letter, or electronic newsletter,
could be disseminated to reporters to keep
them informed of interesting developments,
relocations

or

potentially

newsworthy

happenings.
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Public Awareness



Several recommendations contained in this Blueprint
forward.

County and a contest to encourage residents to
learn more about their community.

require community support before they can move
Generating that support will require public



awareness efforts of the community’s needs as it
transitions to a larger city and further develops in the

Signage

throughout

Clarksville-Montgomery

County will begin to move residents toward a

21st

Century economy.

greater sense of pride. Signs might be banners
on light posts in the community promoting the

¾

Launch a community pride campaign to

community pride campaign theme.

enhance

resident

awareness

The

of

banners could also be changed periodically to

Clarksville-Montgomery County’s assets

promote upcoming festivals and events that

as a place to live, work and play.

further reinforce the idea that ClarksvilleMontgomery County should be proud.

The first, critical step in a public awareness effort is
to

develop

greater

community

pride



among

Incorporate community pride messages and

They

activities into local festivals and events. This

need to begin to see the community as progressive,

could be tied in with the media contest tactic

dynamic and prepared for the future. A community

mentioned earlier, in addition to distributing

pride campaign that helps area residents better

promotional materials at events that attract

understand the community’s assets will feed other

large numbers of local residents.

Clarksville-Montgomery County’s residents.

future

efforts

to

move

toward

consolidated



government and development of a conference

Utilize billboards around the community and
on highways around Clarksville for local

center.

residents and visitors to see, recognize and
The community pride program should be an on-

familiarize themselves with community assets.

going effort to energize local residents about what a

Similar signage might also be used at Austin

great place Clarksville-Montgomery County is to

Peay State University, particularly at sporting

live, work and play. This will feed the economic

and cultural events that attract the broader

development effort, increased tourism and an

community. Explore the possibility of donated

overall positive feeling in the community.

outdoor space for this effort.



General tactics that might be included in a

Promote community assets to Austin Peay
students in an effort to utilize them as

community pride campaign are:

ambassadors with potential new students and



On-going media promotion of key community

to encourage them to stay in the Clarksville area

assets. This might be a series of feature stories

upon graduation.

in the Leaf Chronicle to further educate area
residents about little-known things to do and

Additional community pride tactics related to

see in Clarksville-Montgomery County. It could

tourism promotion are contained in the Tourism

also feature a joint newspaper/radio promotion

Marketing section of this report.

with “factoids” about Clarksville-Montgomery
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¾

Explore

successful

government

efforts



consolidated

and

Endorsements from various sources.

Having

communicate

public support from elected officials, other

with area citizens the opportunities for

community leaders and the media is critical to

similar

demonstrating the benefits of consolidated

success

in

Clarksville-

Montgomery County.

government to the voters. In addition, some
past successful campaigns have found that

In order to move toward a consolidated government

support from law enforcement is also very

in Clarksville-Montgomery County, area leaders and

helpful.

residents must begin to understand the advantages
of such a change.



This communications effort

Defining

a

community

vision.

Because

should focus on areas that have successfully

economic development benefits are important

implemented consolidated government and how

to selling voters on consolidated government,

those successes might also be enjoyed in Clarksville-

this Blueprint is another important component

Montgomery County.

of the campaign.

As local officials and area

In successful campaigns,

residents continue to discuss the possibility of

community leaders often define the economic

consolidated government, the EDC should monitor

development vision for the community and

messages

demonstrate how that vision can be more likely

and

perceptions

information

is

accurate.

monitoring

news

coverage

to

ensure

that

This

may

include

and

other

public

fulfilled

through

resources

available

in

consolidated government.

statements and clarify any misleading information
about consolidation efforts.

¾

Develop a communications campaign to
support development of a conference

government

center that would include information

elections have been driven by community changes,

about the need for such a facility and

such as rapid growth, as well as the economic

how

development benefits of a unified front. Clarksville-

Clarksville-Montgomery County.

Previous

successful

consolidated

it

would

positively

impact

Montgomery County is currently positioned to take
advantage of those two potential drivers for a

Development of a conference center facility is a

consolidated government campaign.

critical component of continued development of
tourism as an economic driver for Clarksville-

In addition to learning more about communities that

Montgomery County. This will require broad-based

have successfully transitioned to a consolidated

community support of any funding mechanism

government, it will be important to develop a

proposed for construction of a new facility.

coordinated campaign that includes the following
Aspire Foundation Marketing

elements:



Bi-partisan, grassroots support throughout

This comprehensive economic development Blueprint for

Clarksville-Montgomery County.

This should

Clarksville-Montgomery County has been developed

include a coalition of business leaders that can

based on thorough research and recommendations

be mobilized to serve as the “public face” for the

designed to take the community to the next level in its

campaign.

economic development efforts. In order for the planning
effort to succeed and move toward implementation, it is
critical that investors and stakeholders throughout the
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area receive consistent and timely information about the

¾

Create key messages to communicate
with investors and other stakeholders.

program. Communication with current and prospective
investors will help ensure that the fundraising effort
generates

the

resources

necessary

to

fund

As with the general marketing tactics recommended

implementation of this Blueprint.

in this plan, the investor communications effort
should be driven by key messages. The following are

Communicating with this critical audience should include

proposed messages that might be included in all

tactics with a general target, such as publicity in the local

investor communications materials:

media, in addition to more targeted tactics designed to
reach specific audiences.
¾

Re-brand

As the 9th fastest growing city in the nation,

the

Aspire

Campaign

Clarksville is a city with diverse opportunities

to

for a diverse population.

generate new interest and enthusiasm in
supporting the Blueprint.

catalyst

different industry sectors, this Blueprint will

for the Aspire effort is one way to communicate a

allow Clarksville to focus its efforts on wealth

new energy to potential investors.

creation in a way that embraces development
that area residents desire while continuing to

One possible name for the Aspire campaign to fund

increase the per capita income for its citizens.

the recommendations contained in this document

  

might be “Catalyst 2020 – A Vision for the Future.”

A successful 21st Century economy must have

This name serves to position the investors as the

a global awareness, a competitive workforce

Clarksville-

and

Montgomery County’s efforts to compete in a 21st
Century economy.

a

focus

Clarksville

to

continue

continue

to

develop

its

  

message that both the Blueprint and its investors are
to

and

as it pursues global opportunities.

others to be enthusiastic and energetic. This sends a
needed

entrepreneurship

workforce and entrepreneurial environment

and a person whose enthusiasm and energy cause

catalyst

on

innovation. This foundational plan will allow

In fact, the word catalyst is

defined as a person or thing that precipitates change

the

with

With a diverse economic base and success in

to make bold steps moving forward. New branding

behind

transition

  

and let them know that the community is prepared

enthusiasm

this

of continued growth for the community.

Blueprint, it is important to re-energize stakeholders

and

for

recommendations that ensure the right type

As the fundraising effort begins to support this

energy

The economic

development Blueprint for the area is the

Community support and enthusiasm is a

Clarksville-

critical component of any effort to sell and

Montgomery’s County’s growth into the future.

improve our community.

This Blueprint is

all

designed to help foster community support as

communications with investors as the Clarksville-

we focus our efforts in taking our community

Montgomery County EDC leadership seeks funding

to the next level.

This

branding

should

carry

through

for the new Blueprint.
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Once the key messages are finalized, they should be

These

provided to all Aspire leaders and staff members,

throughout

along with brief training to ensure that they

recommendations,

understand the messages and are prepared to utilize

stakeholders throughout the community are

them as they communicate with current and

aware of the effort and its progress and impact.

articles,

which

should

implementation
will

help

continue
of

the

ensure

that

potential investors.

¾

Seek feature story placements. Pursue

Utilize a variety of tools to communicate

a feature story in targeted business or general

with

stakeholders

the

interest publications about development of the

the

economic development Blueprint and why it is

recommendations of the Blueprint are

important to the area. The feature story pitch

implemented.

should focus on how the Blueprint prepares

fundraising

throughout

process

and

as

Clarksville to continue its growth and to
The communications effort with stakeholders must

transition to the larger community it will

begin immediately and continue throughout the

become as a result.

four-year

implementation

of

the

Blueprint

recommendations. This will not only ensure success



Conduct editorial board meeting. In an

for this fundraising effort, but will also lay the

effort to engage the local newspaper in the

groundwork for the next round of planning and

economic

fundraising in four years.

recommendations, hold a meeting with the

and

community

development

editorial board to brief members on the


Share

Blueprint

recommendations.

recommendations and their intended results.

Hold a meeting with investors and potential

The meeting would serve as background for the

investors to unveil the Blueprint and generate

newspaper’s use in developing news stories

support for the recommendations. The event

throughout the implementation of the plan.

should have a celebratory tone that begins the
effort to energize investors, while allowing them



Place local guest column.

Provide a

to hear details of the community’s plans for the

guest column authored by the Aspire campaign

next four years.

chairman to the Leaf Chronicle. This column
would provide information about the planning



Utilize internal publications. Feature

process and the importance of implementing

articles

the

about

the

economic

development

recommendations.

The

targeted

Blueprint should be developed to include in

publication date for this column would coincide

appropriate publications distributed by the

with completion of the unveiling of the plan to

EDC and other community organizations.

potential investors.
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Provide elected official briefing. In an



Create website presence. Information

effort to keep key elected officials informed of

about the Blueprint recommendations and

the fundraising effort and the Blueprint

implementation should be included on the EDC

implementation, an overview of the Blueprint

website.

should be provided at regularly scheduled

Executive Summary of the Blueprint, along with

meetings of the Clarksville City Council and the

an updated report on implementation progress

Montgomery County Commission or in one-on-

to date.

one or small group meetings with key elected

generated about the Blueprint might also be

stakeholders.

posted to the website, with e-mail blasts sent to

This information might include the

In addition, any news articles

interested stakeholders urging them to visit the
website for the latest information.
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Tourism
Overview
Clarksville-Montgomery County is in a unique, but

With careful long-range planning, the hospitality and

challenging, position as one of the fastest growing

tourism industry can be a leading economic development

communities in Tennessee. This growth has sparked the

sector for Clarksville-Montgomery County and it should

need to seek new and innovative ways to diversify the

play an important role in the community’s overall

economic development mix and to develop collaborative

economic development blueprint.

relationships in order to maximize resources and grow a
The

sustainable economy.

tourism

recommendations

contained

in

this

Blueprint are based on the review of all communications
Many communities throughout Tennessee rely on the

and marketing materials, secondary research, working

economic benefits derived from tourism and travel-

with tourism industry leaders and staff, interviewing key

related activities as a major source of economic vitality

stakeholders and an independent assessment of the

and growth. Clarksville-Montgomery County has a lot to

current tourism product offerings.

offer related to hospitality and tourism development,
Tourism Development Goal

which can provide for new economic development
opportunities.

Clarksville-Montgomery

County’s

proximity to a significant tourism corridor just 40

The overall tourism development goal for Clarksville-

minutes to the south provides great opportunities in

Montgomery County is to enrich the quality of life and to

exploring new and innovative ways to share its unique

improve the economy by generating travel and enhancing

tourism product just 40 miles northwest of Nashville.

the image of the city and county.

As the state’s first incorporated city, Clarksville is even

Specific goals include:

older than the state of Tennessee itself. These deep roots
of tradition are passed on creating a rich heritage that is

¾

Sustain and enhance existing community character.

¾

Improve and expand the city’s green space.

¾

Develop, grow and repackage the current tourism

genuine Tennessee. Unique blends of old and new make
Clarksville’s fascinating history come alive with its
stunning downtown architecture.

Through its lively

festivals and events, from Rivers & Spires to the Old Time

product.

Fiddler’s Championships to Riverfest to Christmas on the
Cumberland, Clarksville celebrates its traditions and
¾

history throughout the year.

Encourage

eco-friendly

and

sustainable

development during the growth of the hospitality
The

Clarksville-Montgomery County

Convention

and tourism industry.

&

Visitors Bureau (CVB) is already involved in a number of
Tourism Development Strategies

successful tourism initiatives in the area. Such initiatives
should continue. The focus of the recommendations in
this Blueprint related to tourism are more on new or

As part of the Clarksville-Montgomery County Economic

expanded initiatives that the CVB should add to their

Development Blueprint, the tourism industry needs to

current activities over the next four years.

increase its share-of-mind among key influencers that
tourism
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development plan. This includes city and county policy-

through tourism.

271

makers, business leaders and those who can shape future
This trend is driven by a number of demographic

development opportunities of the tourism product.

factors, including the fact that about 13 percent of
First, it is important to understand the types of tourism

the 18.6 million U.S. outbound leisure travelers

that are currently in demand and which of those

(approximately 2.4 million Americans) can be

opportunities Clarksville-Montgomery County might

regarded as eco-tourists.

effectively offer to travelers. Increasingly, when tourism

Lifestyles of Health and Sustainability believes that

officials categorize travelers, they group heritage tourists

eco-tourism is among the fastest growing travel

(those looking to learn the history of a place) with others

trends, estimated to be a $77 billion market or five

who also seek experiential opportunities. For example,

percent of the overall U.S. travel and tourism

people who travel to historic sites often enjoy outdoor

market.

In the United States,

272

activities, which is usually labeled “Ecotourism” –
everything from sightseeing to more rugged pursuits like

The state of Tennessee is working to ensure that its

hiking or mountain biking. Communities also develop

tourism initiatives are designed to take advantage of

“Cultural Tourism” programs around live theater and

these trends. In addition to holding a sustainable

concerts, art museums and galleries, opera and ballet,

tourism summit in 2008, the state Department of

and other forms of artistic expression.

Tourist Development offers a variety of tools and
resources to assist communities in developing ecotourism opportunities. 273

These types of educational or experiential tourism can
complement one another. They generally appeal to the
same traveler, and collectively they help build a more

Agritourism is a subset of the overall eco-tourism

extensive, diverse, and attractive product base.

movement.

270

The state of Tennessee defines

agritourism as “an activity, enterprise or business
The following are high-priority strategies to assist

which

Clarksville-Montgomery County in enhancing its tourism

characteristics of Tennessee agriculture and tourism

offerings and increasing the contribution tourism makes

and provides an experience for visitors which

to the overall economy of the area:

stimulates economic activity and impacts both farm

combines

primary

and community income.”

274

elements

and

Agritourism may offer

activities or attractions such as corn mazes,

Tourism Product Enhancement

pumpkin patches, on-farm retail markets, pick-your¾

Consider opportunities for sustainable

own fruits, farm animal exhibits, on-farm bed and

developments of eco-tourism and nature,

breakfasts, on-farm fee fishing, wagon rides, nature

including

trails, wineries, choose and cut Christmas trees and

agricultural,

forestry

and

outdoor recreation.

more.

275

The Tennessee Agritourism Initiative

works to develop and support this segment of the
Eco-tourism is a new and evolving category that is

tourism industry. The CVB should work with local

becoming increasingly important to communities

operators to ensure that they are taking advantage of

and regions seeking to enhance their tourism

the state’s Agritourism Initiative as the community

product offerings. The state of Tennessee defines

seeks to expand ecotourism opportunities.

sustainable

or

eco-tourism

as

sustaining

the

environment, culture and heritage of a region while

Other resources are available to areas seeking to

at the same time sustaining the economic growth

enhance their sustainable tourism opportunities.
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The Center for Sustainable Destinations (CSD) seeks

museum complex will gain a better understanding of

to help individual places to use the geotourism

military tactics and historic military events. 277

approach to improve stewardship and attract the
most beneficial and least disruptive forms of

This facility has the potential to serve as a

tourism. CDS provides links to help communities

destination

build alliances for better destination stewardship, as

Montgomery County area.

well as offering organizations tools to develop

Corporation, an economic development organization

strategies to identify, create and market geotourism

that works with 42 counties in western Kentucky,

assets.

attraction

for

the

Clarksville-

The West Kentucky

with

commissioned a study for the bi-state area that

communities to create National Geographic maps

identified the potential of the new museum as a

that highlight the natural, historic and cultural

major destination tourist attraction of national

Clarksville-

military and historical importance with significant

The

organization

also

assets unique to the area.
Montgomery

County

276

officials

works

might

explore

regional economic impact.

The feasibility study

opportunities to highlight local historic and cultural

shows an estimated 400,000 visitors annually,

assets through this program.

comparable with other national museums with
IMAX –style theaters. The study also showed the

The CVB should work with local officials to

museum will have tremendous economic impact on

convene

the region to include:

a

council

to

ensure

a

sustainable future for the area’s natural



resources that are important to tourism.

$21.6

million

in

additional

annual

local

This group would consider issues, options and

expenditures, broadening the local tax base and

contingencies associated with the area’s rapid

creating a “clean” source of revenue.



growth and how to preserve its green space and

Creation of an estimated 650 jobs in and
around the museum complex as a result of

other resources.

additional tourism spending.
In addition to these recommendations, the nature
tourism opportunities described below would also

While there is currently a museum that displays

provide vehicles for expanded on ecotourism trends.

some of the area’s military artifacts, it is able to
display only 20 percent and has fewer than 100,000

¾

Continue support to develop the Wings

visitors per year.

of Liberty Museum as a potential major

developers believe the new facility will attract

attraction.

significantly more visitors because of its improved
location and ease of access, as well as planned

The Wings of Liberty museum, an approximately

marketing activities, which will increase awareness.

80,000-square-foot facility, will include a 200-seat

This is expected to lead to increased demand for

IMAX-style theater, catering area, book store/gift

hotels,

shop, and artifact storage area located at Fort
Campbell.

retail

businesses

The facility will overlook the recently

to

options,
support

restaurants
the

and

increased

other
tourist

activity. 278

developed Patriots’ Park on the outer edge of Fort
Campbell. The 33-acre campus will allow visitors

The CVB should explore ways to advance

direct access to the complex from U.S. Hwy. 41-A

the timeline for funding the museum. In

with no post visitor pass required. The museum will

addition, the CVB might use its advocacy

continue to preserve significant, historic military
artifacts for future generations.

Wings of Liberty Museum

relationships

Visitors to the
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government

officials

to

consider

the

In addition to efforts by the National Park Service,

possibility of developing the museum in

the

phases as funding is available, rather than

nationwide Civil War Trails program, which uses

require that all funding be on hand before the

markers to point out and interpret historic sites on

project can begin. A community-led lobbying

and off the battlefields. State officials planning for

effort coordinated by the EDC, perhaps

the anniversary expect the program to be their chief

through the Citizens for Fort Campbell

emphasis

organization, should be utilized. A focus of

sesquicentennial. 282

state

of

in

Tennessee

the

recently

years

leading

joined

up

to

the

the

this effort might be on the World War II heroes who
live the community, many of whom will be honored

The Civil War Trails is a multi-state program that

in the Wings of Liberty Museum.

identifies, interprets and creates driving tours of
both the great campaigns and the lesser-known Civil

¾

Explore opportunities to enhance and

War sites. Tennessee joins Virginia, North Carolina,

package the area’s historic attractions to

Maryland and West Virginia in this important

take advantage of the upcoming Civil

initiative, which has been identified by the National

War Sesquicentennial.

Trust for Historic Preservation as one of the most
successful

and

sustainable

heritage

tourism

Tennessee ranks second among states in terms of

programs in the nation. The Tennessee Department

the number of Civil War battles fought within its

of Tourist Development was awarded a two-part

borders, following only Virginia. About 40 battles

federal enhancement grant, totaling $1,080,720,

took place in the state, and visitors travel to sites

which is an 80/20 match through the Tennessee

across the state to see these battlefields and learn

Department of Transportation to be a part of this

about U.S. history.

very

279

successful

and

nationally

recognized

program. 283 Signs are currently being produced for
the Clarksville-Montgomery County area.

Several of these historic sites, including the Fort
Donelson National Battlefield, are in the ClarksvilleThe Fort Donelson

CivilWarTraveler.com is a website that provides a

National Battlefield, which is part of the National

variety of opportunities for promoting Civil War

Park Service, was established to protect the historic

Sesquicentennial

resources associated with this Civil War battle. The

Clarksville-Montgomery County. The site features a

approaching Sesquicentennial of the American Civil

list of events around the nation, as well as maps and

War offers the current generation its most important

podcasts for planning trips to Civil War historic

opportunity to know, discuss, and commemorate

sites. It is recommended that the CVB work to take

America’s greatest national crisis.

advantage of this promotional opportunity by

Montgomery County region.

280

activities

in

and

around

notifying the website of all Civil War
In

preparation

for

the

Sesquicentennial,

events and activities in the area.

the

In

National Park Service, through the collective efforts

addition, to take full advantage of this opportunity,

of the superintendents at Civil War-related parks,

Clarksville-Montgomery County might partner with

will

multi-year,

other Middle Tennessee communities to develop

simultaneously

a mini Civil War trail in the region,

transform and improve interpretation of the Civil

produce audio tour podcasts for each site

War in the national parks while providing a national

and develop a trail map. All of these items

forum for the observance of the Sesquicentennial.

can be published on CivilWarTraveler.com to assist

undertake

integrated

a

program

multi-faceted,
that

will

281
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on the items through the blog feature.

tourists. This cooperative effort would tie together
several sites to create an attraction in Middle
Tennessee. (Note that the site already includes a list

¾

Tennessee, along with a brief description of

Investigate the idea of a “Big Town,
Small City” visitor appeal to travelers

of Civil War significant sites in the state of

seeking

each.) 284

some

type

of

experiential

tourism product such as auto touring,
This cooperative partnership with other Middle

bird

Tennessee sites might also extend to an educational

cultural/heritage

tourism

tourism.

and

Current

of

amenities would serve as the backdrop
for these types of natural resource and

could be developed and distributed to

cultural/heritage activities.

A

packet

nature

educational materials about the sites

component.

children’s

watching,

schools within the region to encourage
field trips to the area.

In addition, the

A couple of important trends have shown up in

packets could be used to promote a

recent tourism studies. Aside from growing as an

family vacation focused on historical activities as

activity, tourism is changing shape.

part of the overall marketing of the Civil War

taking more short vacations rather than one long

Sesquicentennial. But the key to preserving history

vacation each year. There is a growing interest in

for future generations is making the Civil War

vacations that involve doing or experiencing. Hence,

relevant or "cool" to young people.

People are

Cutting-edge

the growth in the “new” tourisms: ecological,

technology may be the key to reaching young people.

cultural, heritage and agricultural tourism. Finally,

One idea some areas have explored is to offer

there is a steady increase in outdoor recreation by

wireless Internet access on battlefields,

tourists.

288

where visitors can download and view
imagery and information on their laptops

These trends are due to demographic, economic and

or mobile electronic devices while they stand

cultural changes. These changes include the aging of

where troops once clashed.

the U.S. population, the shrinking size of households

285

and the increasing urbanization of the U.S.
In addition to the web marketing opportunities

population. Other trends affecting tourism are the

provided on CivilWarTraveler.com, the CVB should

increase in the number of two earner households

also develop a historic tourism section of

and the increasing interest of the U.S. population in

the commission’s website to promote the

the environment.

289

Sesquicentennial events and activities.
This section should include a list of events, along

A recently released study by the Tourism Journalists

with a photo gallery of the various Civil War sites in

Association shows that people will be more cautious

the area. The Frederick County, Maryland site is a

in spending for leisure travel and will engage in

good example of how to package Civil War locations

more

and events.

286

Another online opportunity exists

meaningful,

rather

than

extravagant,

vacations. Some of the trips that are likely to be

with Civil War Interactive Newswire, a website that

leading trends in the coming years include:

features news items about the Civil War, combined
It is

Cultural/historical tours — People, especially

recommended that the CVB send all news

those tracing their roots, will also be drawn to

items

take

cultural and historical tours. Parents will be eager to

advantage of opportunities to comment

take their kids on these types of tours, supposedly in

with a blog to allow visitors to comment.
to

this

site

and

287

also
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hopes of keeping them connected with their

river.

heritage.

could also be incorporated into recommendations

Watchable wildlife areas along the river

related to the development of a marina and other
Camping — Camping provides a very cheap

facilities on the river.

vacation option that is more preferred this year to
replace five-star resorts.

The

CVB

should

also

develop

visitation

materials, including destination signage
Nature trips — More people will be interested in

and a nature map and guide to facilitate

going on nature trips and exploring the great

nature visits to Clarkesville-Montgomery County.

outdoors and may even take part in adventurous

Also the CVB might consider organizing events

activities like white water rafting and rappelling.

that draw attention to the area’s natural

The primary purposes of this kind of tourism are

beauty. This could include photography contests,

education, nature-appreciation, and retreat from city

birdathons, and checklists for visitors to keep track

life. 290

of the many natural wonders found in ClarksvilleMontgomery County.

To

develop

a

nature

Clarksville-Montgomery

tourism
County

infrastructure,
might

consider

In

addition,

seasonal opportunities for travelers to

opportunities

experience nature in the region.

experiential

For

the

CVB
to

explore

should
promote

tourism

the

opportunities

example, wildflowers might be planted throughout

through trade shows and motor coach

the community for spring travelers, while late

tour events. The CVB currently participates in a

summer might feature the grape harvest at

number of shows targeted to tour operators. One

Beachaven Winery.

additional show to consider in this category is the
National Tour Association Annual Convention. An

The CVB should encourage development of

additional opportunity may exist in recreational

wildflower, butterfly and hummingbird

vehicle shows. These shows are targeted to people,

gardens throughout the community to

mostly retirees, who travel the nation in their RVs.

provide

and

Several of these shows offer travel and tourism

experiential tourism. In some communities, local

exhibit space to assist attendees in planning future

hotels have even added bird feeders and

trips. At some shows, it is even possible to provide a

bird libraries to their facilities to further

video that demonstrates the travel opportunities in a

encourage this type of tourism. This idea might also

particular area.

provide an opportunity to cooperate regionally

consider include:

with

opportunities

other

for

nature

communities

tours

that

Some shows in this category to

would



create a nature trail of gardening and
birding sites.

St. Louis RV Vacation and Travel Show
(includes

Travel

Theater

for

video

Super

Show

presentations)



To further ensure the success of nature tourism, it is
recommended that the CVB work with local

Montgomery

(AL)

RV

(includes Video Adventures)





experts to identify organisms that are
local species and steer visitors toward
them. The CVB should also explore opportunities

Chattanooga RV Super Show
Louisville Boat, RV and Sports Show
Alabama RV Super Show

for nature and experiential tourism on the
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Tourism Marketing: Promoting the Brand
¾

Implement an internal communications

The city of Jacksonville, Florida, launched a public

plan to ensure that local residents are

hospitality campaign several years ago to welcome

aware

Super Bowl visitors and share “the energy and spirit

of

the

community’s

tourism

offerings and the area is prepared to

of Jacksonville” with them.

serve

Welcome” campaign included billboards reminding

as

“ambassadors”

when

interacting with visitors.

The “Waves of

residents to greet visitors, rubber “Waves of
Welcome” bracelets sold at local retail outlets to

Local residents can often be the very best tourism

benefit

marketing a community has available.

charities,

welcome

buttons

worn

by

However,

volunteers, employees and sports fans throughout

citizens need to understand the area’s assets and

the community and public service announcements

attractions and be prepared to share information

featuring a jingle by a local musician. 291

with visitors. Based on research conducted for this
Blueprint, it appears that Clarksville-Montgomery

Some communities also have airport ambassador

County residents are not fully informed about the

programs to welcome visitors. The Chicago: We’re

various

Glad You’re Here! Program provides volunteer

tourism

attractions

and

opportunities

ambassadors to staff welcome center booths at local

available to visitors.

airports to great travelers.

292

Volunteers are trained

An internal communications program designed to

by the local Convention and Visitors Bureau to

enhance community pride and inform residents of

ensure that they are prepared to assist visitors and

the area’s assets would help ensure the effectiveness

promote local attractions.

of this grassroots marketing tool.
Each of these ideas could be adapted and integrated
This program would likely include components for

into a community pride communications program

enhancing

for Clarksville-Montgomery County.

community

pride

and

resident

perceptions of the area; making residents aware of
tourism opportunities; and training for those willing
to serve as “ambassadors” for the community.
Some communities undertake a program of this kind
to prepare for a particular event that will attract a
number of visitors to the community.

Others

provide training to all those who work in the
hospitality industry. While ideas can be borrowed
from each of these programs, the recommendation
for Clarksville-Montgomery County is for a broader
program that reaches all area residents and is in
place on an on-going basis, rather than being tied to
a particular event.
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Appendix A
Stakeholder Interview Participants

Stakeholders Interviewed Individually or in Group Discussions
August 2008 – October 2008
Jerry Allbert

Building Services Director, Clarksville Area YMCA and Convention & Visitors Bureau
Board Member

Billy Atkins

President, Legends Bank

Doug Barber

Events Manager, Convention & Visitors Bureau

Kris Bender

Franchise Owner, Cheeseburger Charley's and Cold Stone Creamery

Elizabeth Black

Marketing Director, Montgomery County Government

Mayor Carolyn Bowers

Mayor, Montgomery County

Earl Bradley

CEO, First Federal Savings Bank

John Bradley

Senior Vice President, Economic Development, Tennessee Valley Authority

Alan Burkhart

Member, Homebuilders Association Board of Directors

Britney Campbell

Assistant Vice President of Marketing, Legends Bank

Carlyle Carroll

Vice President of Economic Development, Nashville Area Chamber of Commerce

James Chavez

President and CEO; Clarksville-Montgomery County EDC

Mike Evans

Executive Director, Clarksville-Montgomery County IDB

Charlie Foust

President, Clarksville Foundry

Shannon Green

Vice President of Finance & Human Resources, Clarksville-Montgomery County EDC

Geno Grubbs

Member, Clarksville City Council and Convention & Visitors Bureau Board Member

Tim Hall

President, Austin Peay State University

Theresa Harrington

Executive Director, Convention & Visitors Bureau

Mike Harris

Director of Schools, Clarksville-Montgomery County School System

Jeff Hite

Director of Business Recruitment, Nashville Chamber of Commerce

Mark Holleman

Owner, Coldwell Banker and Clarksville Area Chamber Chairman

Don Jenkins

President, Jenkins & Wynne

Frances Johnson-Manzitto

Manager, Group Tour Sales, Convention & Visitors Bureau

Mark Kelly

Member, Montgomery County Commission and Realtor, Keller Williams

Ben Kimbrough

Retired Market President, Bank of America

Paige King

Owner, HodgePodge

Paul LaGrange

Assistant Commissioner, Business Development, Tennessee Department of Economic
and Community Development

Fred Landiss

Marketing, F&M Bank and Convention & Visitors Bureau Board Chairman

Dick Littleton

Member, Clarksville Association of Realtors Board of Directors
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Frank Lott

Partner, BLF Marketing and Customs House Museum Board Member

Rev. William Luffman

Pastor, Faith Outreach Church and Convention & Visitors Bureau Board Member

Brad Martin

Partner, Lyle, Cook, Martin Architects and Clarksville-Montgomery County EDC

Deanna McLaughlin

Member, Clarksville City Council

Kim McMillan

Austin Peay State University, Executive Director of Community and Business Relations

Mike Mullins

CEO, Gateway Medical Center

Chairman

Robert Nichols

Executive Director/COO, Wings of Liberty Museum, Fort Campbell

Hannah Paramore

Owner, Paramore/Reed Online Marketing

Jay Patel

Owner, Country Inn & Suites, Hilton Garden Inn, other hotels/motels and Convention &
Visitors Bureau Board Member

Carolyn Pierce

Market President, Regions Bank

Mayor Johnny Piper

Mayor, City of Clarksville

Joe Pitts

Vice President and Market Manager, Planters Bank and Legislative Representative,
District #7, State of Tennessee House of Representatives

Bobby Powers

Member, Clarksville Association of Realtors Board of Directors

Dr. Carmen Reagan

Professor of Marketing, Austin Peay State University

Alan Robinson

Director, Customs House Museum

Bryce Sanders

Senior Director of Manufacturing, Conwood Tobacco

Jimmy Settle

Member, Clarksville Association of Realtors Board of Directors

Melinda Shepard

Vice President of Operations, Clarksville Area Chamber

Tom Skrodzki

Retired Colonel and Clarksville-Montgomery County IDB Chairman

Ron Smithfield

President, Smithfield Manufacturing

Sammy Stuard

President & CEO, F&M Bank

Jerome Terrell

Regional Development Specialist, Tennessee Valley Authority Economic Development

Susan Thomas

Controller, Trane Company

Jack Turner

President & CEO, Jack B. Turner & Associates Insurance

Maurice Vaughn

Member, Clarksville Association of Realtors Board of Directors

Liana Wallace

Vice President of Communications and Marketing, Clarksville-Montgomery County EDC

Darrell Watson

Member, Clarksville Association of Realtors Board of Directors

Susan Whitaker

Commissioner, Tennessee Department of Tourist Development

Neisha Wolfe

CPA and Member, Clarksville-Montgomery County IDB
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Appendix B
Summary of Stakeholder Interviews
(The following is a compilation of the thoughts and

years. Stakeholders also noted the base is an asset for the

opinions offered by stakeholders who were either

area and is the largest employer in the state of Tennessee.

interviewed individually or as part of a group
discussion.)

Some stakeholders felt the community needs a stronger
vision and needs to be more progressive. Several

General Perceptions of Clarksville-Montgomery

stakeholders also said the community is conservative and

County

old-fashioned,

while

some

described

residents

as

resistant to change. However, stakeholders noted that
When stakeholders were asked to describe overall

the community is growing, has momentum and the

perceptions of Clarksville-Montgomery County, there

community leadership needs to capitalize on such growth

was not one single answer given by the majority of

in order to take Clarksville-Montgomery County to the

stakeholders. A common response was that most of the

next level.

people who live outside of the area do not know where

growing. They see that we’re progressing and that there

the community is located or of its close proximity to

is a lot of excitement here.”

One person said, “People see that we’re

Nashville. Stakeholders also felt those living outside of
Clarksville-Montgomery County do not realize that the

A few stakeholders also said the community is somewhat

community is as large as it is or that it is the fifth largest

divided between the military on the north side and other

city in Tennessee and continues to grow. A lot of people

residents on the south side.

also do not realize how nice Clarksville-Montgomery

perception that some of the military residents are more

County is and are impressed by what the community has

conservative, less progressive and want to maintain the

to offer after visiting.

Some stakeholders said they

status quo.

In general, there is a

Other residents realize that Clarksville-

believe that, internally, the community does not give

Montgomery County is a growing community and that

itself enough credit for its assets. “We’re not very high on

there are items which must be addressed in a strategic

ourselves…People who don’t live here think we have a

way to move the community forward and prepare for

wonderful community, but people who live here don’t

additional growth.

think that way,” said one person who was interviewed.
Stakeholders also said that some people who do not live

Other stakeholders said Clarksville-Montgomery County

in the area do not make the connection between

is perceived as a blue collar or “Wal-Mart” town with

Clarksville-Montgomery County and Fort Campbell

residents who have lower incomes and education levels

because of the Kentucky mailing address for Fort

than in other communities in the state. Some of those

Campbell.

who were interviewed said that there is somewhat of an
inferiority complex in the community and some residents

Stakeholders indicated that those who do know of

do not appear to want to embrace change and progress.

Clarksville-Montgomery County’s proximity to Fort
Campbell view the community as a military town. Some

Other perceptions of Clarksville-Montgomery County

of those who live outside of the area do not realize

mentioned by stakeholders are it is a good place for

Clarksville-Montgomery

families; people are friendly; it has good leadership; it is

County

has

diversified

its

industry base and is not as reliant on the base as in past

a good place to retire, especially for those retiring from
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the military; and the cost of living, including real estate,

is good and having a consolidated city and county public

is low.

school system is a strength.

Strengths of Clarksville-Montgomery County

A number of those interviewed mentioned various
characteristics of the residents of the area as strengths.

The majority of stakeholders interviewed for this project

These included the continual addition of new people to

stated Fort Campbell is one of Clarksville-Montgomery

the region, the diversity of the population, and the impact

County’s greatest strengths.

of a military presence on the area’s population.

Fort Campbell brings a

diverse population from across the country together.
Many of the military members and their families have

Stakeholders pointed out that Clarksville-Montgomery

traveled and lived internationally which provides a

County has wonderful outdoor and recreational activities

cosmopolitan feel for the area.

and that the Cumberland River is one of Clarksville-

Many of those

interviewed stated that people retiring from the military

Montgomery County’s greatest strengths.

often chose to remain in Clarksville-Montgomery County

opportunities both for tourism and for economic

which provides an excellent source of labor for business

development as a result of the river. The new riverfront

and industry in the county. Most retired military have a

development and marina will be a huge asset helping to

very good work ethic and often have been trained with

bring more tourists to the area. One stakeholder said,

high-tech skills. Spouses and partners of retired military

“We are a quintessential small river town which provides

members also add to the strength of Clarksville-

a lifeline of activity that sells well, particularly from the

Montgomery County’s workforce.

standpoint of historic character and flavor.” In addition,

They cited

Clarksville-Montgomery County’s location near the Land
Numerous stakeholders also said that a strength of

Between the Lakes recreational area offers opportunities

Clarksville-Montgomery

for boating and fishing and the area has a larger than

location.

County

is

its

geographic

Clarksville-Montgomery County is centrally

normal number of golf courses per capita.

located in the United States and is within a six hour drive
of four major cities. The community is also located on

Attractions

Interstate 24 and within close proximity to Nashville and

County were also suggested as strengths.

the Nashville International Airport.

attractions mentioned by stakeholders included the

and

events

in

Clarksville–Montgomery
Specific

Customs House Museum, historic Collinsville, Beachaven
Austin

Peay

State

University

(Austin

Peay)

was

frequently listed by stakeholders as a strength.

The

Winery and the area’s overall historical setting.

university provides a “college town feel” and offers

Other strengths of Clarksville-Montgomery County

athletic and cultural events for the community and also

mentioned by stakeholders included the community’s

provides a source for new, educated workers for business

leadership, rail access, affordable land available for

and industry in Clarksville-Montgomery County.

development, affordable labor, the new hospital, and a
growing downtown area.

Many stakeholders said Clarksville-Montgomery County
has a small-town feel, a very good quality of life and is
very family friendly.

The community is growing and

many of the new residents are younger families. The area
offers a favorable climate, low taxes, little crime, and
affordable housing. Stakeholders said the school system
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Weaknesses of Clarksville-Montgomery County
One of the weaknesses of Clarksville-Montgomery

duplication and repetition of some services and that it

County most commonly mentioned is the community has

does not appear to be cost effective. Stakeholders added

a lack of its own identity and there is no long-term vision

that there have been initiatives in the past to consolidate

for the area. Infrastructure and community planning has

the two governments but they have not been approved by

not kept up with the area’s rapid growth. One person

voters. Some stakeholders suggested that there may need

said, “We are not preparing for our growth.”

Many

to be more of an educational component for a campaign

stakeholders recognized the community is growing

to succeed. Residents need to understand the benefits of

quickly and there needs to be a plan in place to guide

a consolidated government in order to vote for it.

development over the next 10 or 20 years and to prepare
for future growth. Stakeholders also noted the city and

A number of those interviewed said that the region has a

county have independently implemented long-term

general lack of tourism attractions and facilities. The

planning in some areas but it needs to be a coordinated

majority of stakeholders said that having no convention

and combined effort.

center or multi-purpose facility is a concern, while others
said

that

Clarksville-Montgomery

County

has

no

Stakeholders said the lack of a master plan for

destination tourism attractions to draw visitors to the

development has contributed to the suburban sprawl of

area. It can be difficult to find a location to hold a large

the community.

The Clarksville-Montgomery County

event in the community. Clarksville-Montgomery County

area stretches for miles and traffic is increasingly

also loses the retail and hotel tax revenue dollars which

becoming worse. There have not been enough new roads

would result from tourists coming into the area to attend

built to keep up with the influx of new people. Some

a conference or other type of special event.

stakeholders wondered if the water and sewer capacity
are adequate to meet the needs of the community since it

Stakeholders felt that the community does not have

has grown so quickly. Stakeholders also said the area

enough amenities for its residents. Some of those said

lacks sidewalks and could benefit from more parks and

activities for families, especially parks and walking or

bike and/or walking trails.

biking trails are lacking. Others felt that the community
is lacking in arts and cultural activities. Many of those

Another common weakness of Clarksville-Montgomery

interviewed said Clarksville-Montgomery County does

County mentioned by those interviewed is the area’s

not have enough retail shopping or restaurants,

leadership, which some described as fragmented. On a

especially higher-end retail and restaurants other than

related issue, a few stakeholders said that the fact that

chain restaurants.

the community’s population is fairly young can be a
concern because the younger people do not appear to be

Also related to amenities, stakeholders said the river area

willing to take on leadership roles.

is under utilized.

However, many noted the new

riverfront development and marina will help to change
Another weakness of Clarksville-Montgomery County

that situation. Stakeholders said walking trails, event

which was mentioned by nearly all stakeholders is the

space, and restaurants or cafés along the river would be

lack of a consolidated government.

nice additions.

Stakeholders said

that having both a city government and county
government creates

Some stakeholders said it is difficult to fund new schools
because the community is growing so quickly. The school
system has built a number of new schools in past years
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and currently has new facilities under construction, but

of a marina on the river, which is currently in process,

may have to put some projects on hold due to a lack of

and the Land Between the Lakes area.

funding.
Some stakeholders said recruiting new businesses to the
One

weakness

of

Clarksville-Montgomery

County

community

presents

opportunities,

and

a

few

mentioned by some stakeholders is the perception the

stakeholders specifically mentioned the TVA-certified

community is only a military town. The community has

megasite as key to industry recruitment efforts.

somewhat of a transient population with troops coming

person said, “The TVA megasite sets us apart from a lot

in and out of Fort Campbell. When troops from Fort

of other areas in Tennessee. That’s one of our strongest

Campbell are reassigned to another base their families

aspects right now.”

One

also leave which reduces the area’s available workforce.
Also, when troops are sent overseas, there are fewer

In terms of marketing the region, some said promoting

people in the community to support retail stores and

the area as the fifth largest metropolitan area in

restaurants.

Tennessee is a key message, while a few others said the
area is Tennessee’s best kept secret.

A few of those

Several issues related to jobs and the economy were also

interviewed also said that engaging Fort Campbell and its

suggested as weaknesses of the region. One concern was

leaders offers good opportunities for Clarksville–

a lack of high-paying jobs, as well as jobs that might be

Montgomery County.

well-suited to military retirees who have strong skills and
would like to stay in the area. Others mentioned a lack of

Challenges to Business Success in Clarksville-

economic diversity and the fact that the area has no

Montgomery County

corporate headquarters.
One of the most commonly mentioned challenges to
Other weaknesses of Clarksville-Montgomery County

business success noted by stakeholders is the lack of

identified by stakeholders include the presence of five

vision and progressive thinking.

Super Wal-Mart stores, proximity to Nashville, residents

that Clarksville-Montgomery County is growing rapidly

who are resistant to change, a transient population and a

and

growing poverty level.

development, especially related to transportation and

the

community

needs

Stakeholders realize
a

master

plan

for

road infrastructure. One person said, “While we were
Opportunities

for

Clarksville-Montgomery

growing, we didn’t build infrastructure to keep up with

County

the growth. Our growth has been so rapid that it might
be a threat in some instances.”

There was little consensus among stakeholders about
opportunities facing the Clarksville-Montgomery County

In considering the community’s infrastructure needs and

area. Stakeholders felt the proposed Wings of Liberty

planning for future growth, a number of stakeholders

military museum is a huge opportunity to bring tourists

also mentioned concerns about the fragmentation of city

to the community. Further development of existing

and county government.

tourist attractions such as the Customs House Museum,

consolidated government would be a positive step toward

historic Collinsville and Fort Donelson was also

resolving this fragmentation.

Several suggested that

mentioned by several of those interviewed. Others said
that development of a convention center or multi-

Other stakeholders said that a challenge to business

purpose facility was important for the area.

success is some residents do not want to see the

Other

opportunities related to tourism include the development

community evolve and are less progressive.
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residents are perceived as wanting to maintain the status

A few of those interviewed said the state of Tennessee’s

quo and not wanting to pay more taxes that are needed to

incentives can be a challenge to winning projects. In

have infrastructure improvements.

general, Tennessee’s incentives are not thought to be as

Stakeholders said

this is a problem because new businesses will be hesitant

competitive as those in surrounding states.

to locate in Clarksville-Montgomery County if the

Clarksville-Montgomery County area often loses new

infrastructure is not in place to support the business and

business to Kentucky according to some stakeholders.

its employees. It was suggested that the public needs to

However, stakeholders also pointed out that the state has

be educated on the importance of paying higher taxes for

more than stepped up to the plate on recent projects in

infrastructure improvements.

the area.

Another predominant challenge mentioned by those

Industry

interviewed focused on the need for a convention center

County

Sectors

for

The

Clarksville-Montgomery

or multi-purpose facility. Almost all stakeholders said
the community faces limitations in terms of the types of

Nearly all of those interviewed stated the Clarksville-

groups and events it can attract without a new facility.

Montgomery County area needs to attract more white-

One stakeholder summed it up by saying, “Without some

collar, higher-paying jobs. Stakeholders said attracting

sort of a large venue to do things, we’re not going to be

more white collar jobs would help to retain Austin Peay

able to bring the numbers into the city.” Several also

graduates and may also be a good fit for retired military

expressed concerns that the community is not willing to

officers. Companies which offer white collar jobs would

support the funding needed to construct a convention

also help to further diversify Clarksville-Montgomery

facility.

County’s industry base.

Others mentioned that the community is

generally resistant to change, which impacts the
convention facility as well as other issues.

Some stakeholders felt that corporate or regional
headquarters would be a good fit for Clarksville-

Another challenge to business success is a lack of young

Montgomery County.

Trane

people

currently

the

involved

in

economic

development

and

based

in

American Standard,
community,

employs

community activities. There needs to be an initiative to

approximately 1,700 people and 350 of those jobs are

get younger people involved in those activities to prepare

headquarter-related. Corporate or regional headquarters

the

would also provide a source of white collar jobs for

next

generation

of

leaders

for

Clarksville-

Montgomery County. Some stakeholders noted that this

Clarksville-Montgomery County.

is beginning to happen with Leadership Clarksville, other
similar initiatives, and also with younger people

Many

becoming active in the City Council.

technology or computer-related companies might work

stakeholders

said

high-tech,

information

for Clarksville-Montgomery County and that Austin Peay
Several stakeholders also said the loss of part or all of the

graduates and retired military personnel from Fort

functions at Fort Campbell would present a serious threat

Campbell could provide a potential source of labor. A

to Clarksville-Montgomery County.

Some said the

military-related high-tech company, such as one that

community is too reliant on the financial impact of Fort

provides products for computer simulated flight training,

Campbell, saying “we just count on the billion dollar plus

might be an especially good fit.

payroll to cover a lot of bases. We take it for granted, but
we also aren’t challenged enough to seriously think that

Some stakeholders said the area could support more

we might have to replace it some day.”

manufacturing jobs.

Many stakeholders felt that

automotive-related manufacturing could be a good fit
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given Clarksville-Montgomery County’s proximity to

Visionary Thoughts for Ensuring Success in

automotive Original Equipment Manufacturing facilities,

Clarksville-Montgomery County

including the new Volkswagen plant in Chattanooga.
Clarksville-Montgomery County also has available land

As previously mentioned, the majority of stakeholders

and rail access.

Other stakeholders suggested that

agreed that a long-term vision and master plan for

military-related manufacturing, such as companies which

development is needed for Clarksville-Montgomery

produce equipment needed at Fort Campbell, might work

County

given the presence of the base.

community needs to prepare for future growth, especially

to

be

successful.

Stakeholders

said

the

related to infrastructure improvements. Improvements
A number of stakeholders felt that medical equipment

are needed to roads in the community and more

and supplies manufacturing might be a good target for

sidewalks, walking and biking trails and parks are also

Clarksville-Montgomery County. The Nashville area has

needed.

a large concentration of medical companies and hospitals

educational campaign to stress the importance of such

which are based in the city.

improvements to economic development success may be

Clarksville-Montgomery

Some of those interviewed thought that an

County also has a new hospital which has contiguous

helpful.

land available for development. Austin Peay also has a

residents on board who have previously not been

health care management program and a nursing school.

supportive of growth and improvements.

The community needs to find a way to get

It was also suggested that pharmaceutical or biomedical
companies which could utilize graduates of Austin Peay’s

Also, as previously mentioned, most stakeholders felt a

physics department could be a good fit.

consolidated city and county government is needed for
the community to be successful.

Stakeholders said

Distribution and logistics services were identified as a

having a consolidated government would reduce the

potential

given

duplication and repetition of some services and would

Clarksville-Montgomery County’s proximity to Interstate

industry

fit

for

the

community

also be more cost effective. In lieu of a consolidated

24 and Nashville.

government, stakeholders said city and county officials

Austin Peay offers some courses

related to logistics and distribution and many of the

must work together in a unified and collaborative spirit.

soldiers and officers at Fort Campbell have training in
logistics.

Almost every stakeholder felt that a conference/events
center was a critical factor in ensuring the future success

Tourism was also suggested as a strong sector for the

of Clarksville-Montgomery County both to provide a

community.

venue for local events and to attract additional sales and

However, those who mentioned tourism

also said the area would need to develop additional

hotel tax revenues to the area.

attractions and infrastructure, including a convention
center, if Clarksville-Montgomery County is to be

Stakeholders suggested Clarksville-Montgomery County

competitive for tourism employment.

may need stronger and more aggressive leadership to

Other industry sectors mentioned included companies

ensure business success.

involved in alternative energy (especially solar or wind

concern that they don’t believe area leaders are

equipment

adequately preparing for the future or that they have the

manufacturing),

call

centers,

plastics,

printing, retail, and retirement.

Several people expressed

support of the community to take the steps needed to
move forward. One person said, “We have to do a better
job of convincing people that we have the ingenuity here
and the leadership structure to take us to the next level.
General thoughts in the community are that we don’t
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speak with one voice. There is no room for any other

Perceptions

thought than what our leaders put forth.”

Clarksville-Montgomery County

Younger

of

the

Aspire

Campaign

in

residents also need to get more involved in community
and economic development activities to prepare the next

Many of the stakeholders interviewed for this project felt

generation of leaders, and some stakeholders noted that

the Aspire Campaign has been successful, but that more

this is already beginning to happen.

education about the campaign and its purpose is needed.
Stakeholders suggested a quarterly or monthly newsletter

Marketing and selling of the community, both internally

which is distributed to investors to keep them informed

and

several

about campaign activities may be a good idea. A similar

Some said the Clarksville-Montgomery

type of communication would be helpful for the general

externally,

stakeholders.

was

also

mentioned

by

County area is a great place to live and work, but it needs

public.

to be showcased more. Others said the community needs
to state its best features to its own residents first, because

Some stakeholders felt that the campaign needs better

they serve as the most important spokespeople in selling

metrics and goals. Some of those interviewed said they

the community to outsiders. Many of those interviewed

were not sure what donations to the campaign were

think Clarksville-Montgomery County should be part of

really used for and they did see not the results. Some

the Nashville Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) or

stakeholders felt that clear goals stated at the beginning

have more of a tie to Nashville.

of the campaign with regular progress update would be

Some stakeholders

suggested that the area needs to take more of a regional
approach to economic development.

helpful.

The community

should market its proximity to Nashville and the

Many stakeholders agreed the Aspire Campaign needs a

Nashville International Airport. People outside of the

new name and a re-branding. The campaign needs a

community do not realize what it has to offer or that it is

new, uniform message and new energy.

as large as it is.

pointed out that it should be communicated that even

Stakeholders

with a new name, the campaign is a continuation of the
Several stakeholders also discussed education as critical
to the community’s future success.

Aspire Campaign and not a completely new initiative.

Many expressed

concern about adequate funding for schools, given the

Tourism

area’s rapid growth. Others mentioned the importance of

Montgomery County

Opportunities

for

Clarksville-

strong schools in attracting businesses and providing a
well-trained workforce. One person said, “If we don’t

Virtually every stakeholder interviewed in the tourism

continue to be forward thinking in our schools – where

sector believes that tourism has the potential to be a

we locate them and how we support them – we won’t be a

leading industry sector for Clarksville-Montgomery

contender for any type of growth.”

County.

A number of

Again, in discussing this question, most

stakeholders also said that the community could develop

stakeholders also said a convention center or multi-

stronger partnerships with Austin Peay to help better

purpose facility is essential if the tourism sector is to

prepare for the future.

reach its full potential.

In fact, several of those

interviewed said they are aware of a number of events the
Other suggestions stakeholders mentioned to ensure

area has lost to other cities because Clarksville does not

business success in Clarksville-Montgomery County are

have adequate space to accommodate them. They also

to continue to develop the riverfront and marina, create

said that the Convention and Visitors Bureau staff does a

more art and cultural facilities, and attract more upscale

good job with the limited facilities available.

retail stores and non-chain restaurants.
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Many stakeholders said they believe heritage tourism

to develop a process to make it easier for visitors to tour

presents outstanding opportunities for the community,

the facility.

particularly with the upcoming sesquicentennial of the

Some stakeholders said they would first ask a visitor

Civil War.

about

An exhibit centered on the Civil War

Sesquicentennial

would

be

very

timely.

People

their

interests

recommendations.

before

making

specific

They felt that such suggestions

specifically mentioned historic Collinsville and Fort

should be tailored based on whether people are

Defiance, along with the area’s overall historic charm as

interested in history, outdoor activities, arts and

important assets. One person said, “We have the historic

entertainment, shopping, etc. One person suggested that

background if we can just bottle it and make it a

residents might be provided with a list of all the options

package.”

available to visitors so that they would be better prepared
to help tourists that they encounter around the

While several stakeholders mentioned specific attractions

community.

that were important to the tourism industry, some said
the area suffers because it doesn’t have one “big hook” or

Other

destination type attraction. The proposed Wings of

homes, the downtown Artist Co-op, Dunbar Cave,

Liberty military museum could serve as a destination

Heritage Park, the Land Between the Lakes, the mall,

attraction for Clarksville-Montgomery County and should

Nashville and Rotary Park.

attractions

mentioned

included

Antebellum

have a significant impact on the community as a
destination for tourists. A few stakeholders also said they

Challenges for the Tourism Sector

think it is important for all area attractions to begin
cross-selling other offerings in the community.

As was mentioned throughout the interviews, most
stakeholders believe that lack of a convention complex

What to Do and See in Clarksville-Montgomery

presents the greatest challenge for the tourism sector.

County

Again, many people expressed concerns about funding
for construction of a facility.

When asked what they would recommend that a visitor to
the area see while in Clarksville-Montgomery County,

Others said that Clarksville-Montgomery County needs to

several attractions were recommended by almost every

enhance its tourism marketing efforts to generate more

stakeholder. Those mentioned most frequently included

interest in the community. Some stakeholders believe

the Customs House Museum and the Riverwalk area. In

that there is not sufficient funding to promote the area

addition, downtown Clarksville, historic Collinsville,

for tourists. One person said, “We have to make sure our

other historical sites and the Roxy Theater were also

name and what we have to offer is out there to fit the

recommended by many stakeholders.

interests of visitors.”

Several stakeholders suggested that Beachaven Winery

Some stakeholders said the overall tourism infrastructure

and Austin Peay would be good stops for a tourist.

needs to be enhanced.

Others mentioned Fort Defiance, Fort Donelson, the

additional restaurants, particularly those that are not

courthouse and the fairgrounds.

national chains; new hotel offerings; and a better trained

This includes development of

hospitality workforce that is prepared to market the
While many of those interviewed said tourists should

community to visitors.

visit Fort Campbell, some expressed concern that it is
difficult for visitors to get access to the post. Some said

One person commented that tourism needs to be a higher

the community should work with Fort Campbell officials

priority within the overall economic development
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program and there does not appear to be a serious,

Several of those interviewed felt that Clarksville-

sustainable strategic tourism brand marketing initiative.

Montgomery County needs to find the next big idea
related to tourism. The community has a huge tourism

Tourism Programs to Ensure Future Growth

opportunity to capitalize on the presence of Fort
Campbell. One idea might be to create an exhibit that

In discussing new or expanded tourism programs, most

tells the story of the American soldier from the

respondents

focused

Revolutionary War through the most recent military

Several

those

of

Montgomery

on

marketing

interviewed

County

should

opportunities.

believe
consider

Clarksville-

conflicts. The exhibit could touch on the Civil War, World

a

Wars I and II, the Korean War, the Vietnam War and

stronger

television presence to promote its tourism offerings,

recent conflicts in the Middle East.

while others said the community’s website and other
One

Other marketing ideas mentioned by stakeholders

interviewee said, “The web is where we are lacking most.

included airport signage, attending travel shows and

We need to be doing podcasting, blogging, and updating

events, continuing to grow the team sports business,

our website. You currently have to get to the Economic

coupons

Development Council (EDC) website to find tourism.”

marketing to tour bus operators, and viral marketing.

online tools should be expanded and enhanced.

for

attractions,

hosting

tourism

writers,

Some stakeholders also suggested that personal contact
might be key to tourism marketing.

Some said the

community should develop an “Ambassadors Program”
to make tourists feel welcome, while others said
relationship marketing to key audiences such as the
travel media might be important. In addition, internal
marketing was also mentioned as useful. Specifically,
some stakeholders said the community might create a
Welcome Wagon type program to make new residents
feel a part of the area and begin to develop a sense of
community pride among residents.
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Appendix C
Survey Monkey Summary and Results
Chamber Survey Summary – Non-Aspire Investors

How long have you been a member of the Chamber of Commerce?

Chamber Membership

Length of Membership

More than Ten Years

Between Five and Ten Years

Between One Year and Five
Years

Less than One Year

0.0%

5.0%

10.0%

15.0%

20.0%

25.0%

30.0%

35.0%

40.0%

Percentage

Answer Options
Less than One Year
Between One Year and Five Years
Between Five Years and Ten Years
More than Ten Years

Response Percent
12.4%
37.2%
17.9%
32.4%
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26
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Which of the following are the most common perceptions of Clarksville-Montgomery
County? Check all that apply.

Common Perceptions
Unawareness of Proximity to
Nashville
University Town

Perceptions

Small Town

Not As Nice as It Is

Military Town

Melting Pot

Little Big Town

Good Place to Retire
0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

80.0%

90.0%

Percentage

Answer Options

Response Percent

Response Count

Military Town
Good Place to Retire
Little Big Town
University Town
Unawareness of Proximity to Nashville
Melting Pot
Small Town
Not As Nice As It Is

84.1%
57.2%
50.3%
26.9%
23.4%
22.8%
16.6%
13.85
Other (please specify)
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83
73
39
34
33
24
20
18

Other (please specify)
It is tough to get higher paying executive level jobs. You need to own a business or have a profession.
Rural Roots with Urban Qualities
A fragmented town with much potential
Not progressing like it should - due to old ways of thinking
Comments that people don't feel connected in the community
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Potential for greatness, learn from some-sightness of zoning and growth in parts of Nashville
Blue collar factory town
Blue collar community
On many fronts, the events and concerns are not representative of the population. Clarksville still caters
to the select and does not have the desire to be different.
Historic Town
Seems to be a dark/sinister cloud over the city and waterways are very polluted
One of the Fastest Growing Cities in the Country
Spends money unwisely, poor pay for teachers, governed by "good ole boys", no convention center, no
marina, moving of hospital to where poor can't access it like before move, smell of sewage at Shoney’s',
lack of adequate roads, unchecked housing development, dangerous driving by soldiers returning from
the wars, disagreeing with soldiers not paying wheel tax.
Lots of potential, but too many opposed to change
Backwards, not willing to change, where the bad news comes from
Good Ole Boy Syndrome, Rapidly Growing, poor doctors care, very spiritual, Nashville has more
shopping opportunities, Nashville has more entertainment opportunities
Large population small town attitudes
I don't get what you mean "Not As Nice as It Is"
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Please rank the following industry sectors based on which you believe are the best fit
for Clarksville-Montgomery County, with one being the best fit and twelve being the
least likely fit.

Targeted Sectors
Tourism
Retail
Research and Development
Pharmaceutical

Sectors

Logistics Services
Information Technology
Distribution/Warehousing
Back-office Operations
Automotive Assembly and Suppliers
Alternative Energy
Aerospace/Aviation
Advanced Food Processing
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Rating
Answer
Options
Auto
Assembly &
Suppliers
Distribution/
Warehousing
Back-Office
Operations
IT
Logistics
Services
Alternative
Energy
Retail
Aerospace/
Aviation
Tourism

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Rating
Average

Response
Count

28

17

9

9

7

9

4

3

12

8

4

5

4.852174

115

9

19

22

13

13

9

8

8

7

7

2

6

5.130081
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7

13

18

18

14

7

`5

7

9

2

3

4

5.247863

117

6

11

9

10

17

11

12

15

10

8

4

2

5.982609

115

5

8

10

19

6

16

11

15

9

8

6

3

6.146552

116

16

11

6

9

9

8

6

7

9

12

13

7

6.292036

113

10

17

15

11

13

12

8

12

9

4

16

8

6.36
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15

16

10

6

5

6

5

5

11

9

11

18

6.521368

117

12

7

4

11

8

16

10

14

7

16

16

11

7.05303

132

Pharmaceut.

3

3

7

8

7

12

18

12

13

12

10

7

7.339286

112

R&D
Adv. Food
Processing

4

4

8

5

10

9

14

7

16

19

12

9

7.589744

117

5

5

3

7

13

5

8

9

9

8

11

27

8.009091

110
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* Listed above from highest rating to lowest
rating.

Other

4

Other (please specify)
Recreation
Independent Restaurants and nicer chains
Central Headquarters for Major Business (East Side of County)
What is the single most important initiative needed for Clarksville-Montgomery County to
be successful in the 21st Century economy?
Responses
Get government out of the information infrastructure business and make it open to publicly traded
companies
White collar/higher paying jobs requiring educated individuals, or skilled technicians
Update the mall in Governor's Square
A VISION FOR WHAT WE WANT TO BE and a plan for how we are going to get there.
Making the community appealing for the industries listed above.
Major Industry for our Mega Site
Marina
Ethnic growth and continued education
Getting the community to come together for a single purpose (mission, vision) and then move all the
various partners toward that vision. If we continue to be divided, we will continue to spin our wheels.
Improved wages/white collar jobs
Quit trying to be a small town and learn from those like Murfreesboro & Franklin, TN that you can have
great PLANNED growth...you just have to have people with initiative & vision in the key positions to
make it happen! Stop listening to those who think that we are still in the 90's who don't want to see
growth. Realize that we are in the 21st century and that growth is inevitable...just make sure the growth
is "Planned" correctly and not just thrown together as it has been in the past.
Clarksville is a great place to live...but there's always room for improvement. The Marina should be a
vital part of our planned growth as well as great new industries in our Industrial Park to bring down
unemployment and stimulate the economy.
Recently we visited State College, Pa and the town was so clean and so neat. I lived for 6 years in Tulsa,
Ok and they had a lot of hiking trails that seem to be lacking in Clarksville. Clarksville needs to clean up
its image and to get hiking/biking trails.
Finding a way to connect the community-idea exchanges between government and citizens- shared
vision and goals.
Ethical, visionary leadership
CONVENTION/MULTI-PURPOSE CENTER !!!
Everybody to work together
BETTER PAYING JOBS
To provide a community with resources and services consistent with other urban areas of comparable
size. We are seriously lacking is retail shopping, non-chain restaurants, and services such as curb side
recycling, parks, sidewalks, and lanes for persons bicycling.
Industrial Growth
Transportation
Being able to move around this city without all the traffic issues. Better roads and bridges
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Chamber Survey Summary – Aspire Investors

How long have you been a member of the Chamber of Commerce?

Chamber Membership

Length of Membership

More than Ten Years

Between Five and Ten Years

Between One Year and Five
Years

Less than One Year

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

80.0%

90.0%

Percentage

Answer Options
Less than One Year
Between One Year and Five Years
Between Five Years and Ten Years
More than Ten Years

Response Percent
0.0%
9.5%
14.3%
76.2%
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Which of the following are the most common perceptions of Clarksville-Montgomery
County? Check all that apply.

Common Perceptions
Unawareness of Proximity to
Nashville
University Town

Perceptions

Small Town

Not As Nice as It Is

Military Town

Melting Pot

Little Big Town

Good Place to Retire
0.0%

20.0%

40.0%

60.0%

80.0%

100.0%

120.0%

Percentage

Answer Options
Military Town
Good Place to Retire
Little Big Town
Melting Pot
Unawareness of Proximity to
Nashville
University Town
Not As Nice As It Is
Small Town

Response Percent
95.2%
81.0%
47.6%
38.1%

Response Count
20
17
10
8

38.1%

8

28.6%
23.8%
14.3%
Other (please specify)

6
5
3
8

Other (please specify)
Blue collar town
Strong manufacturing base; good schools; decent medical services
Elected officials not progressive thinkers. Good ole boy mentality.
Backwards, resists change.
Nothing to do town (although not true, but a perception of young adults and teens)
Mid-sized town with exceptional natural resources
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Great place to live
A growing and dynamic community

Please rank the following industry sectors based on which you believe are the best fit
for Clarksville-Montgomery County, with one being the best fit and twelve being the
least likely fit.

Targeted Sectors
Tourism
Retail
Research and Development
Pharmaceutical

Sectors

Logistics Services
Information Technology
Distribution/Warehousing
Back-office Operations
Automotive Assembly and Suppliers
Alternative Energy
Aerospace/Aviation
Advanced Food Processing
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Rating
Answer
Options
Auto
Assembly &
Suppliers
Alternative
Energy
Distribution/
Warehousing
Back-Office
Operations
Logistics
Services
Retail

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Rating
Average *

Response
Count

2

4

6

1

2

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

3.529412

17

5

2

0

2

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

4.6

15

3

1

2

2

2

1

1

3

1

0

0

0

4.6875

16

0

2

4

2

2

1

0

1

0

1

2

0

5.333333

15

0

4

1

0

1

4

3

4

0

0

0

0

5.470588

17

1

0

4

3

1

4

2

1

1

1

2

0

5.85

20

IT

0

0

1

2

6

3

1

1

1

2

0

0

6.058824

17

Tourism
Aerospace/
Aviation
R&D

4

1

0

2

1

3

2

0

3

3

1

1

6.238095

21

3

0

0

1

1

0

1

2

0

1

1

2

6.666667

12

0

2

2

1

1

2

0

3

2

1

3

2

7.368421

19
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Pharmaceut.
0
2
Adv. Food
1
1
Processing
* Listed above from highest
rating to lowest rating.

0

2

1

0

2

0

3

3

2

2

7.882353

17

0

0

0

0

3

1

1

3

2

5

9.0

17

Other

2

Other (please specify)
Agriculture
Healthcare - given the significant healthcare market in this region, those who supply the healthcare
industry with goods and services should find opportunities to serve Clarksville and Nashville
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What is the single most important initiative needed for Clarksville-Montgomery County to
be successful in the 21st Century economy?
Responses
Increased density for our community
Uncertain, but need to get some rail transportation
Successful mega-site
Consolidated government
Educate for the 21st century, not the 20th or 19th.
Aggressively recruit high skills jobs and companies involved in developing green products and alternative
energy solutions
Industry Recruitment
Development of infrastructure to respond to continuing growth
Increase white collar jobs with higher level of income
Need metro government with strong emphasis on our local education system--local school system and
APSU
Job-training for folks with high school or less
Flexibility in Mindset
A successful recruitment of the current "Project Washington" industry and associated plants!
Infrastructure to meet the residential, commercial, and industrial growth
Developing good communication skills and math skills in our public schools.
Large high-tech employer
Customer service
Technology, Quality of Life, Great Education, Recruit high paying jobs
EDUCATED WORK FORCE
Hi-tech industry in alternative energy development
Create and become a niche location for alternative energy companies including solar and battery
technologies
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Have you or your company participated as an investor in the Aspire Clarksville campaign?

Aspire Participation

Response

No

Yes

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

80.0%

90.0%

100.0%

Percentage

Answer Options
Yes
No

Response Percent
95.0%
5.0%
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Do you believe the Aspire Clarksville Campaign has been successful?

Aspire Success

Response

Don't Know

No

Yes

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

80.0%

Percentage

Answer Options
Yes
No
Don’t Know

Response Percent
73.7%
10.5%
15.8%
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Do you think the Aspire Clarksville Campaign needs a new name?

Aspire Name

Response

Don't Know

No

Yes

0.0%

10.0%

20.0%

30.0%

40.0%

50.0%

60.0%

70.0%

Percentage

Answer Options
Yes
No
Don’t Know

Response Percent
61.1%
27.8%
11.1%
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What changes would you like to see to the Aspire Clarksville Campaign?
Responses
Communication/involvement of the investors in more dynamic way
More accountability of how resources are expended.
Dig more wells; it seems like they keep going back to the same well with every jug
More regular updates with positive progress reports to investors. The news has been good, even great,
and should be shared as often as possible.
Let's call it "EXCELL CLARKSVILLE". We need more emphasis on white collar jobs.
Have firm goals and not take credit for initiatives pursued and accomplished by others.
Quarterly email investor updates
Changing the name sometimes adds new energy and excitement to an existing campaign/brand. Some
investors do not perceive the current campaign to be successful. So there needs to be a broader
marketing campaign to share the results. Much of the previous and current campaigns have focused on
industrial and tourism recruitment; more emphasis needs to be placed on existing and small
business/entrepreneurial development with more funding designated for the Chamber of Commerce to
cover the cost of special programs and the re-employment of a director.
It needs to be relaunched with a refocused mission and a new, fresh campaign that relates to the
emerging Clarksville.
Increase shingles on street signage. Do not pull back promoting during these economic times.
More specifics as to the expenditures by more frequent reports.
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Appendix D
Demographic Comparison Data
Montgomery County
Tennessee

Clarksville
Tennessee

Murfreesboro
Tennessee

Columbus
Georgia

Total Population 2007

152,548

117,995

88,703

184,912

Estimated Population 2012

163,803

127,232

100,876

187,217

Median Age 2007

32.3

30.8

31.4

33.4

Estimated Median Age 2012

34.1

32.5

34.2

33.9

Grade K - 8

1.7%

1.4%

4.0%

2.5%

Grade 9 - 12

5.6%

5.5%

6.0%

10.0%

High School Graduate

32.0%

30.2%

30.0%

29.1%

Associates Degree

8.0%

8.7%

5.5%

8.7%

Bachelor's Degree

16.8%

17.1%

23.8%

17.1%

Graduate Degree

6.4%

6.4%

12.0%

10.8%

Some College, No Degree

29.6%

30.7%

18.8%

21.7%

Average Household Income 2007

$52,057

$49,898

$57,982

$53,982

Median Household Income 2007

$47,622

$45,955

$48,815

$42,761

2007 Estimate

$19,873

$19,167

$24,702

$21,449

2012 Projection

$20,991

$20,247

$27,020

$23,193

% Change 2007 to 2012

5.60%

5.60%

9.30%

8.10%

2000 Census

$16,826

$16,178

$19,659

$17,836

1990 Census

$11,006

$11,156

$12,900

$11,878

% Change 1990 to 20000

52.90%

45%

52.30%

50.10%

Employed

63,782

47,622

46,212

69,321

Unemployed

3,640

3,075

4,151

6,758

In Armed Forces

12,420

11,226

59

9,500

Total Labor Force

79,842

61,923

50,421

85,579

Demographics

Educational Attainment

Household Income

Per Capita Income

2007 Workforce Data
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Montgomery County
Tennessee

Clarksville
Tennessee

Murfreesboro
Tennessee

Columbus
Georgia

Accommodation and food services

4,046

3,403

3,099

5,835

Administrative and support and waste
management services

2,014

1,639

963

2,121

Agriculture forestry fishing and hunting

435

168

162

291

Arts entertainment and recreation

664

539

559

976

2000 Employment: By Number

Construction

4,166

2,561

2,134

4,533

Educational services

5,149

3,646

3,777

6,674

Finance and insurance

1,587

1,141

1,658

6,615

Health care and social assistance

6,449

4,936

3,719

9,475

Information

1,664

1,267

1,010

2,081

Management of companies and enterprises

4

4

12

117

Manufacturing

8,801

6,503

5,733

11,221

Mining

70

49

53

31

Other services (except public administration

2,469

1,864

1,464

4,060

Professional scientific and technical services

1,434

999

1,273

2,319

Public Administration

3,649

2,727

1,199

4,534

Real estate and rental and leasing

785

509

668

1,519

Retail Trade

7,133

5,491

4,744

8,714

Transportation and warehousing

2,442

1,735

1,618

2,380

Utilities

574

375

238

358

Wholesale Trade

1,184

864

1,355

1,535
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Montgomery County
Tennessee

Clarksville
Tennessee

Murfreesboro
Tennessee

Columbus
Georgia

% Accommodation and food services

7.39%

8.42%

8.75%

7.74%

% Administrative and support and waste
management services

3.68%

4.05%

2.72%

2.81%

% Agriculture forestry fishing and hunting

0.79%

0.42%

0.46%

0.39%

% Arts entertainment and recreation

1.21%

1.33%

1.58%

1.30%

% Construction

7.61%

6.34%

6.02%

6.01%

% Educational services

9.41%

9.02%

10.66%

8.85%

% Finance and insurance

2.90%

2.82%

4.68%

8.77%

% Health care and social assistance

11.79%

12.21%

10.49%

12.57%

% Information

3.04%

3.14%

2.85%

2.76%

% Management of companies and enterprises

0.01%

0.01%

0.03%

0.16%

% Manufacturing

16.08%

16.09%

16.18%

14.88%

% Mining

0.13%

0.12%

0.15%

0.04%

% Other services (except public administration)

4.51%

4.61%

4.13%

5.39%

% Professional scientific and technical services

2.62%

2.47%

3.59%

3.08%

% Public administration

6.67%

6.75%

3.38%

6.01%

% Real estate and rental and leasing

1.43%

1.26%

1.88%

2.01%

% Retail trade

13.04%

13.58%

13.39%

11.56%

% Transportation and warehousing

4.46%

4.29%

4.57%

3.16%

% Utilities

1.05%

0.93%

0.67%

0.48%

% Wholesale trade

2.16%

2.14%

3.82%

2.04%

2000 Employment: By Percentage
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Appendix E
End Notes
http://www.clarksville.tn.us/wps-html/AboutClarksville/
http://www.clarksville.tn.us/wps-html/AboutClarksville/Location/#National
3 http://www.clarksville.tn.us/wps-html/AboutClarksville/Location/Transportation/
4 http://www.clarksville.tn.us/wps-html/AboutClarksville/Demographics/ and http://www.clarksville.tn.us/wpshtml/AboutClarksville/
5 “A Labor Market Assessment for the Fort Campbell Region” prepared by TIP Strategies, May 2007
6 Information provided by Liana Wallace of the Clarksville-Montgomery County EDC on August 20, 2008.
7 http://www.cmcss.net/about/main.asp
8 http://www.cmcss.net/schools/pages/middlecollege/main.html
9 http://www.cmcss.net/about/main.asp
10 http://www.cmcss.net/news/2008/20081110.asp and
http://edu.reportcard.state.tn.us/pls/apex/f?p=200:50:3176663985249193::NO
11 http://www.cmcss.net/news/2008/20081029.asp
12 http://www.apsu.edu/General/
13 http://www.apsu.edu/academics/degree_masters.htm
14 http://www.apsu.edu/academics/degree_bachelor.htm
15 http://www.apsu.edu/News/show_news.asp?id=3811
16 http://www.clarksville.tn.us/wps-html/AboutClarksville/AustinPeayStateUniversity/
17 http://www.apsu.edu/online/homelandsec.htm#purpose
18 http://www.clarksville.tn.us/wps-html/AboutClarksville/ArtsCulture/
19 http://www.clarksville.tn.us/wps-html/AboutClarksville/ and Settle, Jimmy, The Leaf Chronicle, “From Hospital to Megasite,
City Poised for Growth”
20 http://www.todaysgateway.com/About/Pages/About%20Us.aspx
21 http://www.gvctc.com/about.htm
22 Decision Data Resources report generated October 2008
23 http://www.bls.gov/news.release/metro.t01.htm
24 http://clarksville.tn.us/wps-html/AboutClarksville/Demographics/
25 http://www.clarksville.tn.us/wps-html/AboutClarksville/FortCampbell/
26 http://www.clarksville.tn.us/wps-html/EconomicDevelopment/
27 Hemlock Semiconductor Expansion news release and fact sheet dated December 15, 2008.
28 http://www.clarksville.tn.us/news-html/2008/11/news0127.html
29 http://www.clarksville.tn.us/wps-html/EconomicDevelopment/
30 http://clarksville.tn.us/info-html/top_employers.html
31 http://www.tva.gov/news/releases/octdec06/megasite_clarksville.htm and http://www.clarksville.tn.us/wpshtml/IndustrialDevelopmentBoard/AvailableIndustrialSites/
32 Hemlock Semiconductor Expansion news release and fact sheet dated December 15, 2008.
33 http://www.clarksville.tn.us/wps-html/IndustrialDevelopmentBoard/CorporateBusinessPark/
34 http://www.clarksville.tn.us/demog/dealready.pdf
35 http://www.clarksville.tn.us/wps-html/IndustrialDevelopmentBoard/CorporateBusinessPark/
36 http://www.nerc.org/documents/green_purchasing/greenpurchasingresources.html
37 http://www.green-technoloyg.org/what.htm
38 http://www.green-technoloyg.org/what.htm
39 http://www.sustainableindustries.com/energy/36399419.html
40
http://features.csmonitor.com/politics/2009/02/14/obama-wins-his-economic-stimulus-package-but-without-thebipartisanship-he-sought/
41
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/02/16/AR2009021600300.html
42
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=99895320 and
http://features.csmonitor.com/economyrebuild/2009/01/27/%e2%80%98green%e2%80%99-energy-a-tiny-share-of-stimulusplan/
43
http://features.csmonitor.com/politics/2009/02/14/obama-wins-his-economic-stimulus-package-but-without-thebipartisanship-he-sought/
44
http://projects.nytimes.com/44th_president/stimulus/energy
45 http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=99895320 and
http://features.csmonitor.com/economyrebuild/2009/01/27/%e2%80%98green%e2%80%99-energy-a-tiny-share-of-stimulusplan/
46 http://www.cows.org/pdf/rp-greenerpathways.pdf
47 http://seia.org/cs/about_solar_energy/the_case_for_solar
48 http://www.knoxnews.com/news/2009/feb/10/solar-energy-institute-is-proposed/
49 http://www1.eere.energy.gov/solar/
50 http://www.solarbuzz.com/Applications.htm
1

2
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http://www.examiner.com/x-325-Global-Warming-Examiner~y2008m5d20-Solar-Cell-Manufacturers-Have-Room-to-Grow
http://govpro.com/issue_20070101/gov_imp_78788/
53 http://seia.org/cs/about_solar_energy/history
54 http://seia.org/cs/about_solar_energy/industry_data
55 http://seia.org/cs/state_fact_sheets
56 http://seia.org/cs/about_solar_energy/the_case_for_solar
57 http://seia.org/galleries/pdf/Navigant%20Consulting%20Report%209.15.08.pdf
58 http://www.cows.org/pdf/rp-greenerpathways.pdf
59 http://seia.org/galleries/pdf/Navigant%20Consulting%20Report%209.15.08.pdf
60 Hemlock Semiconductor Expansion news release and fact sheet dated December 15, 2008.
61 http://www.clarksvilleonline.com/2008/12/15/its-official-hemlock-to-invest-12-billion-for-polysilicon-plant/
62 Hemlock Semiconductor Expansion news release and fact sheet dated December 15, 2008.
63 Hemlock Semiconductor Expansion news release and fact sheet dated December 15, 2008.
64 http://www.seia.org/galleries/state-fact-sheets/Tennessee_2008.pdf
65 http://www.clarksville.tn.us/wps-html/AboutClarksville/Location/Transportation/
66 http://www1.eere.energy.gov/windandhydro/wind_how.html
67 http://www1.eere.energy.gov/windandhydro/wind_how.html
68 http://www.cows.org/pdf/rp-greenerpathways.pdf
69 http://www.awea.org/newsroom/releases/AWEA_Quarterly_Report_102208.html
70 http://www1.eere.energy.gov/windandhydro/pdfs/43025.pdf
71 http://www.awea.org/utility/pdf/Wind_and_Reliability_Factsheet.pdf
72 http://www1.eere.energy.gov/windandhydro/pdfs/43025.pdf
73 http://www1.eere.energy.gov/windandhydro/pdfs/43025.pdf
74 http://www1.eere.energy.gov/windandhydro/pdfs/43025.pdf
75 http://www1.eere.energy.gov/windandhydro/pdfs/43025.pdf
76 http://www.awea.org/newsroom/releases/AWEA_Quarterly_Report_102208.html
77 http://www.awea.org/pubs/factsheets/Top_20_States.pdf
78 http://www.cows.org/pdf/rp-greenerpathways.pdf
79 http://www.cows.org/pdf/rp-greenerpathways.pdf
80 http://www.chattanoogachamber.com/newsandvideo/aerisyn_locates.asp and
http://windfarmersnetwork.org/eve/forums/a/tpc/f/3460074372/m/1670016113
81 http://www.chattanoogachamber.com/newsandvideo/aerisyn_locates.asp and
http://windfarmersnetwork.org/eve/forums/a/tpc/f/3460074372/m/1670016113
82 http://www.chattanoogachamber.com/newsandvideo/aerisyn_locates.asp and
http://windfarmersnetwork.org/eve/forums/a/tpc/f/3460074372/m/1670016113
83 http://searchcrm.techtarget.com/dictionary/definition/what-is-customer-service-and-support.html
84 http://searchcrm.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid11_gci761472,00.html
85 http://searchcrm.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid11_gci761472,00.html
86 http://searchcrm.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid11_gci214586,00.html
87 http://cmisight.com/index2.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=56&pop=1&page=0&itemid=58
88 http://searchcrm.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid11_gci214586,00.html
89 http://www.callcentermagazine.com/shared/printableArticle.jhtml?articleID=199703595
90 http://www.justcareers.com/PressReleases/CallCenterCompensationStudy.pdf
91 http://www.justcareers.com/PressReleases/CallCenterCompensationStudy.pdf
51

52

92

http://www.nashvilleareainfo.com/Docs/Maps/Target%20Industries/Call%20Centers/Major%20Call%20Centers%20within%20th
e%20Nashville%20Economic%20Market.xls
93 http://www.chattanoogan.com/articles/article_82113.asp
94 http://www.expansionmanagement.com/cmd/articledetail/articleid/15909/default.asp
95 http://searchdatacenter.techtarget.com/sDefinition/0,,sid80_gci332661.00,html
96 Id.
97 http://www.panduit.com/enabling_technologies/091903.asp
98 http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.do?command=viewArticleBasic&articleId=9012963
99 http://searchdatacenter.techtarget.com/tip/0,289483,sid80_gci1299208,00.html
100 http://www.datacenterknowledge.com/archives/2007/Jan/29/data_center_boom_reaches_smaller_cities.html
101 http://www.datacenterknowledge.com/archives/2008/Mar/20/regional_growth_boots_data_center_industry.html
102 http://www.technologyiowa.org/news/article.cfm?articleid=833&categoryid=2
103 http://www.omaha.com/index.php?u_page=1208&u_sid=10467849
104 http://virtualization.sys-con.com/node/761480
105 http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/S/shared_contact_centre.html
106 http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/S/shared_contact_centre.html
107 http://www.eas.ee/vfs/2056/Introduction%20A.pdf
108 http://www.industryweek.com/PrintArticle.aspx?ArticleID=10729&SectionID=4
109 Id.
110 http://www.sharedxpertise.com/file/3927/accentures-shared-services-research-study.html
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www.jpmorgan.com/pdfdoc/jpmorgan/cash/pdf/global_shared_service_centers.pdf
Id.
113 http://www.expansionmanagement.com/cmd/articledetail/articleid/18503/default.asp
114 http://www.sharedservicesbpo.com/file/2504/ocharleys-inc-to-establish-shared-services-center.html
115 http://www.ryder.com/aboutus_glos.shtml
116 http://www.census.gov/epcd/naics02/def/NDEF493.HTM
117 http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_qa3755/is_20070507/ai_n19197184
118 http://www.iwla.com/why/industry.aspx
119 http://www.thomasgroup.com/Industries/Distribution.aspx
120 http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_qa3759/is_/ai_n19198749
121 http://www.bls.gov/oco/cg/cgs021.htm
122 http://www.bls.gov/oco/cg/cgs021.htm
123 http://www.area-development.com/Archives/06August/1_delivering.html and http://www.naw.org/freereports/channel.pdf
124 http://www.businessfacilities.com/bf_05_02_special2.asp
125 Id and
http://www.memphischamber.com/default.asp?contentType=static&browsePath=MemphisBusiness,EconomicDevelopment,Logist
ics
126 http://www.nashvilleareainfo.com/Docs/DISTRIBUTION%20BROCHURE-UPDATE%202005.pdf
127 Id.
128 http://www.clarksville.tn.us/news-html/2006/01/news0041.html and
http://www.nashvilleareainfo.com/Docs/DISTRIBUTION%20BROCHURE-UPDATE%202005.pdf
129 http://www.dpl-corp.com/services.htm and http://www.dpl-corp.com/about_us.htm
130 http://www.flynashville.com/about/brief.aspx
131 http://www.clarksville.tn.us/wps-html/AboutClarksville/Location/Transportation/
132 http://www.clarksville.tn.us/wps-html/AboutClarksville/Location/
133 http://www.nashvilleareainfo.com/default.aspx?Page=Distribution and “A Labor Market Assessment for the Fort Campbell
Region” prepared by TIP Strategies, May 2007
134 http://www.tnstate.edu/busadmin
135 http://198.146.118.2/Logistics
136 http://www.owen.vanderbilt.edu/vanderbilt/Programs/mba/mba-curriculum/concentrations/operations.cfm
137 http://premium.hoovers.com/subscribe/ind/fr/profile/basic.xhtml?ID=69 and
http://www.ita.doc.gov/td/health/outlook_05_medical.pdf
138 http://premium.hoovers.com/subscribe/ind/factsheet.xhtml?HICID=1378
139 http://premium.hoovers.com/subscribe/ind/fr/profile/basic.xhtml?ID=69
140 http://premium.hoovers.com/subscribe/ind/fr/profile/basic.xhtml?ID=69 and
http://www.ibtimes.com/articles/20080128/medical-device-makers-set-to-rise-in-08_2.htm
141 http://www.ita.doc.gov/td/health/outlook_05_medical.pdf
142 http://www.prlog.org/10059118-disposable-medical-supplies-industry-forecasts-to-2011-2016.html
143 http://www.prlog.org/10059118-disposable-medical-supplies-industry-forecasts-to-2011-2016.html
144 http://econdevleader.blogspot.com/2007/08/medical-equipment-and-supplies-industry.html
145 http://www.ibtimes.com/articles/20080128/medical-device-makers-set-to-rise-in-08_2.htm
146 http://www.ibisworld.com/industry/retail.aspx?indid=881&chid=1
147 http://www.healthcarecouncil.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=2&Itemid=10
148 http://www.healthcarecouncil.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=2&Itemid=10
149 http://www.healthcarecouncil.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=3&Itemid=12
150 http://www.healthcarecouncil.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=4&Itemid=13#medicalp
151 http://www.census.gov/epcd/naics02/def/NDEF336.HTM#N3361
152 http://www.automotivesupplier.org/Industry%20Economic%20Paper.pdf
153 http://www.diversitycareers.com/articles/pro/04-junjul/sd_mitsubishi.htm
154 http://www.blackwell-synergy.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/j.1467-9787.2008.00549.x
155 http://www.automotivesupplier.org/Industry%20Economic%20Paper.pdf
156 First Research Industry Profile: Automobile Parts and Accessories Manufacture; Quarterly Update, March 17, 2008.
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